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ABSTRACT 

 
The lack of emotional verbalization in saga literature and its apparent preference for an 

objective narrative style has forever been a self-evident truth among saga scholars. 

However, a recent study on emotions in Old Norse-Icelandic literature shows how these 

characteristics are not due to a lack of literary means to express emotion. In lieu of 

presenting passages in which verbal expression is the core of emotional display, action 

and somatic indicators are overall favoured. In this thesis, I seek to analyse the narrative 

plot of the latter part of Laxdæla saga—namely, from chapter 33 to chapter 78—

considering its emotional display and how its emotional subtext influences the structural 

aspects of the plot.  

In the first chapter, I provide a theoretical discussion of the term ‘emotion’, as 

well as an overview of the major works that have sought to define said term. In the 

second chapter, I address the themes of structural patterns, textual influences, and the 

representation of the main female character in Laxdæla saga on which the latter analysis 

will build. Drawing on several pieces of scholarship that have discussed such matters, I 

argue that the narrative structure of the analysed plot is mainly shaped by emotions. The 

third chapter offers a literary analysis of the chapters in question, focusing on the 

abovementioned themes. I base the study on the analysis of key scenes, focusing on 

several categories of emotional display: emotion words, somatic markers, gestures and 

facial expressions, silences and concealment, dialogues, actions, and narrative 

sequencing. I argue that the narrative structure of the plot in these chapters is indebted 

to the overall emotional content.  

Ultimately, the results of this thesis demonstrate that the emotional inner life of 

Guðrún Ósvífrsdóttir is integral to the way in which the saga is shaped, shifting the 

focus on her as the central figure of the analysed plot. 

 
Keywords: Viking and Medieval Norse Studies, Medieval literature, Laxdæla saga, 

emotions 

  



 

 

ÁGRIP 

 
Það hefur jafnan verið talið sjálfgefið að Íslendingasögur hneygist að hlutlægum 

sagnastíl og forðist að tjá tilfinningar. Nýlegar rannsóknir á tilfinningum í 

fornnorrænum bókmenntum hafa hins vegar leitt í ljós að ekki er um að ræða 

vandkvæði við að tjá tilfinningar. Þess í stað virðast þessar sögur leggja áhersla á að tjá 

tilfinningar í gegnum gjörðir og líkamleg viðbrögð frekar en að einblína á 

tilfinningalega orðræðu. Í þessari ritgerð mun ég kanna uppbyggingu síðari hluta 

Laxdæla sögu – þ.e. kafla 33 til 78 – með tilliti til tilfinningatjáningar og þess hvernig 

undirliggjandi tilfinningar hafa áhrif á eða móta söguþráðinn og framsetningu hans. 

Fyrsti kaflinn veitir fræðilegt yfirlit yfir hugtakið „tilfinning“ sem og yfir þau 

helstu verk sem hafa reynt að skilgreina hugtakið. Í öðrum kaflanum tekst ég á við 

frásagnarfræðilega uppbyggingu, textaáhrif og framsetningu aðalkvenpersónu Laxdæla 

sögu. Ég mun leitast við að sýna fram á að uppbygging sögunnar er mótuð af 

tilfinningum og miðlun þeirra. Þriðji kaflinn samanstendur af bókmenntalegri greiningu 

á síðari hlutanum með tilliti til fyrrenfndra þema. Rannsóknin byggir á greiningu á 

völdum lykilsenum þar sem áherslan er á framsetningu tilfinninga gegnum 

tilfinningaorð, líkamsviðbrögð, látbragð, svipbrigði, þagnir, yfirhylmingu, orðræðu, 

gjörðir og frásagnartækni. Ég mun því leitast við að sýna fram á að frásagnarfræðileg 

uppbygging söguþráðarinns í þessum köflum sé beintengdur við og bein afleiðing af 

tilfinningalegu viðfangi sögunnar. 

Niðurstaða rannsóknarinnar er sú að tilfinningar og innra líf Guðrúnar 

Ósvífrsdóttur sé lykilatriði í upbyggingu sögunnar og að hún sé þarafleiðandi 

lykilpersóna í áðurnefndum köflum. 

 
Leitarorð: Víkinga- og miðaldafræði, Miðaldabókmenntir, Laxdæla saga, tilfinningar 
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Taladrado de estrellas 
y maduro de música, 

¿dónde llevas, silencio, 
tu dolor extrahumano, 
dolor de estar cautivo 
en la araña melódica, 
ciego ya para siempre 
tu manantial sagrado? 

Elegía del Silencio, Federico García Lorca (1920) 
 
 

A mi madre, como siempre y para siempre. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The Sagas of Icelanders […] are psychological dramas.1 

Laconic, terse, and dispassionate are only a few of the words that have been used to describe 

the (un)emotional world of the sagas. The apparent objectivity and lack of emotional 

verbalization characteristic of the so-called ‘saga style’ has become a self-evident truth 

amongst scholars. In 1939, Otto Springer postulated that said style is highly influenced by a 

sense of realism, and as such, it must remain “unadorned” in order to bring forth this distinctive 

trait.2 His argument was later supported by Peter Hallberg in his The Icelandic Saga, in which 

he claimed that the emphasis of these works is put on tangible external facts. Nevertheless, he 

also pointed out that “it would be a mistake to interpret this as a primitive narrative technique 

or as a lack of sensitivity on the part of the author.”3 Indeed in comparison to other 

contemporaneous styles of literature, the expression of emotion in the sagas might seem rather 

meagre, and this particular “artistic economy” may make the (modern) reader susceptible of 

missing some psychological connections not only with the characters but also with the overall 

plots.4  

This attitude towards the ‘saga style’ is even present in the handbook on Icelandic 

stylistics Íslensk Stílfræði, which defines this style as plain, colloquial and concrete, with a 

terse narrative style that makes little to no attempt to embellish situations. It is realistic and 

simple, and indirect or abstract senses are a rarity.5 This view seems to have prevailed in 

Theodore M. Andersson’s many studies on the Íslendingasögur. Andersson did not fail to 

mention that generations of readers have found the sagas “delightfully mannered in their 

contrived silences, their laconism, their indirection and opacity, their monumental moments 

                                                
1. Ármann Jakobsson, “Egils saga and Empathy: Emotions and Moral Issues in a Dysfunctional 

Saga Family,” in Nine Saga Studies: The Critical Interpretation of the Icelandic Sagas (Reykjavík: 
University of Iceland Press, 2013), 155. 

2. Otto Springer, “The Style of the Old Icelandic Family Sagas,” The Journal of English and 
Germanic Philology 38.1 (Jan 1939): 115. 

3. Peter Hallberg, The Icelandic Saga, trans. Paul Schach (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 
1962), 76. 

4. Stephen D. White, “The Politics of Anger,” in Anger’s Past: The Social Uses of an Emotion in 
the Middle Ages, ed. Barbara H. Rosenwein (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1998), 134. 

5. Þorleifur Hauksson and Þórir Óskarsson, Íslensk Stílfræði (Reykjavík: Styrktarsjóður Þórbergs 
Þórðarsonar og Margrétar Jónsdóttur, Háskóla Íslands: Mál og menning, 1994), 274–275. 
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and monumental rejoinders, [and] their fondness for the construction of memorable scenes.”6 

Furthermore, his approach claimed that the main structuring point for the Íslendingasögur is 

no other than the affairs of men and their feuds. Even if this is to be taken as the definitive 

truth, it does not negate the ‘emotionality’ conveyed in said texts through other literary devices. 

In this thesis, I seek to analyse the narrative plot of the latter part of Laxdæla saga—

namely, from chapter 33 to chapter 78—considering its emotional display and how its 

emotional subtext influences the structural aspects of the plot. In the first chapter, I provide a 

theoretical discussion of the terms ‘emotion’ and ‘emotionality’, as well as an overview of the 

major works that have sought to define said terms. In the second chapter, I address the themes 

of structural patterns, textual influences, and the representation of the main female character in 

Laxdæla saga on which the latter analysis will build. Drawing on several pieces of scholarship 

that have discussed such matters, I argue that the narrative structure of the analysed plot is 

mainly shaped by emotions. The third chapter offers a literary analysis of the chapters in 

question, focusing on the abovementioned themes. I base the study on the analysis of key 

scenes, considering several categories of emotional display: emotion words, somatic markers, 

gestures and facial expressions, silences and concealment, dialogues, actions, and narrative 

sequencing.7 I argue that the narrative structure of the plot in these chapters is indebted to the 

overall emotional content. Ultimately, the main goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that the 

emotional inner life of Guðrún Ósvífrsdóttir is integral to the way in which the saga is shaped, 

shifting the focus on her as the central figure of the plot. 

  

                                                
6. Theodore M. Andersson, “Is There a History of Emotion in Eddic Poetry?,” in Codierungen von 

Emotionen im Mittelalter, ed. C. Stephen Jaeger and Ingrid Kasten (Berlin and New York: De Gruyter, 
2003), 200. 

7. Examples of these will appear in italics, when referring to the standardized form of the word (i.e. 
infinitive form of a verb, nominative singular of a substantive), or alternatively in quotation marks, when 
referring to direct quotes. 
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1. HUGARHRÆRINGAR, OR THE MANY DEFINITIONS OF EMOTION 

The word emotion is not as unproblematic as it seems.8 

Taking Anna Wierzbicka’s note of caution into consideration we must first define the central 

term of the present study and attempt to answer the infamous question: ‘what is emotion?’.9 

Before tackling the differences and details of the definition of the term across the various 

disciplines—anthropology, psychology, and history—one must consider its semantic features. 

According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, the English language comprises the following 

definitions for the term: “1a obsolete: DISTURBANCE b: EXCITEMENT. 2a: the affective aspect of 

consciousness: FEELING. b: a state of feeling. c: a conscious mental reaction (such as anger or 

fear) subjectively experienced as strong feeling usually directed toward a specific physiological 

and behavioural changes in the body.”10 The first recorded use of the word in English is dated 

to 1579, in the meaning defined in 1a. As a loan word, ‘emotion’ was incorporated in the 

language with the meaning of “a (social) moving, stirring, agitation,” or “tumult” from the 

Middle French émotion (16th century), and Old French “émouvoir ‘stir up’, ‘excite, move the 

feelings of (12th century).”11 Ultimately, its semantic root is to be found in the Latin “e-movere 

(Rom. *ex-mōvere),” from the PIE “*meuə- ‘to push away’.”12  

Inherent to the notion of emotion is therefore a sense of movement, whether intransitive, 

transitive, or reflexive. In medieval English—as well as in both current English and many 

Romance languages to this day—the verb ‘to move’ can metaphorically infer the sense of ‘stir 

                                                
8. Anna Wierzbicka, Emotions Across Languages and Cultures: Diversity and Universals 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 2, emphasis in original.  
9. The need for a definition of the term has been discussed by many scholars. See, for instance: 

William James, “What Is an Emotion?,” Mind 34.9 (Apr 1884): 188–205; Anna Wierzbicka, Emotions 
Across Languages (1999); Jerome Kagan, What is Emotion? History, Measures, and Meanings (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2007); Carroll E. Izard, “The Many Meanings/Aspects of Emotion: Definitions, 
Functions, Activation, and Regulation,” Emotion Review 2.4 (Oct 2010): 363–370; Thomas Dixon, 
“‘Emotion’: The History of a Keyword in Crisis,” Emotion Review 4.4 (Oct 2012): 338–344. 

10. Merriam-Webster Dictionary online: https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/emotion . 
Last accessed on April 27th, 2019. In contrast to Merriam-Webster, both Cambridge and Oxford online 
dictionaries define the term ‘emotion’ as “a strong feeling.” See: 
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/emotion; 
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/emotion. All websites last accessed on April 27th, 2019. 

11. T.F. Hoad, ed., The Concise Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1986), 146; Online Etymology Dictionary: 
https://www.etymonline.com/word/emotion#etymonline_v_5814. Last accessed on April 27th, 2019. The 
Trésor de la Langue Française informatisé (TLFi) gives a similar etymology to the French word émotion. 
Cf.: TLFi: http://atilf.atilf.fr/. Last accessed on April 27th, 2019. 

12. Hoad, Concise Oxford Dictionary, 146; Online Etymology Dictionary: 
https://www.etymonline.com/word/*meue-. Last accessed on April 27th, 2019. 
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up’, ‘excite’, or ‘arouse’.13 In modern Icelandic, tilfinning is used for both ‘feeling’ and 

‘emotion’. The intrinsic meaning of ‘movement’ attached to the English term is lost but is 

nevertheless present in the preferred term in Old Icelandic: hræring (motion, stir), which is 

recorded in the Cleasby-Vigfússon dictionary with the metaphorical meaning of ‘emotion’.14 

The compound term hugar-hræring (emotion, lit. movement of the mind) is also attested in the 

dictionary, although it is only recorded twice in Ordbog over det norrønne prosasprog [= 

ONP], specifically in an Árna saga byskups manuscript from 1696.15 

Given that emotion is not a medieval word it raises the question of the adaptability of 

the terminology. In her PhD dissertation on emotions in the Íslendingasögur, Kirsi Kanerva 

points out that, although anachronistic for medieval studies, the term emotion might be more 

suitable, since it bears an array of meanings that the medieval words ‘passion’ and ‘affect’ 

cannot convey.16 The preferred terms to refer to those ‘movements of the mind’—passions and 

affects, but also feelings—only appeal(ed) to a certain display of what we now understand as 

emotions, at least in the English language.17  

The concept of passion derives from the Ancient Greek pathe, transmitted to Latin as 

pati (to suffer). In their original meaning, the words had a very broad connotation. James R. 

Averill separates these in two categories and notes that both have highly (and metaphorically) 

influenced the subsequent theories of emotion.18 Pathe can, for one, be regarded as a sensory 

experience. The other category is one of pathe as a disease, particularly present in the Stoic 

                                                
13. See a discussion on this in: Andrew Lynch, “‘What cheer?’ Emotion and Action in the Arthurian 

World,” in Emotions in Medieval Arthurian Literature: Body, Mind, Voice, ed. Frank Brandsma, Carolyne 
Larrington and Corinne Saunders (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 2018), 49. Similar to English, the word emoció 
(Catalan) and emoción (Spanish), seem to have entered the language later on as loan words from French. 
See: Joan Coromines, Breve diccionario Etimológico de la Lengua Castellana (Madrid: Editorial Gredos, 
1990); Gran Diccionari de la Llengua Catalana: http://www.diccionari.cat/lexicx.jsp?GECART=0049932. 
Last accessed on April 27th, 2019. In both languages, the transitive form of the verb ‘to move’ (Cat. moure, 
Sp. mover) can entail a metaphorical meaning concerning mental states and/or emotions. See: 
http://dcvb.iec.cat/results.asp?word=moure; https://dle.rae.es/?id=PxKjVlC. Last accessed on April 27th, 
2019. 

14. Richard Cleasby and Guðbrandur Vigfússon, eds., An Icelandic-English dictionary, 2nd ed. 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957), 289 and 291. The semantic root of hræring is the verb hræra, cognate of 
the English rear, Old High German hruorian, German rühren, and Danish röre. See: Cleasby-Vigfússon, 
289; Jan de Vries, Altnordisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch, 2nd ed. (Leiden: Brill, 1961), 264. 

15. ONP, http://onp.ku.dk/onp/#o37519. Last accessed April 29th, 2019. 
16. Kirsi Kanerva, Porous Bodies, Porous Minds: Emotions and the Supernatural in the 

Íslendingasögur (ca. 1200-1400), PhD dissertation for the University of Turku (2015), 23–24. 
17. Lynch, “What cheer?,” 48. 
18. James R. Averill, “Inner Feelings, Works of the Flesh, the Beast Within, Diseases of the Mind, 

Driving Force, and Putting on a Show: Six Metaphors of Emotion and their Theoretical Extensions,” in 
Metaphors in the History of Psychology, ed. David E. Leary (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1990), 108. 
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approach. Stoicism considered passions as a “force that caused movement within the body” 

(passiones animi).19 Contrary to Plato’s physiological approach—in which passions, as 

irrational transgressions, were placed in the chest, far from the rationality of the psyche, placed 

in the head—the Stoics considered emotions to be forms of false judgement undergone by a 

rational mind. As such, they are not physiological reactions but they are nevertheless something 

from which the rational mind still suffers. Cicero took the Stoic approach to emotions 

suggesting that those that are more turbulent were to be regarded as perturbationes animi 

(disorders of the soul).20 

In Christian Neoplatonism, Saint Augustine of Hippo readily made a distinction 

between passions—which a good Christian should avoid—and “Godly affections”—such as 

love and compassion.21 Augustine agreed with the Stoic approach of passions as contrary to 

nature but he nevertheless ascribed them to will, not reason. Eight centuries later, Thomas 

Aquinas made a bipartite division of the soul and assigned both to a separate half.22 The quasi-

pathological connotations of both terms—which etymologically emphasize passivity, 

suffering, and disease—together with the additional biblical association of passion through the 

death of Jesus of Nazareth heavily contrast with the detachment of the term emotion from 

theology and moralism.23 Thus, for the sake of the present study, we must return to a somewhat 

anachronistic terminology. 

Although the semantics of the word may to some extent be easy to record, the answer 

to the initial question ‘what is emotion?’ varies according to time and discipline.24 To enhance 

our understanding of the term, it might be beneficial to accept ‘emotion’ as a meta-concept 

present in many fields of knowledge.25 As Jan Plamper points out, the discourse about emotion 

                                                
19. Kanerva, Porous Bodies, 23. 
20. Averill, “Six metaphors,” 108–110. 
21. Averill, “Six metaphors,” 111. 
22. Kanerva, Porous Bodies, 23. See also: Dixon, “Emotion,” 339–340. 
23. A developed discussion on the connotations of ‘passion(s)’, ‘affection(s)’, and ‘emotion(s)’ can 

be found in: Dixon, “Emotion,” 341–342. 
24. Sif Rikhardsdottir recommends Michael Lewis and Jeannette M. Haviland-Jones’ handbook as 

an introduction to interdisciplinary research on emotions. See: Handbook of Emotions, ed. Michael Lewis 
and Jeannette M. Haviland-Jones (New York: The Guilford Press, 2004). As quoted in: Sif Rikhardsdottir, 
Emotion in Old Norse Literature: Translations, Voices, Contexts (Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell and 
Brewer, 2017), n12:6. 

25. Jan Plamper, The History of Emotions: An Introduction, trans. Keith Tribe (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2014), 11–12. He also discusses three main reasons to bring all the definitions from 
different fields together: 1) Many conceptualisations of the term are etymologically connected; 2) 
comparisons and draft translations are effective for the study of similarities and differences for the 
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has been dominated by various disciplines across time. Some of the approaches taken—for 

instance, in the field of psychology—did not even exist in previous centuries. Nevertheless, in 

Western countries, from antiquity to roughly 1860, it seems that philology and theology, 

together with rhetoric, medicine, and literature, have defined emotions.26 Later on, psychology 

took its turn, up until the late twentieth century, when neurosciences took the reins of the 

scholarship, highly influencing the prior.27 

As discussed by Carolyne Larrington, there are two major schools of thought within 

emotion studies in psychology.28 Universalist theories—or theories of basic emotions—claim 

that the ‘basic emotions’ are common to all members of the human species across different 

cultures and times and are genetically transmitted. The universalist approach is mainly lead by 

renowned psychologist Paul Ekman, who has widely written about the concept of basic 

emotions. In Ekman’s view, there are six transcultural, unmistakable emotions: happiness, 

anger, fear, sadness, disgust, and surprise.29 These are always connected to recognizable facial 

expressions. Other scholars, such as Antonio Damasio, have remarked that although “primary” 

or “universal emotions” are what may come to mind when thinking about emotions, numerous 

other behaviours have also acquired this status. He includes in this category what he calls 

“secondary” or “social emotions” (embarrassment, jealousy, guilt, pride) and “background 

emotions” (well-being or malaise, calm or tension), and claims that even if learning and culture 

alter the “expression of emotion and give emotions new meanings,” emotions are always 

biologically determined—that is, innate to the human brain.30  

                                                
definitions; and 3) scholarship without these so-called “meta-concepts” would become radically 
unreasonable. 

26. As for anthropology, William Ian Miller suggests Lutz and White’s thorough review of 
anthropological approaches on emotion studies at least up until 1985. See: Catherine Lutz and Geoffrey M. 
White, “The Anthropology of Emotions,” Annual Review of Anthropology 15 (1986), 405–436. As quoted 
in: William Ian Miller, Humiliation: And Other Essays on Honor, Social Discomfort, and Violence (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1993), 98. 

27. Plamper, History of Emotions, 9–10. See also: James, “What Is an Emotion?”; Kagan, What is 
Emotion. For a neuroscientific approach, see: Joseph LeDoux, The Emotional Brain: The Mysterious 
Underpinnings of Emotional Life (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1996), ch. 6, esp. 163–168. As quoted 
in: Jan Plamper, History of Emotions, n25:9 and n3:2, respectively. 

28. Carolyne Larrington, “Psychology of Emotion and Study of the Medieval Period,” Early 
Medieval Europe 10.2 (Jul 2001): 251.  

29. The number of basic emotions varies across his writings. Paul Ekman’s ideas on basic emotions 
changed over time and are presented in several of his works, starting in the late sixties, through the nineties 
and early two-thousands. On the trajectory of Ekman’s career and how he developed his concept of basic 
emotions, see: Plamper, The History of Emotions, 147–163. 

30. Antonio R. Damasio, The Feeling of What Happens: Body and Emotion in the Making of 
Consciousness (New York: Harcourt Brace & Company, 1999), 50–51. Both Ekman and Damasio are highly 
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Challenging universalist theories, componential theories allege that emotions are 

bundles of various elements, which are conveyed in three distinct systems: a bodily system, a 

cognitive system, and an expressive/behavioural one. How these are combined depends on 

social and cultural context, as well as language.31 These theories seem to have been greatly 

developed in the fields of anthropology, history, and linguistics. Anna Wierzbicka has 

rejected—indeed several times—Ekman’s universalist approach for its ethnocentricity and 

radicalism, and rather proposes the approach of Natural Semantic Metalanguage [= NSM] to 

study emotions: 

The use of NSM as a system of conceptual analysis depends on breaking down 

complex language-specific meanings and ideas into extended explanatory 

paraphrases (explications) which are readily cross-translatable into any 

language, because they rely on simple and universal human concepts, present as 

words in all languages, such as do and happen, want, say and feel, someone and 

something, and 60 or so others.32 

The assumption of NSM—as evidenced as well in many historical studies on emotions—is that 

there is no emotional lexis which appears with the same meaning across languages, cultures, 

and epochs. There are, however, certain positive and negative recurrent connotations of certain 

terms that can be found cross-culturally.33 Zoltán Kövecses and George P. Lakoff take it a step 

further by focusing on metaphors as a major avenue for expressing emotions. In 1987, they 

presented this approach in an article where they showcased the metaphorical representation of 

                                                
influenced by Darwin’s evolutionist theories, especially those presented in The Expression of Emotions in 
Man and Animals, published in 1872. 

31. Larrington, “Psychology of Emotion,” 251–252. 
32. Wierzbicka, Emotions Across Languages, 24–27; Anna Wierzbicka, “The ‘History of Emotions’ 

and the Future of Emotion Research,” Emotion Review 2.3 (Jul 2010): 270. Another prominent scholar to 
have worked on NSM is Cliff Goddard. See, for instance: Cliff Goddard, “A Culture-neutral Metalanguage 
for Mental State Concepts,” in Mental States Volume 2: Language and Cognitive Structure, ed. Andrea C. 
Schalley and Drew Khlentzos (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 2007), 11–35; “Natural Semantic 
Metalanguage and Lexicography,” in International Handbook of Modern Lexis and Lexicography, ed. 
Patrick Hanks and Gilles-Maurice de Schryver (Berlin: Springer, 2017), 1–15; as an editor: Cross-linguistic 
Semantics (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 2008); and especially: Cliff Goddard and Anna Wierzbicka (eds.), 
Meaning and Universal Grammar: Theory and Empirical Findings, 2 vols. (Amsterdam: John Benjamin, 
2002). 

33. Wierzbicka, “History of Emotions,” 272. There are other “recurrent themes” that are 
nevertheless not found cross-culturally. In her study of Ifaluk emotion expression, Catherine Lutz has proven 
that certain emotions that are fundamental to that society are nevertheless incomprehensible in Western 
societies. See: Caterine Lutz, “The Domain of Emotion Words on Ifaluk,” in The Social Construction of 
Emotions, ed. Rom Harré (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1986), 267–288. 
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anger as a concept.34 Kövecses himself introduces an approach poised between the ideas of 

universalism and componential theories—or, in his case, social constructivism. He postulates 

that:  

[People] can choose to conceptualize their emotions in many different ways 

within the constraints imposed on them by universal physiology. These limits 

leave room for speakers of very different languages to conceptualize their intense 

emotions in sometimes very different ways.35  

Although the definition tends to vary across fields, for the sake of the present study, one must 

assume that the concept of emotion—and thus, its representation—is a culture-bound 

phenomenon.36 In his Navigation of Feeling, William M. Reddy postulates the idea of 

“emotional regimes”. He asserts that any lasting political regime oversees the establishment of 

a normative order for emotions within its society. This includes a “set of normative emotions 

and the official rituals, practices, and emotives that express and inculcate them.”37 While the 

concept might be useful in the study of medieval emotions, it seems restraining, since it 

presents an almost bipartite depiction of society. Five years after Reddy published his 

Navigation of Feeling, historian Barbara H. Rosenwein proposed what she suggests is a more 

suitable concept for the study of medieval emotions, namely “emotional communities”, which 

she describes in the following manner: 

Groups in which people adhere to the same norms of emotional expression and 

value—or devalue—the same or related emotions. More than one emotional 

community may exist—indeed normally does exist—contemporaneously, and 

these communities may change over time. Other are almost entirely hidden from 

                                                
34. George Lakoff and Zoltán Kövecses, “The Cognitive Model of Anger Inherent in American 

English,” in Cultural Models in Language and Thought, ed. Dorothy Holland and Naomi Quinn (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1987), 195–221. 

35. Zoltán Kövecses, Metaphor and Emotion: Language, Culture, and Body in Human Feeling 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 165, emphasis in original. 

36. Wierzbicka, Emotions Across Languages, 4.  
37. William M. Reddy, The Navigation of Feeling: A Framework for the History of Emotions 

(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2001), 124 and 129. ‘Emotives’ can be, for instance, “utterances 
that express and elicit emotion.” See: Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 84. 
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us, though we may imagine they exist and may even see some of their effects on 

more visible groups.38 

Later, she adds to this definition that, in fact, these so-called emotional communities may not 

always be emotional insofar as they may not express emotion in a manner that is considered to 

be as such. They would nevertheless still share the norms as to which emotions they (de)value 

and what modes of expression are going to be used.39 This model, contrary to Reddy’s 

approach, “foregrounds the multiplicity (and complexity) of the behavioural codes that dictate 

emotional behaviour and their potential divergences based on social contextualisation.”40  

Emotional representation in literature is clearly and thoroughly mediated by culture and 

responds to social and cultural rules.41 Drawing on Rosenwein’s concept of emotional 

communities, Sif Rikhardsdottir proposes the idea of “emotive literary identities” [= ELI], 

which she describes as dictating the framework of values and behavioural codes that guide the 

reader in interpreting a character’s actions or the emotive subtext.42 Although the 

Íslendingasögur may have adhered to a certain ELI, it is important to signal that, just as much 

as emotional communities, these ELI are also subject to changes and adaptation throughout 

time and for various reasons.43 The emotive coding of a particular text, Sif Rikhardsdottir 

points out, may defy its relevant emotional community inasmuch as it can subvert, parody, or 

even impact it, bringing change to both the textual tradition and the audience.44 Certainly, 

Íslendingasögur were not immune to these changes and would be affected in the same manner 

as other textual traditions were.  

Considering the potential variability of ELIs in Scandinavia, it is worth noting that the 

13th century brought significant social and political transformations to the region that might 

                                                
38. Barbara H. Rosenwein, Emotional Communities in the Early Middle Ages (Ithaca and New 

York: Cornell University Press, 2006), 2. 
39. Barbara H. Rosenwein, Generations of Feeling: A History of Emotions, 600–1700 (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2016), 3. 
40. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 17. 
41. William Ian Miller, “Emotions and the Sagas,” in From Sagas to Society: Comparative 

Approaches to Early Iceland, ed. Gísli Pálsson (Enfield Lock: Hisarlik Press, 1992), 95; Sif Rikhardsdottir, 
Emotion, 11–13. 

42. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 25, emphasis in original. 
43. Sif Rikhardsdottir, “Translating Emotion: Vocalisation and Embodiment in Yvain and Ívens 

saga,” in Emotions in Medieval Arthurian Literature: Body, Mind, Voice, ed. Frank Brandsma, Carolyne 
Larrington and Corinne Saunders (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 2018), 163. On the plasticity of Old Norse-
Icelandic literature and the changes in its ELI through the introduction of romance in Scandinavia, see: Sif 
Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 25–56. 

44. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 25–26. 
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have affected the generic conventions of emotional representation in the Íslendingasögur. 

Iceland particularly underwent a series of changes when the governance of the Icelandic 

territory shifted to the Norwegian crown in 1262–64. These developments are clearly reflected 

in the literature of that time, especially since the translations of courtly romance—or the 

translated riddarasögur, presumably produced for the Norwegian court of Hákon Hákonarson 

in the early 13th century—became widely popular.45 It is safe to assume that the adaptation, 

translation, and transference of courtly tropes through the riddarasögur might not only have 

encouraged a taste for romance in Scandinavian literature, but that they may also have altered 

the composition of the native Íslendingasögur. Indeed, Sif Rikhardsdottir points out that both 

translated and native romances coexisted alongside other saga material—sometimes even in 

the same manuscripts—and presumably shared the same audience.46 The transmission of 

courtly romance to Scandinavia introduced an innovative type of emotive literary behaviour 

by “establishing novel emotive literary identities that may have contained radically different 

sets of normative behaviour.”47 

Emotions in literature, as mentioned above, can be regarded as discursive (or textual) 

constructions, since they respond to both their socio-cultural context and generic discursive 

traditions of emotional representation within that context.48 There is a certain degree of 

performativity that should be attributed to the displayed emotions. The ways in which 

emotionality is represented, as well as the ways in which it tends to be concealed, are, for the 

most part, literary constructions with which the reader engages.49 In a specific ELI, these 

representations can be called, as Sif Rikhardsdottir proposes, “emotive scripts” [= ES].50 

Certain ES, in their turn, can become part of formulaic performance—that is, ritualized 

actions—and rather than describe a real emotion, they can become a representation of social 

and political acts.51 However, this is not always a truism, and thus the reader must become 

aware of the details in order to decode a (possible) emotive subtext within a ritualized action. 

                                                
45. Henric Bagerius, “Romance and Violence: Aristocratic Sexuality in Late Medieval Iceland,” 

Mirator 14.2 (2013): 79–80; Geraldine Barnes, “Romance in Iceland,” in Old Icelandic Literature and 
Society, ed. Margaret Clunies Ross (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 266; Dorothee Frölich, 
Ehre und Liebe: Schichten des Erzählens in der Laxdæla saga (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2000), 29. 

46. Sif Rikhardsdottir, “Translating,” 163. 
47. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 56. 
48. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 11; Jutta Eming, “On Stage: Ritualized Emotions and Theatricality 

in Isolde’s Trial,” Modern Language Notes 124.3 (Apr 2009): 566. 
49. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 79. 
50. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 28. 
51. Sif Rikhardsdottir, “Translating,” 173. 
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When ritualized, emotion representation becomes completely contingent upon its cultural 

context—its ELI—and will rely on its communal implications, as well as bodily/individual 

ones.52 

Ritualized performance of emotion can only be successful when exhibited in specific 

circumstances and by those who have the power to perform them. The performance must be 

recognizable to its audience and its emotional impact is dependent on timing and space.53 The 

expression of certain emotions through ritualized actions is usually represented by an 

“ostentatious styling of the body” through different movements, gestures, and facial 

expressions. The combination of several patterns of emotional performances can even suggest 

that a compiler might have been influenced by more than one convention—a set of ES 

pertaining to either a foreign or a changing ELI.54  

Behavioural codes and ES can also be gender-dependent.55 In the case of Old Norse-

Icelandic literature, it has repeatedly been argued that the act of hvǫt (goading, whetting) and 

its connection to lament is not only ascribed to female characters but is in fact expected of 

them.56 According to Zoe Borovski, while male social and political engagement took place in 

the public sphere (útangarðs), any control held by women was reserved to the household, i.e. 

the interior of the house (innangarðs or innan stokks).57 Within this space, women “had the 

power to shame those who refused to take vengeance.”58 While their lament—vocalisation—

is part of the text, its main purpose is a mnemonic one: it serves to incite revenge and is 

accomplished in the subtext.59 Nevertheless, the emotional display related to the female 

characters is not always relegated to the act of whetting, especially when these characters are 

placed at the forefront of the narrative and the reader is able to get a deeper insight into their 

‘inner workings’. The category of ‘woman’, argues Carol Clover, is furthermore a normative 

                                                
52. Eming, “On Stage,” 568. 
53. Kathryn Starkey, “Performative Emotion and the Politics of Gender in the Nibelungenlied,” in 

Women and Medieval Epic: Gender, Genre, and the Limits of Epic Masculinity, ed. Sarah S. Poor and Jana 
K. Schulman, 257; Zoe Borovski, “Never in Public: Women and Performance in Old Norse Literature,” The 
Journal of American Folklore 112.443 (1999): 16. 

54. Eming, “On Stage,” 556 and 559. 
55. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 139. 
56. Carolyne Larrington, “Learning to Feel in the Old Norse Camelot?,” Scandinavian Studies 87.1 

(Spring 2015): 74–94; Carol J. Clover, “Hildigunnr’s Lament,” in Cold Counsel: Women in Old Norse 
Literature and Mythology: A Collection of Essays, ed. Sarah M. Anderson and Karen Swenson (New York: 
Garland, 2002), 15–54; Borovski, “Never in Public”; Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion. 

57. Borovski, “Never in Public,” 15. 
58. Borovski, “Never in Public,” 16. 
59. Clover, “Hildigunnr’s Lament,” 33. 
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one but not a binding one. If women defy what is expected of them, they should be regarded 

as unusual but not unnatural.60 

As stated above, I am assuming that emotional representation in literature is a culture-

bound phenomenon, as well as a discursive tool. The norms of emotive representation to which 

the characters ascribe to are not always set in stone, and thus a certain level of interpretation is 

needed to understand certain aspects of emotional display within the narrative. The same 

applies to ritualized and gendered behaviour, as well as the levelling of importance among 

emotions that are being displayed. I will not refuse the existence of certain universally 

understood emotions in the following chapters, although I would limit the sense of 

‘universalism’ to Western (Medieval) societies, given the context of production of the studied 

saga. Within that context, all the representations of said emotions will inevitably be culturally 

and generically contingent. 

For the sake of the present study, I will adhere to the original semantics of the word 

emotion and its sense of movement not only of the mind but of the whole narrative. Emotions, 

as will be argued in the following analysis of Laxdæla saga, are not only signifiers of the inner 

states of mind of the characters. They are, in fact, literary devices that contribute to the 

development of the narrative. The manners in which this is structurally and thematically 

accomplished and arranged will be discussed in the following chapter. 

  

                                                
60. Carol J. Clover, “Regardless of Sex: Men, Women, and Power in Early Norther Europe,” 

Representations 44 (1993): 7. 
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2. THE MATERIAL: LAXDÆLA SAGA 

Laxdæla saga [= Laxd] might well be one of the most renowned sagas of all time. It falls under 

the umbrella-term—or genre—of the Íslendingasögur together with other famous sagas such 

as Brennu-Njáls saga, Egils saga Skallagrímssonar, and Grettis saga. Laxd was presumably 

first compiled in the middle of the 13th century (ca. 1230–70), although the oldest surviving 

fragments are from the last quarter of that same century (AM 162 D2 fol.; AM 162 D1 fol.).61 

The saga survives in two versions (Y and Z recensions). The longer—and complete—version 

survives in the renowned vellum manuscript Möðruvallabók (AM 132 fol.), composed around 

1330–1370 by one scribe in the North of Iceland. Its most prominent feature is that it only 

contains so-called Íslendingasögur. Laxd is also present—although fragmentary—in other 

contemporary and later (paper) manuscripts, particularly in another famous manuscript from 

the 14th century, namely Flateyjarbók.62 

2.1. Circles, Arches, and Interwoven Narratives: The Structure of Laxdæla saga 

Many attempts have been made to explain the intricate structure of Laxd. In 1967, Theodore 

M. Andersson applied a six-stage structural model—based on the categories of introduction, 

conflict, climax, revenge, reconciliation, and aftermath—to the corpus of Íslendingasögur.63 In 

the case of Laxd, he implemented the model to its seventy-eight chapters, relegating the various 

                                                
61. On the reasoning behind this dating, see: Einar Ólafur Sveinsson, “Formáli,” xxv–xxxv. 
For the present study, I am following the longer version of the saga as it appears in Einar Ólafur 

Sveinsson’s edition for the Íslenzk Fornrit series. His edition is based on a paper copy (ÍB 225 4to) of a copy 
of the Vatnshyrna manuscript, which in its turn presents the same version of the saga as Möðruvallabók. 
See: Laxdæla saga, in Laxdæla saga. Halldórs þættir Snorrasonar. Stúfs Þáttr, Íslenzk Fornrit 5, ed. Einar 
Ólafur Sveinsson (Reykjavík: Hið Íslenzka Fornritafélag, 1934), 3–229. All citations from the edition will 
be given with chapter numbers (for ease of reference) and page numbers in the text. For the translation of 
certain terms from Old Norse-Icelandic, I have used Geir T. Zoëga’s dictionary. See: Geir T Zoëga, A 
Concise Dictionary of Old Icelandic (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1910). All translations of passages cited 
from the original Old Norse-Icelandic from now on are mine unless otherwise stated.  

62. Einar Ólafur Sveinsson, “Formáli,” lxxvi–lxxx; Stefán Karlsson, “Möðruvallabók,” 426–427, 
and Sverrir Tómasson, “Laxdæla saga,” 387–388, both in Medieval Scandinavia: An Encyclopedia, ed. 
Phillip Pulsiano (New York: Garland, 1993); Rudolf Simek and Hermann Pálsson, “Laxdæla saga,” in 
Lexikon der altnordischen Literatur: die mittelalterlische Literatur Norwegens und Islands (Stuttgart: Alfred 
Kröner, 2007), 244–245.  

See also Möðruvallabók (Y; AM 132 fol.), <https://handrit.is/is/manuscript/view/AM02-0132>, 
AM 162 D1 fol. (fragm) (Z) <https://handrit.is/is/manuscript/view/AM02-0162D-01>, AM 162 D2 fol. 
(fragm) (Y) <https://handrit.is/is/manuscript/view/AM02-0162D-02>, ÍB 225 4to. (Y, from the Vatnshyrna 
manuscript, AM 564a 4to, which burned in 1728) <https://handrit.is/is/manuscript/view/IB04-0225>. All 
websites last accessed on April 27th, 2019. 

63. Theodore M. Andersson, The Icelandic Family Saga: An Analytic Reading (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1967), 3–30. 
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generations—and several plots—to one sole (big) narrative.64 In his view, Laxd is “more 

generous and modulated” than other Íslendingasögur such as Heiðarvíga saga or Eyrbyggja 

saga. He stated that “one loses nothing by skipping a page here or there, and when one has 

read it several times, there is a temptation to skip pages.”65 Its ambling and ample qualities, 

Andersson considered, tend to obscure the fact that Laxd is one of the less structurally-complex 

sagas, and he qualified it as “streamlined and clearly constructed.”66 He seems to have carried 

his arguments into his more recent works.67 In 1980, Helga Kress criticized Andersson’s 

approach—in which he made male feuding the structuring principle of the Íslendingasögur—

since it does not do particular justice to Laxd. The narrative, in her point of view, is clearly 

modelled and organized—from beginning to end—around the life and story of Guðrún 

Ósvífrsdóttir.68 Moreover, Helga Kress maintained that the unusual interest in female 

characters and their endeavours indicates that the saga was probably composed by a woman.69 

The main discussion on the structure of Laxd is to be found in three scholarly works 

from the 20th century. In 1951, in a rather long article, Rolf Heller presented an approach based 

on what he calls Lieblingsausdrücke (favourite expressions): recurring Motive (motifs) and 

Erzähleinheiten (narrative units) used over and over by the author of Laxd in particular contexts 

and throughout the narrative.70 In his view, Motivwiederholungen (repetitions of motif)—

derived from word repetition—are presented in the saga in double or triple patterns of 

appearance. The author of the saga, Heller claims, wanted to direct the attention of the reader 

or listener to content that is coherent or comparable. In this way, they would get an overview 

of the entire plot. The Motivwiederholungen would serve as signposts in the framework of the 

saga.71 The results of his research lead him to conclude that the structure of Laxd is not an 

arbitrary one but rather a well-thought work of a creative and artistic mind.72 

Later in the seventies, Margaret Arent Madelung developed a very similar approach, 

                                                
64. For his analysis on the structure of Laxd, see: Andersson, The Icelandic Family Saga, 167–171. 
65. Andersson, The Icelandic Family Saga, 171. 
66. Andersson, The Icelandic Family Saga, 172. 
67. See, for instance: Theodore M. Andersson, The Growth of the Medieval Icelandic Saga (1180–

1280) (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 2006). 
68. Helga Kress, “Meget samstavet må det tykkes deg: om kvinneopprör og genretvang i Sagaen 

om Laksdölene,” Historisk tidskrift 100 (1980): 266–72. 
69. Helga Kress, “Meget samstavet må det tykkes deg,” 278–279. 
70. Rolf Heller, “Studien zu Aufbau und Stil der Laxdœla saga: Walter Baetke zum 75. Geburtstag 

gewidmet,” Arkiv för nordisk filologi, no. 75 (1951): 115. 
71. Heller, “Studien zu Aufbau und Stil,” 138.  
72. Heller, “Studien zu Aufbau und Stil,” 165. 
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although independent from Heller’s study. She combined in her research both a structural 

approach and formal analysis of the saga, as well as social and moral evaluations of its 

structural features. Where Heller spoke of Motive and Erzähleinheiten, Arent Madelung speaks 

of patterns of narrative development. These are characterized by their recurrence throughout 

the plot and are presented in various manners: in repetition, comparison, and triplet or 

quadruplet sequences. Furthermore, the marked patterns are also carried by a sense of 

inevitability of action (influenced by destiny), and the recurrence of these ultimately make the 

narrative have a circular narrative disposition.73 Overall, the central theme of the saga is 

dominated by tragedy. However, Arent Madelung argues that the rhythm of the narrative seems 

to belong to the generic conventions of comedy, since the “balance and compensation” of the 

story have been attained “momentarily.” Such a narrative rhythm, she explains, belongs to 

comedy rather than tragedy.74 Furthermore, she claims that the displayed (or concealed) 

emotions have been harnessed in one of these patterns without the reader’s knowledge and the 

systematic conformity of the saga makes the tragic impact less overwhelming. However, under 

the “round-of-life cycle” of recurrence, she explains, the last scenes of the saga could be 

compared to those “innocent relationships” which opened the narrative, as if the story could 

repeat itself.75 

Heinrich Beck contributed to the discussion by adding the concepts of narrative 

elements and narrative sequences. Contrary to Arent Madelung’s approach, Beck proposes an 

‘arch’ narrative disposition. He argues that the recurring elements and sequences pertain to the 

epic-dramatic aspects of the saga. In his study, he establishes five narrative sequences.76 

Sequences 1 through 3 conform the ascending part of the narrative (first pattern), while 

sequences 3 through 5 are the descending part (second pattern). Both present a constellation of 

four interdependent characters. For pattern 1–3, Beck describes the characters as follows: “A. 

a man of high descent who violates the harmony of a social order; B. a woman of high descent 

who is deprived of rights by A’s actions; C. someone closely related to A who is injured by 

A’s activities; D. someone who tries to restore social balance.”77 During pattern 1–3, the 

                                                
73. A. Margaret Arent Madelung, The Laxdæla Saga: Its Structural Patterns (Chapel Hill: 

University of North Carolina Press, 1972), 166. 
74. Arent Madelung, Structural Patterns, 166. See also: Susanne Langer, Feeling and Form (New 

York: Charles Scribner & Sons, 1953), 326–350. 
75. Arent Madelung, Structural Patterns, 166. 
76. Heinrich Beck, “Laxdæla saga – A Structural Approach,” Saga-book of the Viking Society for 

Northern Research 19 (1977): 392.  
77. Beck, “A Structural Approach,” 392. 
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tension of the narrative is built into reaching the climax. While this part of the saga is carried 

through—and thus, the tragedy in it happens because of—the male characters, the second part, 

namely pattern 3–5, presents its four interdependent characters as: “A. a goading woman; B. 

sons and brothers of A, driven to revenge; C. the victim of the goading; D. a mediator who 

attempts to reconcile the opponents.” The leading role in this pattern is thus attributed to female 

characters.78 In pattern 3–5, the narrative tension descends until the end of the saga. Overall, 

the three discussed studies point to the direction of recurring themes and repetition throughout 

the saga and across plots. 

An approach that did not consider the aspect of recurrence and/or repetition was 

presented in 1988 by Patricia Conroy and T.C.S. Langen. They propose a seven-section model 

for the whole of Laxd, defending what they considered to be its “often-attacked unity.”79 

However, unlike previous scholars who believed the central theme of the saga to be the life of 

Kjartan Óláfsson, they regard Laxd to be structured around the experience of the main female 

character, Guðrún Ósvífrsdóttir, and her several marriages. According to them, this structure 

was later borrowed by the compiler of Eiríks saga rauða, and the differences between both 

sagas reflect each of the compilers’ interests on a different aspect of the central figure.80 As 

such, their suggested structure rests as follows: 

I. Pioneer story about the ancestors of the woman 

II. Family history of the first of the prominent husbands 

III. Introduction of the woman and her father 

IV. Foretelling of the woman’s marriages 

V. Introduction of the first prominent husband and his brother or foster-brother 

VI. Marriages 

A. Marriage to the first prominent husband 

B. Marriage to the second prominent husband 

VII. Epilogue about the woman and genealogy of her descendants.81 

Conroy and Langen further propose the existence of a ‘subsaga’—namely the story of Guðrún, 

                                                
78. Beck, “A Structural Approach,” 395. 
79. Patricia Conroy and T. C. S. Langen, “Laxdæla saga: Theme and Structure,” Arkiv för nordisk 

filologi, no.103 (1988): 118. 
80. Conroy and Langen, “Theme and Structure,” 118–119. See also: Patricia Conroy, “Laxdæla 

saga and Eiríks saga rauða: Narrative Structure,” Arkiv för nordisk filologi, no. 95 (1980): 116–125. 
81. Conroy and Langen, “Theme and Structure,” 119. 
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Kjartan, and Bolli’s affairs—within the saga. The subsaga is said to begin in section V, in 

chapter 39, and to finish in section VIB, in chapter 76. They apply Andersson’s six-stage model 

to analyse it. As such, the conflict between Kjartan and Bolli is presented in section V (ch.39–

43), both the climax—reached with Kjartan’s killing, and the revenge—Bolli’s killing—form 

section VIA. The counter-revenge—Helgi’s killing—serves to introduce section VIB, and both 

the reconciliation and the epilogue/aftermath are interwoven with the narrative of the second 

marriage in section VIB. After that, chapter 78 would serve as the epilogue of the entire 

narrative, with details of Guðrún’s life and her descendants.82 

Although complex, Conroy and Langen’s approach also proposes that the saga works 

in two levels: the plot—what is happening—and the theme—what the plot entails. For this 

reason, they argue, the beginning of Laxd is not directly related to the central conflict of the 

so-called subsaga.83 Accordingly, two epilogues—pertaining to section VII—are also to be 

found subsequently in chapter 77—for the subsaga plot—and chapter 78—for the overall 

plot.84  

I have gathered the points of consensus in these studies to support my analysis. First, 

and foremost, I agree with the view that Laxd is based around the figure of Guðrún 

Ósvífrsdóttir, if not in whole than at least partially. Unlike Theodore Andersson, I consider the 

“ambling and ample qualities” of Laxd to be worthy of reading, and to be essential to its 

narrative development. The aspect of repetition or recurrence of themes would then admittedly 

be one of the more important aspects of the narrative, regardless of whether one is dealing with 

the whole saga or only a portion of it. Repetitions not only have a linguistic value but also a 

thematic one. Although I am hesitant to believe that the pace of the story responds to the generic 

conventions of comedy, I agree with Arent Madelung’s view that the saga seems to be 

constructed in a cycle of recurrence that is tied at the beginning and the end of the narrative. I 

believe, however, that there is indeed a climax to the story, and that this—as well as other 

recurring themes—responds to the dramatic display of the saga. 

I will not be arguing against the narrative unity of Laxd but rather giving an overview 

of said structural features in one third of the story. This third, which has been considered to 

constitute a subsaga, is what I believe to be the main plot of the saga, to which previous chapters 

are indebted to, but from which they are not detached. This third of the saga has been the focus 

                                                
82. Conroy and Langen, “Theme and Structure,” 119–120. 
83. Conroy and Langen, “Theme and Structure,” 121. 
84. Conroy and Langen, “Theme and Structure,” 139. 
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of several pieces of scholarship, especially regarding its formal and thematic influences. 

 

2.2. Textual influences and emotional representation in Laxdæla saga 

In the introduction to his edition of Laxd, Einar Ólafur Sveinsson points out that the style of 

the saga is characterized by its lack of an historical approach, heavy foreign influences, a 

specific vocabulary and word selection that are reminiscent of the style of the riddarasögur 

and some religious texts, as well as a learned style. In his view, Laxd is a work where “nýtt og 

gamalt, innlent og erlent blandast saman á merkilegan hátt, myndar eina heild” (new and old, 

native and foreign blend together in a remarkable way, creating a whole).85 These “new and 

old” characteristics perfectly tie with the distinct trends of scholarship regarding the thematic 

and structural influences of the saga. 

In general, there seem to be two scholarly tendencies as to what influences can be 

ascribed to Laxd. First, Laxd presents a pattern that has been said to be borrowed from Eddic 

poetry.86 The comparison is based not only on a structural point of view, but also a thematic 

one. Theodore M. Andersson points out that the heavy influence of heroic poetry in the sagas 

is particularly showcased in Laxd. In his view, the story is modelled on the legend of Brynhildr 

and Sigurðr.87 In an article concerned with formal and thematic connections between Laxd and 

the so-called Eddic heroic elegies, Dorothee Frölich further argues that the similarities between 

the saga’s main plot—namely the story of Guðrún, Kjartan, Bolli, and Hrefna—and the 

Konstellation (constellation) of the heroic poems—Brynhildr, Sigurðr, Gunnar, and Guðrún—

are evident but they are nevertheless not limited to the structural aspects of said constellation. 

In their thematic features, she discusses, even minor details can be regarded as points of 

parallelism. For this reason, she believes that the Laxd compiler—or author—was highly 

                                                
85. Einar Ólafur Sveinnson, “Formáli,” xviii, my translation. 
86. See, for instance: Heinrich Beck, “Brynhilddichtung und Laxdæla saga,” in Festgabe für Otto 

Höfler zum 75. Geburtstag, ed. Helmut Birkhan (Wien: W. Braumüller, 1976), 1–14; Rolf Heller, Die 
Laxdæla saga: die literarische Schöpfung eines Isländers des 13. Jahrhunderts, Abhandlungen der 
sächsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig, Phil.-hist. Klasse 65.1 (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 
1976); Anne Heinrichs, “Annat er várt eðli. The Type of the Prepatriarchal Woman in Old Norse Literature,” 
in Structure and Meaning in Old Norse Literature: New Approaches to Textual Analysis and Literary 
Criticism, ed. John Lindow, Lars Lönnroth, and Gerd Wolfgang Weber (Odense: Odense University Press, 
1986), 110–140. On the figure of Brynhildr, see: Theodore M. Andersson, The Legend of Brynhildr (Ithaca 
and London: Cornell University Press, 1980). 

87. Theodore M. Andersson, “Is There a History of Emotion in Eddic Heroic Poetry?,” 201. See 
also: Günter Zimmermann, Isländersaga und Heldensage: Untersuchungen zur Struktur der Gísla saga und 
Laxdæla saga (Vienna: Karl M. Halosar, 1981). 
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influenced by said heroic poems.88 Furthermore, she claims that Laxd is produced in a manner 

in which the “female perspective” and the element of lamentation are ever-present. These two 

elements implicate a certain measure of emotionality, and thus the representation of emotions 

is accentuated.89 

Several scholars have also made the point that Laxd seems to be highly influenced by 

European romance.90 Einar Ólafur Sveinsson notes that the riddarasagnarómantík (the 

romance of the chivalric sagas) present in the saga might not be a product of textual influences 

from chivalric writings exclusively, but rather the result of social and political contact of the 

Icelandic society with chivalric moral values in Europe.91 However, taking into account the 

context in which he proposes that Laxd was composed, it is important to note that textual 

artefacts might have been the best carrier of the new ideologies and morals present in the text. 

Susanne Kramarz-Bein has argued that the Modernität (modernity) of Laxd is modelled on the 

etymological relation of modern/Modernität and Mode, since the new represents the ‘modern’, 

as well as a new taste or a new tradition, thus a new Mode.92 From the 1220s (13th century), 

she explains, literary modes of courtly literature travelled from the continent to Scandinavia 

through Norway, and the compiler of Laxd was extremely creative with their narrated time (9th 

to 11th centuries), with which they had to harmonize.93 Visible reflections of this new literary 

mode are clothes, weapons, and feasts. More importantly, however, this Modernität is 

represented by what Kramarz-Bein calls “neue Innerlichkeit” (new interiority), namely a new 

mode of dealing with emotions and inner states of mind.94 Her approach is based on the study 

of certain aspects of the vocabulary and descriptions of characters that dwell on their inner 

features, which she believes to be influenced by the (translated) riddarasögur.  

Whatever the influences might be, there seems to be a common agreement that Laxd is 

“one of the more emotionally expressive of the Icelandic sagas,” as Sif Rikhardsdottir 

                                                
88. Dorothee Frölich, “Eddische Heroische Elegie und Laxdæla saga. Bemerkungen zu einigen 

motivischen und formalen Verbindungslinien,” in Studien zur Isländersagas: Festschrift für Rolf Heller. 
Reallexikon der Germanischen Altertumskunde 24, ed. Heinrich Beck and Else Ebel (Berlin: de Gruyter, 
2000), 51. 

89. Frölich, “Eddische Heroische Elegie und Laxdæla saga,” 52. 
90. See the still authoritative introduction to the genre of romance in Icelandic literature: Margaret 

Schlauch, Romance in Iceland (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1934). 
91. Einar Ólafur Sveinsson, “Formáli,” xxviii. 
92. Susanne Kramarz-Bein, “‘Modernität’ der Laxdæla saga,” in Studien zum Altgermanischen: 

Festschrift für Heinrich Beck, Ergänzungsbände zum Reallexikon der Germanischen Altertumskunde 11, 
ed. Heiko Uecker (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1994), 421. 

93. Kramarz-Bein, “Modernität,” 421. 
94. Kramarz-Bein, “Modernität,” 421–422. 
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remarks.95 This statement has been supported by several other scholars. The saga indeed 

presents an atypical interest in love, reinforced by the recurrence of lexicon associated with 

it—especially the verb at unna (to love).96 The laconic saga style, Daniel Sävborg claims, 

assists in presenting a central but understated love story effectively.97 This idea is reinforced 

in Sif Rikhardsdottir’s study on emotions in Old Norse-Icelandic literature, where she shows 

how despite the developments in “emotive explicitness” of Laxd, the saga still presents certain 

techniques of narrative masking also found in other Íslendingasögur such as Njáls saga “to 

convey an alternative message of emotive interiority.”98 The newfound interest in the 

Innerlichkeit of the characters is nevertheless always supported by the patterns of the typical 

“saga psychology”, namely one that prefers somatic indicators over emotional expressivity.99  

According to Ursula Dronke, the conception of the saga is based on a two-levelled 

model in which the saga author discerns between the “social emotions”—those of social status, 

reputation, and self-esteem—and “non-social emotions”—family affection, loyalty between 

friends, and romantic love. What makes the plot of the Guðrún-Kjartan-Bolli conflict—or, as 

it has been called several times, their ‘Love Triangle’—of such great importance is that these 

two kinds of emotions are represented repeatedly throughout and intertwined at critical 

moments, enhancing the emotionality of certain scenes. For instance, they are brought together 

during Kjartan’s killing, thus giving this scene the appearance of the climax of the saga and 

subsaga plots.100  

As previously stated, the preference of Laxd of presenting emotions in a supposedly 

innovative manner has made some scholars believe that the story was either written by a woman 

or at least that the compiler kept the feminine audience in mind.101 The “affairs of women” on 

which the saga seems to be focused revolve around the figure of the ever-mysterious Guðrún 

Ósvífrsdóttir, her life, her marriages, and her (inner) emotional world. 

                                                
95. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 125. 
96. See: Carolyne Larrington, “Learning to Feel,” 87–88; Daniel Sävborg “Kärleken i Laxdæla saga 

– hövisk och sagatypiskt,” Alvíssmál 11 (2004): 83. As quoted in: Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, n21:126.  
97. Daniel Sävborg, “Kjartan och Guðrún – en kärlekssaga?” Tidskrift för litteraturvetenskap 2 

(2002): 41–68. 
98. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 126. 
99. Kramarz-Bein, “Modernität,” 421 and 437. 
100. Ursula Dronke, “Narrative Insight in Laxdæla saga,” in Sagas of the Icelanders: A Book of 

Essays, ed. John Tucker (New York: Garland, 1989), 206–225. 
101. Helga Kress, “Meget samstavet må det tykkes deg,” 278–279; Judith Jesch, Women in the 

Viking Age (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1991), 198–200; Loren Auerbach, “Female Experience and 
Authorial Intention in Laxdæla saga,” Saga-book of the Viking Society for Northern Research 25 (2001): 45. 
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2.3. Guðrún Ósvífrsdóttir – an emotional protagonist 

Guðrún Ósvífrsdóttir is no usual saga woman. Despite previous efforts of placing Kjartan 

Óláfsson at the centre of Laxd, it should be noted that scholars have more recently shifted the 

focus to Guðrún, arguing that she is indeed the main protagonist, and that the men around her 

are secondary or associative characters. Loren Auerbach suggests that the proliferation of 

female figures in the saga is due to a narrative interest in the “problems of women with regard 

to their potential to function in society on an equal level to men.”102 Furthermore, she claims 

that while male characters are “one-dimensional”, women are presented with much more 

insight, and are given both emotions and motivation.103 These characteristics, although true of 

most of the female figures, are particularly displayed in Guðrún, and thus both her life and 

inner experiences should be regarded as the central matter of the saga.104 Both Auerbach and 

Ármann Jakobsson stress that the importance of said character is already asserted in her 

presentation in chapter 32:105  

Guðrún […] var kvenna vænst, er upp óxu á Íslandi, bæði at ásjánu ok 

vitsmunum. [Hon] var kurteis kona, svá at í þann tíma þóttu allt barnavípur, þat 

er aðrar konur hǫfðu í skarti hjá henni. Allra kvenna var hon kœnst ok bezt orði 

farin; hon var ǫrlynd kona. (ch.32:86) 

 
(Guðrún […] was the most promising woman that was brought up in Iceland, 

both in appearance and wisdom. [She] was a courteous woman, so that at that 

time everything other women wore seemed of lesser value when standing next 

to her. She was the wisest and most eloquent of all women; she was a generous 

woman.)106 

                                                
102. Auerbach, “Female Experience,” 40. 
103. Auerbach, “Female Experience,” 42–43. 
104. Auerbach recounts the stories of all the women in the saga and places them as “illustrative 

precedents” to Guðrún. See: Auerbach, “Female Experience,” 30–36. 
105. Ármann Jakobsson, “Laxdæla Dreaming: A Saga Heroine Invents Her Own Life,” in Nine Saga 

Studies: The Critical Interpretation of the Icelandic Sagas (Reykjavík: University of Iceland Press, 2013), 
178; Auerbach, “Female Experience,” 36. 

106. My translation. Auerbach and Ármann Jakobsson differ in what the best translation for “kvenna 
vænst” should be. While Auerbach proposes the preferred translation here, “most promising woman,” 
Ármann Jakobsson suggests “a very beautiful woman”. See, respectively: Auerbach, “Female Experience,” 
36 and Ármann Jakobsson, “Laxdæla Dreaming,” n11:178. In his article, Ármann Jakobsson also disagrees 
with the translation of the saga he is using, in which the expression is translated as “the most beautiful 
woman”. See: The Saga of the People of Laxardal, transl. by Keneva Kunz, in The Complete Sagas of 
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In her first appearance after her description, Guðrún, merely a fourteen-year-old, is 

immediately juxtaposed with a renown wise men, Gestr Oddleifsson.107 At this stage, Auerbach 

points out, the narrative takes great care in presenting both characters as equals: “taka þau tal 

saman, ok váru þau bæði vitr ok orðig” (ch.33:88) (“they begin to talk together, [since] they 

were both wise and articulate”).108 Her potential and intelligence are further emphasized in her 

relationship with Kjartan, when it is acknowledged that the young man greatly enjoyed 

Guðrún’s company “því at hon var bæði vitr ok málsnjǫll” (ch.39:112) (“because she was both 

wise and eloquent”).109 Ármann Jakobsson notes that beauty is never her principal asset: she 

is, however, described as wise, clever, and eloquent, and these are the characteristics that not 

only make her the central figure of one whole third of the saga but also make the men around 

her, particularly Kjartan, fall in love with her.110 The preponderance of her mental attributes 

inevitably makes one believe that there is a special interest in her inner experience. 

Indeed, in the introduction of his edition of the saga, Einar Ólafur Sveinsson points out 

that Guðrún’s love story and her sálarlíf (inner life) are presented with great sensitivity. She 

is, in his words, more of an innanfrá (inside out) character: her afflictions are considerable, but 

her reactions are controlled.111 Auerbach argues that these subdued—or concealed—emotional 

reactions are due to the repression she suffers from Kjartan’s departure. After he leaves, she 

explains, Guðrún becomes petty and hurtful, and it is not until after Bolli dies that she is 

referred once again by her intellectual superiority: “er þat ok ekki ofmæli, at Guðrún er mjǫk 

fyrir ǫðrum konum um allan skǫrungsskap” (ch.56:169) (“it is also not an exaggeration, that 

Guðrún greatly surpasses other women in all forms of nobility and strength of character”).112 

However, it should be acknowledged that the method of suppression or concealment of emotion 

                                                
Icelanders, 5 vols., ed. Viðar Hreinsson (Reykjavík: Leifur Eiríksson, 1997), 43. Ármann Jakobsson explains 
that “the translator overstates Guðrún’s beauty—in line, of course, with a long tradition.” See: Ármann 
Jakobsson, “Laxdæla Dreaming,” n11:178.  

107. Gestr Oddleifsson is a known character in the saga world: he appears both in Landnámabók 
and several Íslendingasögur such as Brennu-Njáls saga and Hávarðar saga in which, as Ármann Jakobsson 
explains, “he periodically saunters onto the stage to prophesy or to provide shrewd commentary on the 
action.” See: Ármann Jakobsson, “Laxdæla Dreaming,” 177. On his role in the community, see: Sverrir 
Jakobsson, “Galdur og forspá í ríkisvaldslausu samfélagi,” in Galdur og samfélag á miðöldum, ed. Torfi H. 
Tulinius (Reykjavík: Háskólaútgáfan, 2008), 73–83. As quoted in: Ármann Jakobsson, “Laxdæla 
Dreaming,” n7:177. 

108. Auerbach, “Female Experience,” 36, their translation. 
109. Auerbach, “Female Experience,” 37, their translation. 
110. Ármann Jakobsson, “Laxdæla Dreaming,” 176–179.  
111. Einar Ólafur Sveinsson, “Formáli,” xv. 
112. Auerbach, “Female Experience,” 39–40, their translation. 
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seems to be a constant of her character even before Kjartan’s departure. From the moment in 

which she expresses—or rather conceals—her discontent about the interpretation of her initial 

dreams (ch.33:91) until her son Bolli asks her which of her husbands she loved the most and 

she responds in the most elusive manner possible (ch.78:228), Guðrún’s figure is set to conceal 

her truer emotions over expressing them. 

Even after the killing of Kjartan and Bolli, previously regarded as the tragic ending to 

the central theme of the plot, Guðrún remains at the forefront of the saga.113 The narrative is 

still much concerned with Guðrún’s life and her emotional experience once she becomes an 

old woman: “Nú tekr Guðrún mjǫk at eldask ok lifði við slíka harma, sem nú var frá sagt um 

hríð” (ch.78:288; Now Guðrún became a very old woman and lived with that grief, that was 

mentioned before). Her final conversation with her son, it has been noted, reinforces the central 

role of both her and her inner experience for the last time. Ármann Jakobsson explains that the 

enigmatic nature of her answer to Bolli’s question proves that the story is not about the men 

she loved, but rather about her “own feelings and guilt,” and thus the name of the lover is not 

important at all, but rather her emotional experience. This answer reveals that “Guðrún is the 

subject of her own story.”114 With this perspective in mind, it can be argued that not only is 

Laxd a narrative in which emotions and emotional drive are important but also one in which 

the female figure is at the forefront. As such, the emotional development of this character and 

its close connection to the formal aspects of the narrative will be the central matter of the 

following analysis. 

  

                                                
113. Auerbach, “Female Experience,” 41. 
114. Ármann Jakobsson, “Laxdæla Dreaming,” 181–182. See also: Auerbach, “Female 

Experience,” 41. 
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3. THE EMOTIONAL JOURNEY OF GUÐRÚN ÓSVÍFRSDÓTTIR: A STRUCTURAL 

ANALYSIS  

Methodology of Analysis 

As previously stated, I will be basing my analysis on Guðrún’s life experience and her personal 

development as the guiding thread of the narrative. This focus, however, does not negate the 

importance of other characters and previous—or entangled—plots. Throughout the analysis, I 

will consider these as comparative aids and external factors that influence the development of 

the narrative. Although non-linear and very much subject to thematic and structural repetition, 

Guðrún’s life could be arranged in five stages of narrative development, presented in the 

analysis with titles that metaphorically allude to the stages of a prototypical Bildungsroman. 

The beginning and end of her storyline seem to be formally and thematically connected and 

thus frame the narrative. Furthermore, the middle stages of the narrative, as we will see, are 

also subject to both structural and thematic repetition. The emotional subtext, as discussed 

before, is what provides the framework for the plot. 

To assist in the analysis of the narrative and character development I have created a 

database that gathers all the instances of emotion presented in the plot (see Appendix). The 

method applied throughout the analysis is indebted to William Ian Miller’s study on emotions 

in the sagas, which considers several categories of emotional display.115 It is crucial to study 

and acknowledge all variants of emotional display since, as previously noted, the so-called saga 

style is not predominantly known for its use of emotion words. Lexical units (of emotional 

display), as will be shown later, are scarce and scattered throughout the saga, and serve only in 

delimited contexts in which a specific emotion is (or needs to be) emphasized. There is, 

however, a clear tendency to convey emotions through concealment, bodily responses, 

silences, actions, and ambiguous dialogues, and these conform most of the emotional display 

present in the saga. I adhere to the idea of emotionality, as presented by Sif Rikhardsdottir, as 

“an apposite term to discuss the literary representation of emotive behaviour.”116 In this 

                                                
115. Miller, “Emotions,” 93. It should be noted that as early as 1933, Peter Gödecke already 

acknowledged different categories in his lexicographic study on emotional display in the Íslendingasögur. 
The categories are similar to those proposed by Miller, although he also included a section on dreams. See: 
Peter August Gödecke, Die Darstellung der Gemütsbewegungen in der isländischen Familiensaga 
(Hamburg: Friederichsen, de Gruyter & Co., 1933). 

116. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 12. 
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manner, one can shift the focus from what emotions are (literally or linguistically) displayed 

to how manifested emotions behave in the narrative. 

A. Literal expressions of emotion – Lexical units 

Language, as one may assume, is essential to emotional display. As previously discussed, 

emotions in literature are generically and culturally influenced, and should not be regarded as 

literal representations but rather as literary depictions of how they were understood and 

transferred into textual artefacts. Indeed, Sif Rikhardsdottir points out that emotions in 

literature are essentially discursive constructions. Their meaning therefore must be activated 

through the readers’ engagement with the text. For this to be effective, the fictive interiority of 

the narrative must be conveyed through language.117  

Terms belonging to all word classes—nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc.—have 

been considered in this study. Words such as harmr (ch.33:89; sorrow, grief), blíða (ch.42:127; 

friendliness, kindness), at unna (ch.33:90; to love), at líka illa (ch.35:96; to displease), óðr 

(ch.47:145; furious) kærr (ch.39:112; close, fond, dear), are a few examples featured in the 

analysed material. I have also included in this category recurrent verbal constructions and 

metaphorical expressions with intrinsic emotional value.118 Some examples of these are the 

verb at bregða (ch.60:179; to move, usually with feeling), and constructions such as: “Guðrún 

lét sér ógetit at þessu” (ch.40:115; Guðrún was rather displeased at this), and “Tókusk góðar 

ástir með þeim Kjartani ok Hrefnu” (ch.45:139; A mutual feeling of good love grew between 

Kjartan and Hrefna). 

By the 13th century, Carolyne Larrington points out, Old Norse already had a fully 

developed emotional lexis and thus emotion words—or lexical units—are not loanwords in the 

language.119 As observed by Sif Rikhardsdottir, however, lexical units with emotional value 

alone are not sufficient for an effective study of emotional display within a saga text. The 

                                                
117. Sif Rikhardsdottir, “Medieval Emotionality: The Feeling Subject in Medieval Literature,” 

Comparative Literature 69.1 (Mar 2017): 76. 
118. I here adhere to the ideas proposed by Conceptual Metaphor Theory [= CMS]. In their study 

on the metaphors of shame and guilt in Old English and Old Norse, Javier E. Díaz-Vera and Teodoro 
Manrique Antón explain that a central claim of CMS is that human emotions are generally, if not totally, 
understood and expressed in figurative terms. See: Javier E. Díaz-Vera and Teodoro Manrique Antón, 
“‘Better shamed before one than shamed before all’: Shaping shame in Old English and Old Norse texts,” 
in Metaphor and Metonymy Across Time and Cultures: Perspectives on the Sociohistorical Linguistics of 
Figurative Language, ed. Javier E. Díaz-Vera (Berlin: De Gruyter Mouton, 2014), 226. CMS is supported 
by scholars such as Kövecses and Lakoff.  

119. Larrington, “Learning to Feel,” 86. 
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occurrence of these is unstable and variable, and thus other strategies of emotional display need 

to be considered for an effective study.120 

B. Narrative strategies of emotional display 

In general, there are many ways in which emotions are presented in a narrative aside lexical 

units. These are to be regarded as “narrative strategies of emotional display”. In her study on 

honour and love in Laxd, Dorothee Frölich proposes the following kinds of emotive narrative 

strategies: A) bodily reactions; B) the ceasing of speech; C) the expressed opinion; D) the 

public opinion; E) the contrast of A – D; F) the dreams; G) the presentation/disposition of the 

plot.121 The categories included in my study are reminiscent of these. In total, I have considered 

five kinds of narrative strategies—somatic markers, gestures and facial expressions, silence or 

concealment, dialogue, and action—together with their respective subcategories and/or 

variations. Allowance must be given for a certain degree of subjective interpretation in the 

deciphering of their emotive meaning, since they do not usually convey literal expressions of 

emotion, but rather constitute the “emotive subtext”.122  

(a) Somatic markers 

The word ‘somatic’ refers to bodily responses: flushing, blushing, turning black, swelling, and 

even paling. As pointed out by Edel Porter and Teodoro Manrique Antón, most frequent 

displays of emotion through somatic markers in Old Norse-Icelandic literature do not 

correspond exclusively to a specific emotion, but rather to several of them. Their specific 

meaning is complicated by historical, religious, and even generic contexts.123 Although not 

always unambiguous, there is a consensus as to what these somatic markers may refer to within 

the generic conventions of the sagas and their respective emotional community or ELI. Their 

significance is generally established via the narrative context, the responses of other characters, 

or even the recurrence of said marker in a specific character’s emotional display. Some of these 

convey a literal meaning, while some others present metaphors of emotional value. 

Furthermore, some metonymical meanings of somatic markers, Porter and Manrique Antón 

                                                
120. Sif Rikhardsdottir, “Medieval Emotionality,” 77.  
121. Frölich, Ehre und Liebe, 99. 
122. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 25. 
123. Edel M. Porter and Teodoro Manrique Antón, “Flushing in Anger, Blushing in Shame: Somatic 

Markers in Old Norse Emotional Expressions,” Cognitive Linguistic Studies 2.1 (2015): 26. 
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argue, were integrated into Old Norse-Icelandic as a result of both Christian and romance 

textual influences.124 

Somatic markers are effective when interpreted by either the target audience, or by a 

reader that understands the context in which the text was produced. Educated Icelanders, as 

explained by Porter and Manrique Antón, were aware of the physiological and physical aspects 

of emotional bodily responses. The literary conventions to which a compiler adheres play a 

significant role in defining what these expressions mean. The interpretation thereof, as already 

mentioned, is subject to the ELI to which the author is appealing.125 Furthermore, it needs to 

be noted that these representations may also be influenced by the “medieval conceptions of the 

human body and modified by time, place and culture,”126 and thus certain variability might be 

present even in one single text. Examples of this category are: at roðna (ch.47:145; to redden), 

dreyrrauðr (ch.33:91; blood-red), at fǫlna (ch.49:155; to become pale), and at þrútna 

(ch.53:162; to swell). 

(b) Gestures and facial expressions 

Although not frequent in Laxd, every gesture and facial expression recounted conveys a certain 

degree of emotionality that needs to be taken into consideration. According to Kirsten Wolf, 

there are over a hundred references to human facial expressions in the Íslendingasögur and 

Íslendingaþættir, and about a hundred and fifty references to gestures in the Íslendingasögur 

alone.127 In her study on facial expressions, however, Wolf includes what I have categorized 

as somatic markers. For their high recurrence in the saga, I have separated them from other 

kinds of facial expressions. Two examples of facial expressions present in the text are: at brosa 

(ch.59:178; to smile), and at hrynja tár (ch.33:92; to shed tears). 

As for gestures, it should be noted that, just as much as any other kind of emotional 

display in literature, these are regulated by and subject to social conventions.128 Although 

sometimes regarded as ritualized actions, many of the gestures presented in the saga can be 

seen as external signifiers of emotion, since they express something that is not directly 
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126. Kirsten Wolf, “Somatic Semiotics: Emotion and the Human Face in the Sagas and Þættir of 

Icelanders,” Traditio 69 (2014): 127. 
127. Wolf, “Somatic Semiotics,” 127 and Kirsten Wolf, “Body Language in Medieval Iceland: A 

Study of Gesticulation in the Sagas and Tales of Icelanders,” Scripta Islandica 64 (2013): 100, respectively. 
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conveyed by the character or the author themselves, be it love, friendship, respect, or even 

hatred.129 Two examples present in the analysed material are: “Bolli gekk at Kjartani ok 

minntisk til hans” (ch.45:123; Bolli went up to Kjartan and kissed him), and “[Óláfr] tók hann 

við honum með mikilli blíðu” (ch.42:127; literally: [Óláfr] took him with himself with great 

friendliness; to receive someone with friendliness). 

(c) Silence or concealment 

Since it is an apparent truth that sagas are reticent to utter and describe emotion, I have included 

a category dedicated solely to the act of being silent, concealing an emotion, and even abruptly 

ending a conversation. Silence, as Sif Rikhardsdottir explains, “invokes the imaginative 

involvement of the reader in conjuring the presumed emotions felt by the character,” and this 

seems to be a truism within Laxd. 130 

 Like in Egils saga, the silence of the characters in Laxd is neither good, nor meaningless 

and harmless; it is pregnant with ill feeling.131 As we will see, silence is not only staged in 

certain occasions, but can be carried throughout time—in longer scenes or even throughout the 

life of a specific character. A prominent example of this occurs when, after Bolli’s killing, 

Guðrún does not immediately avenge his death, but rather conceals her (presumed) emotions 

and waits for twelve years to goad her sons for the vengeance to take place (ch.60:179–180). 

In this sense, it can also be regarded as concealment of emotion, and will appear—in most 

cases—either as part of an emotive narrative sequence, or as the agent of a greater part of the 

plot. 

(d) Dialogue 

Although different from the characteristic emotional utterances of the romance genre, 

dialogues and speeches in Laxd can also convey a certain degree of emotionality. It has been 

noted that the preference of the saga style is disposition-talk, which has quasi-legal and moral 

consequences.132 Dialogue, as pointed out by Sif Rikhardsdottir, is chiefly used in the sagas as 

an obscuring tool for the emotive life of the characters. Unlike medieval romance, sagas use 
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verbal utterance mainly to mask emotion.133 In this light, emotion is to be considered as the 

subtext of a dialogue or speech, and its emotive significance must be inferred by the reader. 

The interpretation of dialogue passages as emotional is entirely subjective, and thus 

dependent on interpretation. To this category belong certain speeches and conversations that 

are relevant to the plot, and some which are, later in the narrative, asserted as such by other 

characters and the author themselves. An example of this category is the short but effective 

speech Guðrún delivers to her sons twelve years after their father’s killing (ch.60:179). 

Although the speech does not contain any emotion word, its emotional value can be ascertained 

by the narrative context and the visual aids used by the speaker—in this case, a bloody piece 

of clothing. 

(e) Actions and narrative sequences 

Just as much as dialogue, interpreting certain actions in the narrative as emotional signifiers 

could be subject to debate. Actions with emotional value can be presented in three ways: as a 

one-time occurrence, as part of a narrative sequence or pattern, and as part of a repeated pattern 

throughout the plot. As a one-time occurrence, a certain action can enhance the dramatism of 

a scene. Some examples in the analysed material are: walking away (from a conversation; 

ch.42:127), slapping a person (ch.34:93), or even inviting someone to a feast (ch:44:134). The 

emotional significance of these actions will be discussed in consonance to their context and 

how they affect the narrative sequences to which they belong. 

In some instances, the emotional effect of an action or a scene must be authenticated 

through the narrative sequencing. The arrangement in which a character’s actions occur 

“imbues them with emotive meaning.”134 In this context, they need to be regarded as 

“embedded contextual signifying patterns”.135 For instance, there is a tendency in Laxd of 

presenting the main character’s negative emotions—discontent, hatred, and envy—in the 

following manner: an ambiguous statement, followed by silence, flushing, and walking away. 

In each case, the invoked emotion will inevitably be dependent on the context. Furthermore, 

the repetition of some narrative patterns—especially the one discussed above—will help 

intensify the connection between emotional display and narrative development, as they will 
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guide the reader through the signifying network of the text.136 As will be argued later, engaging 

into this pattern repetition will help the reader understand the emotional development of the 

main character. 

3.1. An emotional awakening or ‘a grief that cannot be spoken’ 

Ultimately, any hero’s—or heroine’s, rather—journey starts with a calling. Guðrún’s 

awakening is both literal and metaphorical: her storyline starts after four dreams that have 

caused her “mikillar áhyggju” (ch.33:88; great worry). To interpret them, she engages in 

conversation with Gestr, a wise kinsman of hers. In her first two dreams, which Gestr interprets 

to be about her first two husbands (ch.33:90), Guðrún is made to experience two sides of an 

emotional spectrum. In the first one, she owns a headdress that does not fit her very well; in 

the second one, she owns a silver ring that is a great treasure, and that she wishes to own for a 

long time (ch.33:88). Gestr’s interpretations of both dreams are presented as a pair of opposites: 

he states that she will “lítit unna” (have little love for) her first husband, Þorvaldr (ch.33:90), 

while she will “unna mikit” (love greatly) her second husband, Þórðr (ch.33:90). While she 

seems to have been compensated for the sufferings of her first dream by acquiring the silver 

ring, she will later lose it. Guðrún explains that this loss (skaði) is so great that not even words 

could explain it (ch.33:88). The emotional implications of this second dream heavily contrast 

with the first one, where she does not suffer any kind of grief. The linguistic pairing presented 

in Gestr’s response corresponds, I believe, to a specific narrative interest in foregrounding the 

dissonance between her first two experiences as a wife. 

In her third dream, more visually striking thanks to the appearance of blood, Guðrún 

owns a golden ring that unfortunately breaks in two halves and stains the floor with blood. In 

her explanation, she remarks that this causes her “harmr” (sorrow, grief), rather than “skaði” 

(ch.33:89). The fact that she uses the term skaði again, this time in comparison with another 

(harmr), associates it with the previous dream, while it simultaneously ranks it as more fraught 

with emotional impact. Gestr readily interprets this as the arrival—and death—of Guðrún’s 

third husband: he will undeniably be a great man, who will choose a new (and better) religion. 

Gestr also assumes that the blood that she saw coming out of the two halves of the ring means 

that her husband, Bolli, will be murdered because of her carelessness (ch.33:90). 

Thanks to Gestr’s interpretation, it has been assumed that the blood presented in this 

dream is merely a symbol for Bolli’s murder. While this can still be true, the blood (and the 
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ring) can have further implications than previously attributed: the fact that the ring breaks in 

two halves—because of her carelessness—is reminiscent of Bolli and Kjartan’s great 

friendship and later separation. It is said that “þeir Kjartan ok Bolli unnusk mest […] fór 

Kjartan hvergi þess, er eigi fylgði Bolli honum” (ch.39:112). Bolli and Kjartan loved each other 

the most […] there was no place where Kjartan went, where Bolli did not follow him). Since 

the beginning, they are presented as a unit, until Kjartan comes home from Norway and learns 

that Bolli has married the woman he once loved. Thus, the fact that the ring is broken in half 

and that blood comes out of both parts could be interpreted as a symbol of their separation and 

both of their murders. Furthermore, blood staining the floor—on a piece of clothing—will 

come into play later in the saga, also related to one of these characters. 

In her fourth dream, Guðrún is wearing an ornate “hjálmr” (helmet) that she can barely 

keep on her head (ch.33:89). This dream is meant to signify her fourth and last husband, 

Þorkell. While Gestr interprets that this last man will be an “œgishjálmr” (lit. helmet of terror) 

to her (ch.33:90)—meaning that he is going to dominate her, this does not seem to be supported 

later in the saga. In fact, Þorkell is not only a great man but he is also one who loves and 

respects his wife, his step-sons, and his family overall. Whether this (mis)interpretation should 

be taken as a mistake or an intentional decision on the author’s side remains unclear. I would 

suggest that the œgishjálmr is a sign of her previous experiences. In her dream, Guðrún 

appreciates the object and understands its beauty; its weight and unbearableness, however, can 

be interpreted as signs of her previous mistakes—her carelessness, in Gestr’s words—that will 

follow her on to her fourth marriage and her life as an old woman. 

Although the dialogue conveys enough emotionality, it is in her reaction to Gestr’s 

words that one can discern the core emotional value of this scene. For the first time, Guðrún 

sits and awaits in silence—a silence that will become characteristic of her, and then turns 

“dreyrrauða” (red as blood) while listening to his interpretation. When the interpretation is 

over, she merely states that she will have a lot to think about, if all of this comes to pass 

(ch.33:91). This type of concealed and ambiguous reaction is a staple of her character 

throughout the rest of her story. This narrative stage, as noted by Arent Madelung, “provide[s] 

a framework for the structure and an outline for the central action.”137 I believe that Gestr’s 

dream interpretations, as Ármann Jakobsson suggests, serve “as a statement of her inner life 
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rather than as a prophecy about the fate of four men,”138 as well as a roadmap for the events 

that are about to unfold.  

3.2. The emotional apprenticeship: two weddings and a funeral 

At the age of fifteen, Guðrún is given away in marriage to a man named Þorvaldr Halldórsson. 

During the Alþingi meeting, Þorvaldr approaches Guðrún’s father, Ósvífr, to ask for her hand 

in marriage. Although Ósvífr appears hesitant with respect to the proposal since Þorvaldr is not 

an equal to his daughter, they finalize a contract without consulting her (ch.34:93). Guðrún’s 

presumed emotions are not stated in the narrative, but her reaction suggests that, behind this 

silence, there is a feeling of discontent: “heldr gerði hon sér at þessu ógetit, ok var þó kyrrt” 

(ch.34:93; she did not receive it enthusiastically, although she remained still). There is no 

mention of the way in which she lets this discontent be understood, but this feeling seems to 

be carried on into her married life. 

Guðrún and Þorvaldr get married, and Gestr’s predictions become a reality: “Lítt unni 

Guðrún Þorvaldi” (ch.34:93; Guðrún did not hold much love for Þorvaldr). Later, Þorvaldr, 

who has agreed on buying whatever jewels his wife may desire, breaks his marriage contract, 

and this raises a feeling of enmity in their marriage: “[Guðrún] galt fjándskap Þorvaldi” 

(ch.34:93; [Guðrún] yielded hostility towards Þorvaldr). Guðrún is however quick to find a 

replacement for him. Þórðr Ingunnarson befriends the couple, and people readily start to 

whisper about the great “kærleika” (love) that has grown between him and Guðrún (ch.34:93). 

Although the construction unna mikit from Gestr’s interpretation is not repeated, the word 

kærleika replaces it. This semantic opposition mirrors the one presented in the dream 

interpretations, and thus reinforces the emotional dichotomy between the first two marriages. 

Back in her (undesired) marriage, Guðrún asks Þorvaldr for a jewel, and he accuses her 

of having lost all sense of moderation and expresses his anger by slapping her (ch.34:93). She 

merely states that he has now given her what women most desire, and has taken away any 

desire of bothering him again (ch.34:93). Although ambiguous in her speech, her intentions 

become apparent in her subsequent actions. Guðrún immediately tells Þórðr about the 

“svívirðing” (disgrace) that has come to happen (ch.34:93). Þórðr responds with a smile 

(ch.34:94). Behind this smile, as noted by Kirsten Wolf, one might find an expression of 

pleasure, but “of a mischievous sort.”139 The lovers agree on shaming Þorvaldr—by giving him 
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a women’s shirt—thereby giving Guðrún a suitable reason for divorce. Guðrún does not 

disapprove of Þórðr’s idea (ch.34:94). On the grounds of disgrace and the failure to fulfil the 

marriage contract, Guðrún manages to escape her first husband. Although not presented 

literally in the narrative, I believe that the (real) underlying reason for the divorce rests on 

Guðrún’s desire for Þórðr.  

There is still a flaw in her plan: Þórðr is a married man. Mirroring her lover’s method 

of shaming the other’s partner, Guðrún speaks words of spite against Auðr (ch.35:95), Þórðr’s 

wife, and this leads to their divorce. Guðrún finally marries the man for whom she felt great 

kærleika, and their wedded life is announced to be good (ch.35:96). Later, Auðr receives news 

that pleases her: in Laugar, Þórðr and Guðrún are sleeping in separate beds (ch.35:97). If 

sleeping in separate beds is taken as a symbol of a collapsing marriage, then the symbolism is 

inconsistent inasmuch as, upon Þórðr’s death, it is remarked that “Mikit þótti Guðrúnu at um 

líflát Þórðar, ok var hon þá eigi heil, ok mjǫk framat” (ch.36:100; Guðrún was very shaken by 

the loss of Þórðr, since she was pregnant, and the pregnancy was advanced). This emotion 

semantically replicates the one presented both in her second dream (skaði) and in Gestr’s 

interpretation. This instance further proves a consistent thematic and formal repetition of 

emotion throughout the saga. 

After Þórðr’s death, the figure of Snorri goði as a friend and caretaker of Guðrún is 

presented for the first time. She shares her “vandkvæði” (trouble) with him, and he responds 

by offering her newborn son, Þórðr Þórðarson, fosterage “til hugganar við hana” (ch.36:100; 

to soothe her troubles). By this time, Guðrún is barely a twenty-year-old and has already 

learned about hate, love, loss, and envy. These emotions and the ways in which they tend to be 

presented—by external interpretation or non-literal expression—will be replicated many times 

during the story, thus enhancing the influence of the emotive subtext on the narrative structure. 

3.3. The process of maturity or ‘of arrogance and premeditation’ 

The greater part of Guðrún’s journey starts with an unforetold event. In chapter 39, it is told 

how Kjartan Óláfsson—who, as one may recall, is not an evident part of her dreams—and 

Guðrún supposedly fall in love. The narrative emphasizes the importance of their relationship 

by stating that “þótti Kjartani gott at tala við Guðrúnu, því at hon var bæði vitr ok málsnjǫll 

[…] Þat var allra manna mál, at með þeim Kjartani ok Guðrúnu þœtti vera mest jafnræði þeira 

manna, er þá óxu upp” (ch.39:112; Kjartan thought it good to speak with Guðrún, because she 

has both wise and eloquent […] Everyone thought that Kjartan and Guðrún were the most equal 
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match, to be raised up there). It is even said that Óláfr and Ósvífr, their respective fathers, 

develop their friendship “[því] at kært gerðisk með inum yngrum mǫnnum” (ch.39:112; 

[because] of the loving emotion that became between the youngsters). The stage seems to be 

set for an epic romance with a happy ending, except, of course, that it is not. From the 

beginning, Óláfr, Kjartan’s father, warns his son of the apparent bad luck that is present in the 

dealings of their kin with the people in Laugar (ch.39:112). This dialogue sets the tone for 

Kjartan’s later departure: the young man agrees that he shall not act against his father’s desire 

(ch.39:112), and the possibility of a happy conclusion vanishes in front of the reader’s eyes.  

During the summer, Kjartan decides to leave Iceland and sail west to Norway with his 

foster brother and many other men (ch.40:115). Guðrún’s presumed emotions about the 

decision are masked behind an ambiguous answer and its subsequent silence: “‘Skjǫtt hefir þú 

þetta ráðit, Kjartan.’ Hefir hún þar um nǫkkur orð, þau er Kjartan mátti skilja, at Guðrún lét sér 

ógetit at þessu.” (ch.40:115; ‘You have said this quickly, Kjartan.’ She had there a few other 

words, from which Kjartan understood that she was displeased at this). Kjartan decides to ease 

her discontent by telling her that he is going to do something for her (ch.40:115). Guðrún does 

not hesitate to answer: “Þá vil ek fara útan með þér í sumar, ok hefir þú þá yfir bœtt við mik 

þetta bráðaræði” (ch.40:115; I want to go abroad with you this summer, in this way you will 

compensate me for your unpremeditated decision). The reason, she explains, is that “ekki ann 

ek Íslandi” (ch.40:115; it is not Iceland that I love / I do not love Iceland). Ármann Jakobsson 

suggests that, in her oblique answer, she is saying that she loves him.140 Much to her 

disappointment, Kjartan refuses her offer and asks her to wait for him for three years 

(ch.40:115). Guðrún, already upset about the situation, responds in an even more ambiguous 

manner than before: she cannot make any promises to him on this matter (ch.40:115).141 

Although their parting is fuelled by a bittersweet feeling, as we will later see, Guðrún still longs 

for his return. 

Although I am not going to describe all the events occurred in Norway, some are worthy 

of mention. First, the men are baptized by the king and take upon the new religion that Gestr 

mentioned in his dream interpretations (ch.40:122–3). Later, while Bolli decides to sail back 

to Iceland when the occasion is presented to him, Kjartan decides to stay (ch.40:123). Bolli 

                                                
140. Ármann Jakobsson, “Laxdæla Dreaming,” 182. 
141. Loren Auerbach suggests that Kjartan’s answer “is not only a flat refusal […] he rejects the 

fact that she is equal to him in promise and ability, and pushes her back into a subservient ‘female’ role.” It 
is her opinion that, if Kjartan had not refused this ‘equality’, the tragedy of Laxd would not have happened. 
See: Auerbach, “Female Experience,” 30. 
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subsequently goes back to Norway and meets his foster brother, who again decides to stay in 

the continent (ch.41:126). This perhaps marks the beginning of the disintegration of their pre-

established unity, since it marks the first time in which they depart with no explicit loving 

feelings for each other.  

Bolli’s discontent is further established upon his arrival to Iceland, where he meets 

Guðrún again in Laugar. She is eager to learn about the events that have taken place in Norway, 

and does not hide her particular interest in any news about Kjartan (ch.42:127). Bolli vaguely 

responds to her questions (ch.42:127), perhaps hiding his separation with Kjartan. However, 

Guðrún suspects and insists to know “hvárt nǫkkut heldi til þess annat en vinátta þeira 

konungs” (ch.42:127; whether something else was holding [Kjartan] there apart from his 

friendship with the king). Bolli reiterates her words, and accepts that there have been rumours 

about Kjartan’s “vinátta” (friendship) with the king’s sister, Ingibjǫrg (ch.42:127). As in 

previous occasions, Guðrún’s emotions are masked behind an ambiguous response: she 

explains that those are good news, and that Kjartan must be satisfied with having found a good 

woman (ch.42:127). However, the presence of the somatic marker “allrauð” (ch.42:127; very 

red), as well as the act of ceasing the conversation and walking away, indicate that she is not 

at all pleased. The narrative voice further confirms our suspicion on her anger: “En aðrir 

grunuðu, hvart henni þœtti þessi tíðendi svá góð, sem hon lét vel yfir” (ch.42:127; Others 

suspected, that she did not think the news to be as good as she was implying). 

As time passes, Bolli becomes interested in her and asks for her to marry him. She 

nevertheless explicitly denies his proposal because of her promise to Kjartan: “engum manni 

mun ek giptask, meðan ek spyr Kjartan á lífi” (ch.42:128; no man shall I marry, while I know 

that Kjartan is still alive). Even after these words, which prove once more her seemingly 

undying love for Kjartan, Bolli does not cease his quest. Bolli seeks for Óláfr’s advice but his 

foster father warns him: they both know very well about the “kærleik” (love) that Kjartan and 

Guðrún shared (ch.43:128–9), which entails that marrying her, or even proposing such idea, 

might be a bad decision. Bolli dismisses his advice and goes on to ask Ósvífr for his daughter’s 

hand. The man seems eager to accept this proposal, although the last decision on the matter 

belongs to Guðrún, since her position as a widow allows her to decide in such circumstances 

(ch.43:129). The men in her family are also pleased with the idea and try to pressure Guðrún 

into accepting it. She perseveres on her previous choice of not marrying him (ch.43:129). Her 

father criticizes her decisions for being the consequence of “ofsa” (arrogance) rather than 

“fyrirhyggja” (premeditation) (ch.43:129). There is in this instance no explicit mention of 

Guðrún’s reaction to this decision, although the narrative voice states that she was “in tregasta 
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í ǫllu” (ch.43:129; the most reluctant in all). Their wedding takes place in the winter 

(ch.43:129).142 As expected from her reluctance, their marriage is unsuccessful: “Ekki var mart 

í samfǫrum þeira Bolla af Guðrúnar hendi” (ch.43:130; There was no friendliness in their 

marriage from Guðrún’s part). 

Not long after these events, in the summer, Kjartan sails back to Iceland (ch.43:131) 

and is met with the news that Guðrún has married Bolli (ch.44:132). Although his reaction was 

for long feared by others, Kjartan does not let on that he is moved by the news (ch.44:132); his 

true emotions will be shown later in his actions. Since the relationships between those in Laugar 

and those in Hjarðarholt seem to fare well, Ósvífr invites Óláfr and his people to a feast 

(ch.44:134). Guðrún then revives her previous suspicions and asks her husband whether he has 

told her everything he knew about Kjartan’s return to Iceland (ch.44:134). He assures that he 

has said everything he knows for certain. Although Guðrún barely speaks after that 

conversation, the narrative voice reveals that “þat var auðfynt, at henni líkaði þessi illa, því at 

þat ætluðu flestir men, at henni væri enn mikil eftisrsjá at um Kjartan, þó at hon hylði yfir.” 

(ch.44:134; it was evident that she disliked this, because many people believed, that she really 

wanted to see Kjartan again, even if she was hiding it). 

Initially, Kjartan refuses to travel to Laugar with his family but is persuaded to go by 

his father (ch.44:134). Upon arrival, Bolli goes up to Kjartan and kisses him, and is happy 

about his return. Kjartan, however, remains silent (ch.45:135). Bolli further expresses his 

happiness by offering him three fantastic horses, which the latter refuses to accept (ch.45:135). 

They both depart “með engri blíðu” (with no friendliness), and Kjartan remains silent during 

the winter (ch.45:135). Later, he takes his sister’s advice of marrying Hrefna Ásgeirsdóttir,143 

and gives her a piece of jewellery—the infamous headdress—(ch.45:137) that will be the cause 

of even more hostility between the two parties. 

In the next feast—now in Hjarðarholt—the women discuss who should occupy the high 

seat at the table. Kjartan overhears the conversation and is quick to declare that it will be Hrefna 

(ch.46:139). From a reader’s perspective, it might seem that Guðrún, who is present in the 

conversation, could be personally offended by his decision: she has always been the one to 

occupy that seat. It is said that Guðrún does not reply to his intervention and “brá lit” 

                                                
142. At that time, according to the saga, all of Iceland was Christianized (ch.43:130). I assume that 

Guðrún turned into the new religion either before marrying Bolli or upon their wedding. 
143. Hrefna Ásgeirsdóttir is presented in chapter 40 of the saga as the daughter of Ásgeirr œðikollr, 

a powerful man from the north of Iceland. Hrefna is, according to the saga, “vænst kvenna norðr þar í sveitum 
ok vel vinsæl” (ch.40:113; the most beautiful woman there in the northern regions and well beloved). 
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(ch.46:139; changed colour). Kirsten Wolf argues that this change in her face, together with 

the presented silence, signals that the underlying emotion depicted in this scene is anger.144 

This is further reinforced by her malicious interest in “inn bezta grip er komit hafði til Íslands” 

(ch.46:139; the best treasure to have ever come to Iceland), Hrefna’s headdress. Kjartan 

convinces Hrefna not to show it to Guðrún (ch.46:140). On the next day, however, Guðrún 

asks Hrefna—this time in secret—to see the headdress again. The narrative voice states that, 

upon seeing the piece, she shows neither “lǫst” (fault) nor “lof” (praise) (ch.46:140); her true 

reaction will be articulated into actions later on.  

Time passes and another feast is held in Laugar. Þorgerðr, Kjartan’s mother, convinces 

Hrefna to bring the headdress with her (ch.46:143). When in Laugar, Hrefna searches among 

her belongings to put it on but the piece is missing. Guðrún has but a few words about this: 

“Guðrún kvað þat líkast, at heima myndi eptir hafa orðit motrinn, eða hon myndi hafa búit um 

óvarliga ok fellt niðr” (ch.46:143; Guðrún said that it was likely that she had forgotten the 

headdress at home, or that she was careless with it and it got lost). In this speech, one can infer 

a sense of amusement in Guðrún. When the feast is over, Kjartan accuses the people in Laugar 

of theft—they had also stolen his favourite sword—and of having a hostile behaviour against 

his kin (ch.46:143–4). Guðrún is quick to answer, and in her words, one finds the fault in her 

behaviour: “Nú þó at svá sé, sem þú segir, at þeir menn sé hér nǫkkurir, er ráð hafi til þess sett, 

at motrinn skyldi hverfa, þá virði ek svá, at þeir hafi at sínu gengit; […] en eigi þykki mér illa, 

[…] at Hrefna hafi litla búningsbót af motrinum heðan í frá.” (ch.46:144; even if it were true 

what you say, that someone has intervened to make the headdress disappear, I think that they 

have only done it to compensate themselves; […] and I do not think it bad […] that Hrefna will 

have but little embellishment from the headdress from now on). In her words of spite against 

Hrefna, one may interpret that it was Guðrún who claimed the piece for herself. The feast ends, 

and the two parties depart “þungliga” (ch.46:144; with more hostility than before, lit. heavily). 

The narrative voice explains that it was said later that Þórólfr Ósvífrsson burned the headdress 

under Guðrún’s command (ch.46:144). If this account is to be held as true, then her presumed 

emotions become clearer in this action: both her speech and the burning of the headdress would 

prove that she was in fact jealous of Hrefna owning the piece. 

Surprisingly, the peak of their hostility has not yet been reached. After an incident—

designed by Kjartan—that impedes the Laugarmen to ease themselves outside of the farm, the 

affected party “líkar [þat] illa ok þótti þetta miklu meiri svívirðing” (ch.47:145; [they] disliked 

                                                
144. Wolf, “Somatic Semiotics,” 136. 
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[this] and considered it a great offence). While Bolli does not react in any way, Guðrún “talaði 

hér fæst um, en þó fundu men þat á orðum hennar, at eigi væri víst, hvárt ǫðrum lægi í meira 

rúmi en henni” (ch.47:146–7; Guðrún spoke here the least, but from her words, men thought 

that it was not certain, whether anyone else was saddened [by this] more than her). The hostility 

between the two parties is now “fullkominn” (ch.47:146; completely achieved). Silence is once 

again used as a narrative tool that builds up the tension for the actions that are about to come. 

The fact that her few words are interpreted by other characters—and the narrative voice—as a 

signal of sadness would argue in favour of an emotional response hidden behind the act of 

goading that is recounted afterwards.  

The vengeance against Kjartan seems to change something in Guðrún, or at least in the 

way her emotions are displayed. As presumed by the generic and gender-bound conventions 

of the sagas, Guðrún is set to goad for revenge after the incident. She proceeds to shame her 

husband for losing the purchase of a land against Kjartan and eggs him to punish his actions. 

The silence once characteristic of her is now attributed to Bolli, who refuses to take any action 

or speak any word at all (ch.47:148). Since her first instigation is not fruitful, Guðrún persists. 

At daybreak, she wakes up her brothers and inquires about their plans. She discredits them for 

wishing to stay quiet while Kjartan has been great in his wrongdoings against them and insults 

their manliness (ch.48:150). Although the brothers are ready to take up arms against Kjartan, 

Bolli refuses to join their quest on the grounds of his fostering with Óláfr and his affectionate 

relationship with the family (ch.48:150). Guðrún thus threatens him with divorce, and her 

words rekindle his “fjándskap” (hostility) against Kjartan: he quickly gets ready and arms 

himself (ch.48:150). 

The dramatism of Kjartan’s killing scene is reinforced by Bolli’s ever-present silence 

(ch.48:151), the fact that Kjartan throws his weapons to let himself be killed (ch.49:154), and 

Bolli’s instant repentance after killing his foster brother (ch.49:154). Conversely, Guðrún “lét 

vel yfir” (ch.49:154; expressed her approval). When her husband returns from the fatal quest, 

Guðrún mockingly asks about the time of the day, and she compares her morning tasks—

spinning twelve ells of yarn—to the killing of Kjartan (ch.49:154). It has been discussed by 

Jonna Louis-Jensen that, in doing so, Guðrún is being ironical about Bolli’s deeds and refusing 

to see it as a heroic act.145 Bolli, speaks about this as an “óhapp” (misfortune), although Guðrún 

                                                
145. The phrase “Misjǫfn verða morgunverkin” (ch.49:154) with which Guðrún begins her speech 

is not present in all the manuscripts of the saga, nor in all editions of it. Jonna Louis-Jensen has written a 
thorough study on this scene, its variants, and the linguistic and thematic implications of Guðrún’s verdict. 
See: Jonna Louis-Jensen, “A Good Day’s Work: Laxdæla saga, ch. 49,” in Cold Counsel: Women in Old 
Norse Literature and Mythology: A Collection of Essays, ed. Sarah M. Anderson and Karen Swenson (New 
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does not see it as such, more so since “Hrefna mun eigi ganga hlæjandi at sænginni í kveld” 

(ch.49:154–5; Hrefna will not go to bed laughing tonight). Bolli angrily responds to his wife’s 

mockery: if anyone, Guðrún is going to be the one to become pale (at fǫlna) with the news 

(ch.49:155). It is unclear what emotion Bolli is exactly invoking. Kirsten Wolf argues that 

paleness in the sagas represents a physiological reaction typically associated with unpleasant 

surprise.146 This reaction, which mainly appears in its literal sense, is seldom used in 

metonymies referring to emotions such as anger or fear, or even extreme sadness in religious 

texts.147 Any of these emotions, however, must be inferred by the audience. Guðrún’s articulate 

approval of the situation contrasts with Bolli’s words: in this instance, I believe the so-called 

‘social emotions’, presented to the audience by fulfilling her role of the goading woman, differ 

from the presumed ‘private emotions’, where Guðrún would indeed greatly suffer from 

Kjartan’s death. By presenting a literal expression of contrasting emotions, I believe, the 

narrative voice is drawing attention to the dichotomy between them.  

As retaliation for Kjartan’s death, his mother Þorgerðr sets up a group of men to 

ultimately kill Bolli, and she rides along with them in their quest (ch.54:164).148 After Bolli is 

killed—as Gestr interpreted—Helgi Harðbeinsson walks up to Guðrún and cleans Bolli’s blood 

off the edge of his spear on her apron (ch.55:168). The narrative directs its attention to 

Guðrún’s clothing and describes it (ch.55:168). Sif Rikhardsdottir argues that, in this instance, 

Guðrún’s body—and her clothing—acts as an analogue to Bolli’s beheaded body lying 

nearby.149 The blood in her clothes is then “a visceral and mental mnemonic image” later used 

in the whetting scene, where it will play a vital role.150 As a response to Helgi’s actions, Guðrún 

merely smiles at him (ch.55:168). This smile, as Sif Rikhardsdottir suggests, defies its somatic 

implications: it masks the presumed emotion beneath.151 Kirsten Wolf maintains that this facial 

expression, interpreted by Halldórr’s men as if Guðrún was not suffering from Bolli’s death 

                                                
York: Garland, 2002), 189–199. About the phrase used in ÍF V, see: Jonna Louis-Jensen, “A Good Day’s 
Work,” 193. 

146. Wolf, “Somatic Semiotics,” 132. 
147. Porter and Manrique Anton, “Flushing in Anger,” 37. 
148. Just like Guðrún, Þorgerðr makes use of an instigating speech that comprises an insult to the 

manliness of her kinsmen. She goes as far as accompanying them to make sure they do their job properly. It 
is said in the saga that Þorgerðr feels like Bolli’s fostering has been badly repaid, and is quite pleased after 
his killing, thus implying her hate and anger towards him (ch.53–4:161–4). 

149. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 128. 
150. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 128. See also: Jody Enders, “Emotion Memory and the Medieval 

Performance of Violence,” Theatre Survey 38.1 (1997): 139–160. 
151. Sif Rikhardsdottir, Emotion, 127. 
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(ch.56:169), might imply malevolence from Guðrún’s part.152 Indeed, Halldórr understands 

Guðrún’s smile as a threat: he explains that Guðrún is faking friendliness in order to acquire 

enough information from them for later revenge; behind her apron hides the man that is going 

to avenge Bolli, the yet-to-be born Bolli Bollason (ch.56:169). Furthermore, it has been argued 

that the emotive subject—Guðrún—has displaced the presumed sorrow to a later successful 

hvǫt (goading), enacted twelve years after Bolli’s killing.153  

As one may recall, this is a similar narrative sequence to the one that occurs in Kjartan’s 

killing. While her external answer seems to be one of content, the author recurs to another 

character to interpret her inner reaction correctly: she is, in fact, very affected. One must not 

forget that, by this time in her life, Guðrún has already experienced similar situations: this is 

not the first time that someone she loves dies (Þórðr, Kjartan), and this is not the first time that 

someone she loves dies while she is pregnant (Þórðr). The repeated structural patterns also 

imply a repetition in the displayed emotions, and thus argue in favour of the influence of the 

emotive subtext on the narrative structure. 

3.4. The acceptance: the blood of a loved one 

Immediately after Bolli’s death, Guðrún asks Snorri to visit her in Tunga, seeking for his 

advice. He suggests to ask for monetary compensation for Bolli’s killing; Guðrún does not 

particularly enjoy the idea (ch.56:169) but does not react in any way. Instead, she asks Snorri 

to exchange residence, since she does not want to be close to Hjarðarholt (ch.56:169). Snorri 

agrees for the sake of their friendship (ch.56:169) and the next winter, Guðrún moves to 

Helgafell, far from her enemies. She gives birth to Bolli Bollason and the text explicitly states 

that “unni honum mikit” (ch.56:170; [she] loved him greatly). Whether her moving to Helgafell 

should be taken as an immediate emotional response to a negative situation or a part of a bigger 

plan, could be matter of debate. I consider it to be intentionally ambiguous as to leave its 

emotional subtext open to interpretation and enhance the narrative tension. The generic and 

gender-bound conventions of the sagas determine that Guðrún must seek to avenge her dead 

husband. However, this is not accomplished until much later in narrated time. 

Twelve years after Bolli’s killing, Guðrún calls upon her friend Snorri once more. She 

explains that “þó varð hann fyrir tólf vetrum, […] um hefndina Bolla mun ek nǫkkut rœða […] 

Nú hefi ek beðit þa stund, er ek fæ mér skap til” (ch.59:176–7; although twelve winters have 

                                                
152. Wolf, “Somatic Semiotics,” 131. 
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passed, […] I must decide about Bolli’s revenge […] I have waited for this moment, when my 

mood was set for it). Thus, her current skap is what defines her decisions: her wish is to leave 

none of the sons of Óláfr alive (ch.59:177). Although Snorri emphasizes that the situation 

between them must end, Guðrún insists, and together they formulate a plan of action 

(ch.59:177–8).  

The expected goading is then fulfilled in a conversation with her sons. Guðrún meets 

Þorleikr and Bolli in her “laukagarð” (leek garden) and displays the clothes that she was 

wearing when their father was killed (ch.60:179). The blood in the fabric becomes that 

“mnemonic image” mentioned above, a “token of Bolli’s body”,154 as it is explained by Guðrún 

in dialogue: “Þessi sǫmu klæði, er þít sjáið hér, frýja ykkr fǫðurhefnda; nú mun ek ekki hafa 

hér um mǫrg orð, því at ekki er ván, at þit skipizk af framhvǫt orða, ef þit íhugið ekki við slíkar 

bendingar ok áminningar” (ch.60:179; These very clothes that you see here call you to avenge 

your father; now shall I not speak many other words, since there is no hope that you will change 

your mind, if you are not already in the mood thanks to these tokens and memories). Bolli’s 

clothes, Sif Rikhardsdottir suggests, “speak on behalf of his body, assuming his voice as his 

blood calls for vengeance from beyond.”155 The desired reaction is accomplished after a restless 

night: Þorleikr and Bolli state that “þeir mega eigi bera lengr harm sinn ok frýju móður sinnar” 

(ch.60:180; they will no longer bear their mother’s sorrow and taunts). The use of the lexical 

unit harmr (sorrow, grief), reinforces the fact that her goading is not only a product of her pre-

established gendered role but also the result of an emotional state. The men avenge Bolli’s 

death by killing Helgi Harðbeinsson, as had been appointed (ch.64:192–3). There is no further 

recollection of Guðrún’s skap or harmr, and thus it might appear as if her distress has been 

mitigated. 

Later, Guðrún marries Þorkell Eyjólfsson (ch.68:200). Their relationship flourishes, 

and the loving emotion is reinforced in the narrative thanks to the use of a literal expression: 

“Ástir takask miklar með þeim Þorkatli ok Guðrúnu” (ch.69:203; A mutual feeling of great 

love grew between Þorkell and Guðrún). Soon after, as predicted by Gestr, Þorkell becomes a 

great, rich man (ch.70:204). What Þorkell does not become, however, is a burden for Guðrún’s 

head: he understands her vanity because they both share this tendency, and he is greatly 

esteemed by his stepsons and his wife (ch.70:204). Furthermore, upon his death—by drowning, 

as predicted by both Gestr and Guðrún—his wife “þótti mikit” (suffered greatly), although 
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maintaining her composure (ch.76:223). This is the last step of Gestr’s four-fold premonition, 

as explained in her awakening dreams. It is now time to retire, reflect, and cry all the tears she 

has never once shed, or at least not shed in public. 

3.5. The remedy: exile, tears of guilt, and death 

After Þorkell dies, Guðrún becomes “trúkona mikil” (woman of faith) and spends her nights 

praying in church (ch.76:223). She is often visited by her granddaughter Herdís Bolladóttir, 

whom she loves greatly (ch.76:223). While on a visit to Guðrún, Herdís dreams about a 

terrifying woman who asks her: “Seg þú þat ǫmmu þinni, at mér hugnar illa við hana, því at 

hon brǫltir allar nætr á mér ok fellir á mik dropa svá heita, at ek brenn af ǫll" (ch.76:224; Tell 

your grandmother that I dislike her because she tosses around on top of me every night, and 

thus fall on me drops so hot that burn me entirely). In this scene, through the depiction of 

Guðrún’s tears, her previously presumed bereavement becomes manifest. The pathological 

value of emotion, as asserted by the Stoics—and later Kant, is presented with these tears and 

carried through until the end of Guðrún’s life: it is said that she becomes blind and dies of old 

age (ch.78:228), perhaps implying that her solitude and grief are what cause her blindness. Her 

lament is however not public, and rather than ritualized action, it bears emotional value. As the 

years pass, Guðrún becomes an old woman, the first nun and abbess of Iceland (ch.78:228). It 

is mentioned that, in her old age, Guðrún “lifði við slíka harma, sem nú var frá sagt um hríð” 

(ch.78:228; [she] lived with that grief, that was mentioned before). While her grief could be a 

product of Þorkell’s loss, one could assume that it is indeed the result of years of grieving from 

the loss of several other men. In this sense, all the instances in which Guðrún’s emotions have 

been masked or left unexplained could be regarded as moments on which this final literal 

expression is founded.  

The idea of an underlying pain is further proved in her final appearance in the saga, 

where she engages in conversation with her beloved son Bolli Bollason (ch.78:228). Bolli 

travels to Helgafell with an interest: “Muntu segja mér þat, móðir, at mér er forvitni at vita? 

Hverjum hefir þú manni mest unnt?” (ch.78:228; Will you tell me, mother, what I am curious 

to know? What man have you loved the most?). Guðrún’s answer is merely a list of her four 

husbands, in inverse order (ch.78:228). This answer is structurally reminiscent of Gestr’s 

interpretations of her dreams. The resultant list of the men, Auerbach discusses, “reinforces 

Guðrún’s central role in the saga,” in that the answer is vague and not at all concerned with 
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any of the men’s inner qualities.156 Bolli is however unsatisfied and insists, only to receive an 

even more ambiguous answer: “Þeim var ek verst, sem ek unna mest” (ch.78:228; To him was 

I the worst, whom I loved the most). Ármann Jakobsson maintains that, from a narrative 

perspective, the question remains unanswered and its interpretation is left to the audience.157 

However, he remarks that “the enigmatic nature of the answer does not mean that it is devoid 

of meaning.” Indeed, Guðrún’s last sentence reveals that the name of the lover is not important, 

but rather her emotional life.158 Although Bolli seems satisfied with his mother’s final answer 

(ch.78:228) and leaves with all his doubts resolved, the audience must still feel uneasy with 

this mysterious, yet resolute end to a full-circle life. Indeed, Guðrún’s life story ends the way 

it started: ambiguous, spiritual, and painful. The presumed pain of a lifetime—in full effect 

during her last years as a nun—has finally come to its end: Guðrún dies in Helgafell, and there 

she lays (ch.78:228) with her unanswered questions, irresolute love stories, and throbbing pain. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Until recently, the style of the Icelandic sagas has been considered unadorned, realistic, and 

laconic in its emotional representation. However, more recent studies have pointed out that the 

style of the sagas is not void of emotional display per se, but that it rather shows a preference 

for other modes of emotional representation over literal expressivity and verbal utterances. I 

began this thesis by questioning whether these so-called narrative strategies of emotional 

display do indeed negate the emotional value of the plots presented in the sagas. By using a 

thematic and structural approach, I have analysed the plot of Laxdæla saga considering its 

emotional subtext, and how it influences both the development of the main character and the 

narrative as a whole. 

In my first chapter, I argued that the concept of emotion and its representation in 

literature is a cultural-bound phenomenon. The fact that the sagas have been considered 

unemotional may result from an absence of connection between what the present reader 

understands as emotional, and what the compiler and intended audience comprehended as such. 

Since the sagas lack—or seem to lack—literal expression of emotion, the emotionality of a 

scene or a whole narrative must be inferred by the reader, and thus a certain degree of subjective 

interpretation must be allowed in order to decode it. The way in which emotionality is presented 

within a text undeniably adheres to the norms of the (literary) community within which the text 

was produced; these norms, however, are malleable, and are bound to generic variability, 

external influences, and authorial decisions. To understand the modes of emotional 

representation in a text, then, a reader shall become acquainted not only with its emotive literary 

identity but also with all other factors that subject it to variability. 

It has been noted that Laxdæla saga might as well be one of the most emotional of the 

Íslendingasögur. In support of this, I have sought to show how emotions, especially those 

displayed by the main character, are what move the narrative forward. Laxdæla saga is 

produced in a manner in which the female perspective is always prevalent, and in which there 

is an interest on the female character as an emotional subject. In my second chapter, I outlined 

the main scholarship on the structure of the saga, arguing that, ultimately, the narrative is 

structurally based around the life and deeds of said character. Guðrún’s (inner) life experiences 

constitute the main text, while her conflicts and turmoil, represented by the lack of literal 

expression, correspond to the emotive subtext that ultimately builds up the narrative tension 

and gives the narrative its main theme. Her development as a character is marked by a constant 
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lack of emotional utterance, ultimately fulfilled at the end of her life with the presence of her 

tears of repentance. 

In my analysis, I have demonstrated that even if there is a preference for emotional 

concealment over expressivity, the saga stays considerably involved with an overly emotional 

life. Guðrún’s emotional display is, throughout the story, presented in a pattern—typically 

regarding negatively connoted emotions—that includes her remaining silent. Her stillness is, 

however, temporary and her true emotions are indicated through the use of somatic markers—

especially turning red, actions, and emotionally signifying dialogues. The emotion behind 

silences is sometimes interpreted by other characters or by the narrative voice. The 

interpretations prove there is an underlying emotion behind some of the ambiguous scenes. In 

the instances where silence remains unexplained, however, the reader must interpret those 

scenes based on external evidence, previous behaviour, and their own understanding of the 

associated emotions in later scenes in the saga. 

Overall, the analysis of the saga has proven that, even in instances where emotions seem 

not to be of great importance or even make an appearance at all, they are ever-present. Laxdæla 

saga reveals an authorial ability to combine native tropes of emotional display through 

concealment and somatic markers with the emotional symbolism of certain verbal utterances 

and even actions. The emotional burden of certain scenes is carried throughout by the main 

character. The interest in her intellectual characteristics give her the attributes of a well-

rounded character, lifelike in her grievances and her mourning, her love and envy, and her 

constant presumed turmoil makes the narrative move forward. 

With this study, I have sought to counter the idea of the sagas as dispassionate pieces 

of literature. Although I remain uncertain whether this is recurrent in any other Íslendingasaga, 

I am eager to believe that Laxdæla saga is not the only example of an emotionally-driven 

narrative within the Old Norse-Icelandic corpus, and Guðrún Ósvífrsdóttir not the only saga 

character subject to the power of her emotions. For their attributed historicity and realism, it 

might be compelling to consider furthering this kind of analysis to other Íslendingasögur in 

order to untangle the ways in which emotionality becomes apparent in the narratives and their 

development within the generic conventions of their corpus. 
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Appendix: Instances of Emotion in Laxdæla saga 

Quoted from: Laxdæla saga in Laxdæla saga. Halldórs þættir Snorrasonar. Stúfs Þáttr. Íslenzk Fornrit vol. 5. Edited by Einar Ólafur 
Sveinsson, 3–229. Reykjavík: Hið Íslenzka Fornritafélag, 1934. 

 
The present database served as a tool for conducting my analysis. This is by no means the whole extent of emotion presented in Laxdæla 
saga but only those instances of emotion that affect the main plot in chapters 33–78. When I first collected all the information on emotion in 
these chapters, the database had over 300 instances; some of them did not make the cut in this final version since they did not affect the 
development of the narrative and/or the main character.  
  
Contents of the table 
 

No.: Instance number 

Citation: Citation includes, ch.[ChapterNumber]:[PageNumber], according to ÍF V. Ex.: ch.33:89. 

Instance: The instance per se, the length of which is influenced by its category.  

Category: Category of emotional display as shown in the Methodology. Sometimes, instances present more than one category. 

Character: Character to whom the emotion needs to be attributed; this can be presented in own dialogue, in other’s dialogue, or by 
the narrative voice. 

Translation: Translation of emotion words (lexical units) or else relevant constructions or words. 

Context and Remarks: Immediate context of the instance related to the events that are not accounted in the database, as well as any 
personal remarks, further readings, or connections with other instances. 
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No. Citation Instance Category Character Translation Context and remarks 
Chapter 33 

1 

ch.33:88 Guðrún mælti: "Dreymt 
hefir mik mart í vetr, en 
fjórir eru þeir draumar, er 
mér afla mikillar 
áhyggju, [...]" 

Lexical unit 
/ Dialogue 

Guðrún áhyggja (f.): worry, 
concern, anxiety 

Guðrún is conversing with Gestr; 
she insists that her dreams have not 
been interpreted correctly. 

2 

ch.33:88 "hafða ek krókfald á 
hǫfði ok þótti mér illa 
sama." 

Dialogue / 
Verbal 
construction 

Guðrún at þykkja mér illa 
sama: it seems to fit 
me badly (lit. 'it seems 
to me badly to fit') 

Guðrún describes her first dream 
and a head-dress that does not suit 
her. 
‘Descending happiness’ 

3 

ch.33:88 "svá þótti mér, sem 
kominn væri silfhringr á 
hǫnd mér, ok þóttumk ek 
eiga ok einkarvel sama; 
þótti mér þat vera 
allmikil gersemi, ok 
ætlaða ek lengi at eiga." 

Dialogue Guðrún  Guðrún describes her second dream, 
and a silver ring that she treasures 
and wishes to own for a long time. 
Happiness is compensated. 

4 

ch.33:88 "Þótti mér sá skaði 
miklu meiri en ek mætta 
at glíkendum ráða." 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Guðrún skaði (m.): harm, loss This loss causes her a grief that 
cannot be spoken. 
The lexical unit is emphasized 
thanks to the comparative 
construction. / Happiness is lost 
again. 

5 

ch.33:89 "ek þóttumk hafa 
gullhringr á hendi, ok 
þóttumk ek eiga hringinn, 
ok þótti mér bœttr 
skaðinn." 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Guðrún at bœta (v.): to 
compensate / skaði 
(m.): harm, loss 

Third dream. Guðrún thinks that this 
golden ring is a compensation for 
her previous loss. 
Happiness is compensated. 
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6 

ch.33:89 "Gullhringrinn mœtti 
steini nǫkkurum ok stǫkk 
í tvá hluti [...] Þat þótti 
mér líkara harmi en 
skaða, er ek þóttumk þá 
bera eptir. 

Dialogue / 
Lexical units 

Guðrún harmr (m.): sorrow, 
grief 

In her dream, the ring breaks in two 
parts and bleeds, and she feels 
harmr rather than skaði. 
skaði and harmr are gradual here: 
harmr seems to be the highest form 
of loss. 

7 

ch.33:89 "ek þóttumk hafa hjálm á 
hǫfði af gulli ok mjǫk 
gimsteinum settan. Ek 
þóttumk eiga þá gersemi; 
en þat þótti mér helzt at, 
at hann var nǫkkurs til 
þungr, því at ek fekk 
varla valdit." 

Dialogue Guðrún varla (adv.): barely / at 
valda (v.): to wield 
(also: 'to rule over') 

In her fourth dream, she is wearing 
a hjálmr that weighs too much on 
her head, and she can barely keep it 
on. 
Dialogue is emphasized, lexical 
units are not pertaining to the realm 
of emotions but nevertheless 
enhance the value of the speech. 

8 
ch.33:89 "væntir mik, þá er þú ert 

inum fyrsta gipt, at þat 
sé þér ekki girndaráð." 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Gestr about 
Guðrún 

girnda-ráð (n.): love 
match > girnd (f.): 
desire, lust. 

Gestr believes that her first marriage 
will not be the result of love. 

9 
ch.33:90 "þar muntu lítit unna 

honum" 
Lexical unit Gestr about 

Guðrún 
at unna (v.): to love > 
lítit unna: to love 
badly 

Gestr interprets that Guðrún will not 
love her husband much. 

10 
ch.33:90 "Þar muntu vera gipt 

ǫðrum manni ágætum. 
Þeim muntu unna mikit" 

Lexical unit Gestr about 
Guðrún 

mikit unna: to love 
greatly 

Gestr believes that Guðrún will love 
this second husband a lot, and that 
he is a great man. 

11 

ch.33:90 "Ekki mun sá því meira 
verðr, sem þér þótti sá 
málmrinn torugætri ok 
dýrri, en nær er þat mínu 
hugboði, at í þat mund 
muni orðit siðaskipti, ok 
muni sá þinn bóndi hafa 

Dialogue Gestr about 
Guðrún 

 In her third dream, Gestr sees many 
things: 1) the material is more 
precious because of the change in 
religion; 2) the blood is reminiscent 
of her husband's murder; 3) Guðrún 
will not be careful with this object. 
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tekit við þeim sið, er vér 
hyggjum, at miklu sé 
háleitari. En þar er þér 
þótti hringrinn í sundr 
støkkva, nǫkkut af þinni 
vangeymslu, ok sátt blóð 
koma ór hlutunum, þá 
mun sá þinn bóndi vera 
veginn; muntu þá 
þykkjask gløggst sjá þá 
þverbresti, er á þeim 
ráðahag hafa verit." 

The blood is represented in 
Guðrún's bloody clothes twelve 
years after her husband's killing. 
The depiction and the interpretation 
are consistent with later scenes. This 
is also reminiscent of Kjartan's 
death, since it will also be a 
consequence of this marriage. This 
is reinforced by Gestr's uneasy 
sensation later in this chapter. 

12 

ch.33:90 "Sá [...] mun vera heldr 
œgishjálm yfir þér." 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 
(Metaphor) 

Gestr about 
Guðrún 

œgis-hjálmr (m.): lit. 
'helmet of terror' > at 
bera œgishjálmr yfir 
sér: to hold one in 
submission 

Gestr knows that Guðrún's fourth 
husband is going to be a "terror 
helmet," meaning he is going to 
have her being appalled and 
dominated. 
ÍF V: "œgishjálmr: ógnarshjálmur 
(œgi-skylt ógn, óask, ýgr), hjálmur, 
sem skelfir þá, sem líta hann." (n. 
4:90–91) 

13 

ch.33:91 Guðrúnu setti 
dreyrrauða, meðan 
draumarnir váru ráðnir 

Somatic 
marker 

Guðrún at setja dreyrrauðr: to 
turn red as blood < 
dreyr-rauðr (adj.): red 
as blood 

Guðrún's redness intensifies while 
Gestr is interpreting the dreams. 
dreyrrauðr has been attributed 
(Porter and Manrique Antón) 
primarily to warrior-like responses. 

14 
ch.33:91 en engi hafði hon orð 

um, fyrr en Gestr lauk 
sínu máli. 

Silence / 
Concealment 

Guðrún at hafa engi orð um: 
lit. 'no have no word 
about' 

She, however, keeps waiting in 
silence. 
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15 

ch.33:91 "En mikit er til at hyggja, 
ef þetta allt skal eptir 
ganga." 

Dialogue Guðrún  She seems to need a moment to 
reflect on the dreams and the 
(correct) interpretation that Gestr 
has given her. 

16 

ch.33:92 "Þat mun mjǫk ganga 
eptir ástríki þínu, at um 
Kjartan mun þykkja mest 
vert, meðan hann er 
uppi." 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Gestr to Óláfr 
about Kjartan 

ást-ríki (n.): love, care Gestr is both telling Óláfr how great 
his son Kjartan is, and that he is 
going to die young. 
This dialogue is the cause for the 
next emotional response in Óláfr. 

17 
ch.33:92 "Hvat berr nú þess við, 

faðir minn, er þér hrynja 
tár?" 

Facial 
expression 

Þórðr to Óláfr at hrynja tár (v.): to 
shed tears 

Óláfr is brought to tears after Gestr's 
response. 

18 

ch.33:92 "Þarfleysa er at segja þat, 
en eigi nenni ek at þegja 
yfir því, er á þínum 
dǫgum mun fram koma." 

Dialogue Óláfr  Gestr tells Óláfr that even if he 
phrases it, destiny for Kjartan and 
Bolli is already written. 
Prolepsis presented by Óláfr; the 
rest of his speech determines that he 
would not be surprised if Bolli is the 
one to kill Kjartan. 

19 

ch.33:92 "er þetta illt at vita um 
svá mikla ágætismenn." 

Dialogue Óláfr  Óláfr states that knowing such fate 
for these men is a bad thing 
(meaning it hurts him). 
In this manner, Óláfr shows his 
concern for Kjartan's death. This 
sentence has a verdict tone (given 
that this is making him cry) 

Chapter 34 

20 
ch.34:93 Ekki var Guðrún at þessu 

spurð, ok heldr gerði 
Lexical unit 
/ Silence 

Guðrún at láta sér ógetit at 
þessu: lit. 'to behave 
oneself 

Guðrún is given away to marry 
Þorvaldr Halldórsson from 
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hon sér at þessu ógetit, 
ok var þó kyrrt. 

uninterested/displeased 
at this' 

Grapsdalr í Gilsfirði without her 
consent. She remains reticent. 

21 

ch.34:93 Lítt unni Guðrún 
Þorvaldi 

Lexical unit Guðrún at unna (v.): to love > 
lítt unna: lit. 'to love 
badly' 

Guðrún moves to Grapsdalr with 
her new husband, and it is made 
explicit that she does not love him 
very much (or at all?) 

22 

ch.34:93 [Guðrún] galt fjándskap 
Þorvaldi 

Lexical unit Guðrún fjándskapr (m.): 
hostility, enmity, 
hatred 

Guðrún is discontent with the fact 
that her husband cannot/will not 
provide whatever she wants 
(jewels). 

23 
ch.34:93 fell þar mǫrg umrœða á 

um kærleika þeira 
Þórðar ok Guðrúnar. 

Lexical unit Guðrún and 
Þórðr 

kærleikr (m.): love, 
intimacy 

It is publicly known that Guðrún 
and Þórðr Ingunnarson love each 
other dearly. 

24 

ch.34:93 Þat var eitt sinn, at 
Guðrún beiddi Þorvald 
gripakaups. Þorvaldr 
kvað hana ekki hóf at 
kunna ok sló hana 
kinnhest. 

Action / 
Gesture 

Þorvaldr kinnhestr (m.): slap 
(lit. 'cheek horse') 

Guðrún asks for a jewel (promised 
to her by her marriage contract). 
Þorvaldr becomes angry and slaps 
her. 

25 

ch.34: 93–
94 

Þá mælti Guðrún: "Nú 
gaftu mér þat, er oss 
konum þykkir miklu 
skipta, at vér eigim vel at 
gǫrt, en þat er litarapt 
gott, ok af hefir þú mik 
ráðit brekvísi við þik." 

Dialogue Guðrún  Guðrún becomes visibly upset at her 
husband's slap and menaces him by 
telling him she is going to go away 
and not bother him anymore. 

26 ch.34:94 Guðrún sagði honum 
þessa svívirðing 

Lexical unit Guðrún svívirðing (f.): 
disgrace 

Guðrún tells Þórðr about the slap, 
and refers to it as svívirðing. 
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27 

ch.34:94 Þórðr brosti at Facial 
expression 

Þórðr 
Ingunnarson 

at brosa (v.): to smile 
> at brosa at: to smile 
at 

Þórðr gives her the idea of giving 
her husband a women's shirt. He is 
visibly happy, since he is also 
interested in her. 

28 
ch.34:94 Eigi mælti Guðrún í móti 

þessu 
Silence Guðrún  Guðrún does not reply to Þórðr's 

idea but seems satisfied with it, 
since she later divorces her husband. 

Chapter 35 

29 

ch.35:95 "Hvárt er þat satt, Þórðr, 
at Auðr, kona þín, er 
jafnan í brókum, ok 
setgeiri í, en vafir 
spjǫrrum mjǫk í skúa 
niðr?" 

Dialogue Guðrún  Guðrún is evidently still interested 
in Þórðr although he is married. She 
tries to drag his wife, Auðr, down, 
by stating that she wears men's 
clothes. 

30 ch.35:96 Brœðrum Auðar líkar 
illa, ok er þó kyrrt. 

Lexical unit 
/ Silence 

Auðr's brothers at líka (v.): to please > 
at líka illa: to dislike 

Auðr's brothers do not like that 
Þórðr is divorcing their sister. 

31 

ch.35:96 En er Auðr spyrr þessi 
tíðendi, þá mælti hon: 
"Vel es ek veit þat, / vask 
ein of látin." 

Dialogue / In 
verse 

Auðr  Auðr regrets being left behind. Her 
actions later in the saga prove how 
upset she is. 

32 
ch.35:96 Samfǫr þeira Þórðar ok 

Guðrúnar var goð. 
Action Guðrún and 

Þórðr 
samfǫr (f.): marriage, 
wedded life (lit. 
'travelling together') 

Guðrún and Þórðr get married in 
summer in Laugar and their 
relationship flourishes. 

33 

ch.35:97 "nú er breitt hvílugólf 
milli rúma þeira Þórðar 
ok Guðrúnar" 

Action Guðrún and 
Þórðr 

 The separation of the beds is both a) 
an opportunity for her to attack 
Þórðr at night; and b) a metaphor of 
their love falling apart.  
The last could be contended, since 
Guðrún is in fact pregnant later in 
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the saga, and she is very affected by 
Þórðr's death. 

34 
ch.35:97 "Vel hefir þú njósnat" Dialogue Auðr  Auðr seems satisfied with the 

information, and gives the 
smalamaðr two horses. 

35 
ch.35:98 þeir létu vel yfir Lexical unit Auðr's brothers at láta vel yfir acc./dat. 

(v.): to express 
approval 

Auðr's brothers seem to be satisfied 
with their sister's revenge towards 
Þórðr. 

Chapter 36 

36 

ch.36:100 Mikit þótti Guðrúnu at 
um líflát Þórðar, ok var 
hon þá eigi heil, ok mjǫk 
framat. 

Lexical unit Guðrún dat. (mikit) þykkja at 
gen.: one feels (very) 
hurt at 

Guðrún is affected by Þórðr's death, 
much more since she is pregnant. 

37 

ch.36:100 Þá tjáði Guðrún þetta 
vandkvæði fyrir Snorra, 
en hann hvazk mundu 
veita þeim at málum, þá 
er honum sýndisk, en 
bauð Guðrúnu barnfóstr 
til hugganar við hana. 

Lexical unit Snorri góði to 
Guðrún 

[at tjá (v.): exhibit] 
vand-kvæði (n.): 
trouble, perplexity. / 
huggan (f.): comfort, 
consolation.  

Snorri tells Guðrún he wants to help 
her, whenever it suits her. To soothe 
her, he is going to take Þórðr 
Þórðarson and foster him. 
First instance of Snorri's friendship 
towards Guðrún. His friendship and 
advice is crucial for her 
development. 

Chapter 39 

38 

ch.39:112 Þeir Kjartan ok Bolli 
unnusk mest 

Lexical unit Kjartan and 
Bolli 

at unna (v.) to love > 
at unnask (mest): to 
love each other (the 
most) (recipr.)  

Bolli and Kjartan are presented in 
the frame of being two important 
characters for the next narrative 
arch; they have great love for each 
other. 

39 
ch.39:112 fór Kjartan hvergi þess, 

er eigi fylgði Bolli 
honum. 

Action Kjartan and 
Bolli 

 Since they share this great love, 
they go together everywhere. 
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40 

ch.39:112 þótti Kjartani gott at tala 
við Guðrúnu, því at hon 
var bæði vitr ok 
málsnjǫll. 

Action Kjartan and 
Guðrún 

 Kjartan enjoys conversation with 
Guðrún while in Sælingsdalslaug. 
Their relationship flourishes. 

41 

ch.39:112 Þat var allra manna mál, 
at með þeim Kjartani ok 
Guðrúnu þœtti vera mest 
jafnræði þeira manna, er 
þá óxu upp. 

Action Kjartan and 
Guðrún 

jafnræði (n.): equal 
match 

Everyone (in the region) believes 
Kjartan and Guðrún to be meant for 
each other. 

42 ch.39:112 Vinátta var ok mikil með 
þeim Óláfi ok Ósvífri 

Lexical unit Óláfr and 
Ósvífr 

vinátta (f.): friendship The fathers of the two youngsters 
have a great relationship. 

43 

ch.39:112 ok jafnan heimboð, ok 
ekki því minnur, at kært 
gerðisk með inum 
yngrum mǫnnum 

Action / 
Lexical unit 

Óláfr and 
Ósvífr / 
Kjartan and 
Guðrún 

kærr (adj.): close, 
fond, dear 

The fathers invite each other (to 
feasts) since both their children 
share great love. 
 

44 

ch.39:112 Eitt sinn rœddi Óláfr við 
Kjartan: "Eigi veit ek," 
segir hann, "hví mér er 
jafnan svá hugstœtt, er 
þú ferr til Lauga ok talar 
við Guðrúnu; en eigi er 
þat fyrir því, at eigi þœtti 
mér Guðrún fyrir ǫllum 
konum ǫðrum, ok hon 
ein er svá kvenna, at mér 
þykki þér fullkosta. Nú er 
þat hugboð mitt, ei eigi 
vil ek þess spá, at vér 
frændr ok Laugamenn 

Lexical unit 
/ Dialogue 

Óláfr hugstœðr (adj.): fixed 
in one's mind (to the 
point where it makes 
one worried) 

Óláfr seems to be concerned about 
Kjartan's relationship with Guðrún. 
Even if his mind is not at ease, Óláfr 
seems to agree that they are, indeed, 
meant for each other. Nevertheless, 
their relationships do not seem to 
work. Kjartan agrees that he shall 
not do something that his father 
would not want him to do. 
 
This dialogue sets the tone for 
Kjartan's departure and the rest of 
the decisions that are made around 
the lovers’ relationship. 
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berim eigi allsendis gæfu 
til um vár skipti." 

Chapter 40 

45 

ch.40:114 Bolli var í ferð með 
honum [Kjartani], því at 
svá var ástúðigt með 
þeim fóstbrœðrum, at 
hvárrgi þóttisk nýta 
mega, at þeir væri eigi 
ásamt. 

Lexical unit 
/ Action 

Kjartan and 
Bolli 

ást-úðigr (adj.): 
beloved, dear. > as 
adv.: ásúðigt er með 
þeim, they are on 
friendly terms. 

Kjartan and Bolli travel together to 
Borgarfjǫrðr, where Kjartan's uncle, 
Þorsteinn Egilsson, lives. 

46 

ch.40:115 Guðrún mælti: "Skjǫtt 
hefir þú þetta ráðit, 
Kjartan."  

Dialogue Guðrún  Kjartan decides to buy half of 
Kálfr's ship, since he intends to 
travel abroad during the summer. 
This does not please Guðrún. 

47 

ch.40:115 Hefir hún þar um nǫkkur 
orð, þau er Kjartan mátti 
skilja, at Guðrún lét sér 
ógetit at þessu. 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 
/ Silence 

Guðrún at láta sér ógetit at 
þessu: lit. 'to behave 
oneself 
uninterested/displeased 
at this' 

Guðrún is not pleased; she has a few 
words but it shows that she is 
unhappy about Kjartan's decision. 

48 

ch.40:115 Kjartan mælti: "Lát þér 
eigi þetta mislíka; ek 
skal gera annan hlut, svá 
at þér þykki vel." 

Lexical unit 
/ Dialogue 

Kjartan and 
Guðrún 

mis-líka (v.): to dislike Kjartan tries to ease her discontent. 

49 
ch.40:115 Guðrún mælti: "Entu 

þetta, því at ek mun brátt 
yfir því lýsa." 

Dialogue Guðrún  Her reply. She wants to fare with 

him, since it is not Iceland that she 

loves. 
50 

ch.40:115 Guðrún mælti: "Þá vil ek 
fara útan með þér í 
sumar, ok hefir þú þá yfir 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Guðrún at unna (v.) to love 
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bœtt við mik þetta 
bráðræði, því at ekki ann 
ek Íslandi." 

51 

ch.40:115 Guðrún kvazk um þat 
mundu engu heita. 

Dialogue Guðrún  Kjartan declines her offer to go 
along with him abroad. He asks for 
her to wait for three years, and out 
of anger, she passive-aggressively 
says that she will see what she can 
do. 

Chapter 41 

52 

ch.41:126 Síðan gengr [Bolli] at 
hitta Kjartan, frænda 
sinn, ok mælti: "[...] en 
hǫfum þat fyrir satt, at þú 
munir fátt at, er á Íslandi 
er til skemmtanar, þá er 
þú sitr á tali við 
Ingibjǫrgu 
konunssystur." 

Dialogue Bolli  Bolli knows about Kjartan and 
Ingibjǫrg's relationship, and seems 
annoyed? / worried? That Kjartan 
might not want to come back to 
Iceland since they are so engaged in 
this love affair. 

Chapter 42 

53 

ch.42:127 [Óláfr] tók hann við 
honum með mikilli blíðu. 

Action / 
Lexical unit 

Bolli and Óláfr blíða (f.): friendliness 
> at taka við dat. með 
blíðu: lit. 'to take 
someone with one with 
friendliness'  

Bolli comes back from Norway and 
goes to Hjarðarholt with Óláfr. 
 
This is perhaps the beginning of 
their feud over Guðrún's love, since 
it is the first time Kjartan and Bolli 
are separated "for good." 

54 
ch.42:127 Guðrún spurði vandliga 

um ferðir hans, en því 
næst at Kjartani. 

Action Guðrún  Bolli then travels to Laugar and 
meets Guðrún, who is eager to find 
out what has happened in Norway. 
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55 

ch.42:127 Bolli leysti ofléttliga ór 
því ǫllu, er Guðrún 
spurði. 

Dialogue Bolli and 
Guðrún 

 Bolli responds in a very automatic 
manner, probably showing little 
interest in her questions about 
Kjartan, or maybe because he is 
hiding what has gone down in 
Norway. 
ÍF V n2: "mjǫg léttlega, greiðlega." 

56 

ch.42:127 Guðrún spyrr þá, hvárt 
nǫkkut heldi til þess 
annat en vinátta þeira 
konungs. 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Guðrún vinátta (f.): friendship Even if Bolli is concealing the truth, 
Guðrún is suspicious. She asks 
specifically if there is something 
else having Kjartan retained in 
Norway. 

57 

ch.42:127 Bolli segir, hvert orðtak 
manna var á um vináttu 
þeira Kjartans ok 
Ingibjargar 
konungssystur. 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Bolli vinátta (f.): friendship Bolli responds cleverly, and tells her 
about "the rumours" that have been 
going around concerning Kjartan 
and Ingibjǫrg. Also: reference to 
Kjartan's and Ingibjǫrg's 
relationship-calling it a "friendship". 

58 

ch.42:127 Guðrún kvað þat góð 
tíðendi, – "en því at eins 
er Kjartani fullboðit, ef 
hann fær góða konu," 

Dialogue Guðrún full-boðinn (adj.): 
satisfied 

Guðrún performs satisfaction for the 
audience, turns red, concealing her 
feelings, and walks away. 

59 ch.42:127 ok lét þá þegar falla niðr 
talit 

Silence Guðrún  

60 ch.42:127 gekk á brott ok var 
allrauð 

Somatic 
marker 

Guðrún all-rauðr (adj.): very 
red 
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61 

ch.42:127 En aðrir grunuðu, hvart 
henni þœtti þessi tíðendi 
svá góð, sem hon lét vel 
yfir. 

Action Guðrún  Others seem to understand her 
emotions through the expression of 
her redness and her walking away. 

62 

ch.42:128 "Ekki þarftu slíkt at 
rœða, Bolli; engum 
manni mun ek giptask, 
meðan ek spyr Kjartan á 
lífi." 

Dialogue Guðrún  After a while in Hjarðarholt, and in 
meeting Guðrún in Laugar several 
times, Bolli asks her to marry him. 
She denies the proposal. 
 

Chapter 43 

63 

ch.43:128 Óláfr svarar: "Þar er þat 
mál, at ek vil engan hlut 
at eiga" 

Dialogue Óláfr  Bolli is in conversation with Óláfr, 
from whom he seeks counsel. He 
wants to get married to Guðrún still 
and Óláfr replies with fear. 

64 

ch.43:128–
129 

"er þér, Bolli, þat í engan 
stað ókunnara en mér, 
hvert orðtak á var um 
kærleika með þeim 
Kjartani ok Guðrúnu." 

Lexical unit Kjartan and 
Guðrún 

kærleikr (m.): love, 
intimacy 

Óláfr emphasizes the great love that 
was shared between Kjartan and 
Guðrún. 
ÍF V n1: "kærleika V, tiðleika zpap; 
sl. M." 

65 

ch.43:129 Bolli kvazk hafa á vikit 
um sinns sakar ok kvað 
hana hafa ekki mjǫk á 
tekit. 

Action Guðrún  Óláfr asks Bolli whether Guðrún 
knows about his wishes, he replies. 

66 

ch.43:129 "en fýsa mun ek þessa." Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Ósvífr at fýsa (v.): to be 
eager, to desire 

Bolli visits Ósvífr, who is pleased to 
know that he wants to marry his 
daughter, even if the last decision 
goes to her, since she is a widow. 
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67 

ch.43:129 Guðrún svarar: "Skjótlitit 
gerir þú þetta mál, ok 
rœddi Bolli eitt sinn þetta 
mál fyrir mér, ok veik ek 
heldr af, ok þat sama er 
mér enn í hug." 

Dialogue Guðrún  Ósvífr asks Guðrún whether she 
would want to marry Bolli. She is 
upset at his questions. 

68 

ch.43:129 Þá segir Ósvífr: "Þá 
munu margir menn mæla, 
at þetta sé meir af ofsa 
mælt en mikilli 
fyrirhyggju, ef þú neitar 
slíkum manni, sem Bolli 
er" 

Lexical unit Guðrún ofsi (m.): arrogance / 
fyrir-hyggja (f.): 
premeditation 

Ósvífr believes her daughter has not 
thought about her decision, since 
she seems arrogant and angry about 
something else, rather than Bolli 
being so straight-forward with his 
intentions. 

69 

ch.43:129 þá fyrirtók Guðrún eigi 
fyrir sína hǫnd ok var þó 
in tregasta í ǫllu 

Silence / 
Lexical unit 

Guðrún tregr (adj.): reluctant After her brothers and father have 
decided for her, she does not seem 
pleased at all but remains in silence. 

70 

ch.43:130 Síðan ríðr Bolli heim í 
Hjarðarholt ok segir 
Óláfi þessa ráðastofnun. 
Hann lætr sér fátt um 
finnask. 

Lexical unit 
/ Action 

Óláfr He behaved (rather) 
displeased 

Óláfr is visibly upset about the 
engagement, since he knows (or at 
least seems to know, from Gestr and 
his own predictions) what is about 
to happen. 

71 

ch.43:130 Ekki var mart í samfǫrum 
þeira Bolla af Guðrúnar 
hendi. 

Action Guðrún samfǫr (f.): marriage, 
wedded life (lit. 
'travelling together') > 
“ekki var mart í 
samfǫrum þeira”: lit. 
'there was not much in 
their marriage' 

Guðrún and Bolli get married, and it 
is clear from their relationships that 
she is not quite happy with it. 
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72 

ch.43:131 Ok er skipit var albúit, þá 
gengr Kjartan á fund 
Ingibjargar 
konungssystur. Hon 
fagnaði honum vel ok 
gefr rúm at sitja hjá sér, 
ok taka þau tal saman. 

Action / 
Gesture 

Kjartan and 
Ingibjǫrg 

 Kjartan asks for the king to allow 
him to go to England but he rather 
has him go back home. Kjartan gets 
ready to travel and meets Ingibjǫrg 
to say goodbye. 
 

ÍF V n4: "hvarf til: minntisk við (V), 

kyssti." 

73 

ch.43:131 Þá svarar hon: "Meir ætlu 
vér, Kjartan, at þú hafir 
gǫrt þetta við einræði 
þitt, en menn hafi þik 
þessa eggjat, at fara í 
brott af Nóregi ok til 
Íslands." 

Action Ingibjǫrg  

74 ch.43:131 en fátt varð þeim at 
orðum þaðan í frá 

Silence Kjartan and 
Ingibjǫrg 

 

75 

ch.43:131 "vil ek, at þær Íslendinga 
konur sjái þat, at sú kona 
er eigi þrælaættar, er þú 
hefir tal átt við í Nóregi." 
[…] "Hvergi mun ek 
leiða þik," sagði 
Ingibjǫrg, "far nú vel ok 
heill." 

Dialogue Ingibjǫrg  

76 

ch.43:131 Eptir þat stendr Kjartan 
upp ok hvarf til 
Ingibjarga, ok hǫfðu 
menn þat fyrir satt, at 
þeim þœtti fyrir at 
skiljask. 

Gesture / 
Action 

Kjartan and 
Ingibjǫrg 
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Chapter 44 

77 

ch.44:132 býðr Óláfr Kjartani til sín 
við svá marga menn, sem 
hann vildi. Kjartan tók 
því vel, kvazk sér þá eina 
vist ætla at hafa á Íslandi. 

Dialogue / 
Action 

Kjartan  Kjartan shows some reticence when 
coming back to Iceland, bad things 
are awaiting him.  

78 

ch.44:132 Hann spyrr nú gjaforð 
Guðrúnar ok brá sér ekki 
við þat; en mǫrgum var á 
því kvíðustaðr áðr. 

Lexical unit 
/ Somatic 
maker 

Kjartan at bregða (v.): to move 
(fig. 'with feeling') / 
kvíða (f.): anxiety > 
kvíðu-staðr (m.): cause 
of fear 

Kjartan learns about Guðrún's 
marriage to Bolli, and he does not 
react to that. Others feared his 
reaction. 
Is it possible that he is concealing 
emotion with it, and that is why he 
decides to give the headdress to 
Hrefna?  

79 

ch.44:133 Ok er þau tala þetta, þá 
kemr Kjartan inn í 
búðina; hann hafði heyrt 
tal þeira ok tók undir 
þegar ok kvað ekki saka. 

Dialogue Kjartan  Kjartan sees Hrefna with the 
headdress and asks for her not to 
remove it. 
He seems quite pleased with what 
he saw. (see next instance) 

80 

ch.44:133 Hrefna sat þá enn með 
faldinum. Kjartan hyggr 
at henni vandliga ok 
mælti: "Vel þykki mér 
þér sama motrinn, 
Hrefna," segir hann; 
"ætla ek ok, at þat sé bezt 
fallit, at ek eiga allt 
saman, motr ok mey." Þá 
svarar Hrefna: "Þat munu 
menn ætla, at þú munir 

Dialogue Kjartan and 
Hrefna 

 After keeping the headdress on, 
Kjartan and Hrefna engage in their 
first conversation, and both 
(especially him) seem very pleased 
with each other. 
The value of their relationship is 
enhanced after their wedding by the 
narrative voice. 
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eigi kvángask vilja 
bráðendis, en geta þá 
konu, er þú biðr." Kjartan 
segir, at eigi myndi mikit 
undir, hverja hann ættti, 
en lézk engrar skyldu 
lengi vánbiðill vera; – "sé 
ek, at þessi búnaðr berr 
þér vel, ok er sannligt, at 
þú verðir mín kona." 

81 

ch.44:134 Þeir Óláfr ok Ósvífr 
heldu inum sama hætti 
um heimboð. Þetta haust 
skyldi vera boð at 
Laugum, en Óláfr til 
sœkja ok þeir 
Hjarðhyltingar. 

Action Óláfr and 
Ósvífr 

 Both men seem to keep their 
friendship throughout the years and 
keep inviting each other for feasts. 

82 

ch.44:134 Guðrún mælti nú við 
Bolla, at henni þótti hann 
eigi haga sér allt satt til 
sagt um útkvámu 
Kjartans. 

Dialogue Guðrún  Guðrún seems to suspect that Bolli 
is hiding something from her, or 
making something not as clear as 
she wanted. 
She is still showing reticence and 
despise against him since they got 
married. 
Also: a reference to her silence. 

83 

ch.44:134 Bolli kvazk þat sagt hafa, 
sem hann vissi þar af 
sannast. Guðrún talaði 
fátt til þessa efnis, en þat 
var auðfynt, at henni 
líkaði þessi illa, því at þat 
ætluðu flestir men, at 
henni væri enn mikil 

Action / 
Silence 

Guðrún  
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eftisrsjá at um Kjartan, 
þó at hon hylði yfir.  

84 

ch.44:134 Óláfr bjósk til ferðar ok 
bað Kjartan fara með sér. 
Kjartan kvazk mundu 
heima vera at gæta bús. 
Óláfr bað hann eigi þat 
gera, at styggjask við 
frænðr sína; – "minnsktu 
á þat, Kjartan, at þú hefir 
engum manni jafnmikit 
unnt sem Bolla, 
fóstbróður þínum. Er þat 
minn vili, et þú farir. 
Mun ok brátt semjask 
með ykkr frændum, ef þit 
finnizk sjálfir." Kjartan 
gerir, svá sem faðir hans 
beiðisk. 

Dialogue Óláfr and 
Kjartan 

at unna (v.) to love Óláfr asks his son to come with him 
to Laugar; Kjartan is still showing 
reticence but Óláfr convinces him 
by telling him to come make peace 
with the man whom he has loved 
the most. Óláfr seems concerned 
about the decay of their relationship. 
 
Ref. to Bolli with the verb at unna 

Chapter 45 

85 

ch.45:135 Bolli gekk at Kjartani ok 
minntisk til hans. 
Kjartan tók kveðju hans. 

Gesture Kjartan and 
Bolli 

at minnask (v.): to kiss When arriving, Bolli seems to be 
happy about Kjartan's arrival. 
Kjartan, however, is not that happy 
about their encounter, and remains 
reticent. 
Perhaps, in keeping his distance, he 
is keeping his respect for his father. 

86 ch.45:135 Bolli er við þá inn 
kátasti. Óláfr tók því 

Lexical unit 
/ Silence 

Kjartan and 
Bolli 

kátr (adj.): joyful 
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einkar vel, en Kjartan 
heldr fáliga. 

87 

ch.45:135 Þessi hross vildi Bolli 
gefa Kjartani, en Kjartan 
kvazk engi vera 
hrossamaðr ok vildi eigi 
þiggja. Óláfr bað hann 
við taka hrossunum, – 
"ok eru þetta inar 
virðuligstu gjafar." 
Kjartan setti þvert nei 
fyrir. Skilðusk eptir þat 
með engri blíðu. 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Kjartan and 
Bolli 

blíða (f.): friendliness 
> at skiljask með 
(engri) blíðu: lit. 'to 
part with (no) 
friendliness'  

Bolli has three fantastic horses that 
he wants to give to Kjartan. Kjartan 
does not want them, even in Óláfr 
tells him to take them. This is a sign 
of great disrespect, and they depart 
with no love for each other. 
The offence goes to a personal 
level, even if it seems to be a public 
affair.  

88 
ch.45:135 Var Kjartan heldr fár um 

vetrinn; nutu menn lítt 
tals hans; 

Silence Kjartan  After the horse incident, Kjartan 
remains silent (and pensive?) during 
the winter. 

89 
ch.45:135 þótti Óláfi á því mikil 

mein 
Lexical unit Óláfr mein (n.): hurt, harm Óláfr still shows his concern for his 

son. 

90 

ch.45:137 Þuríðr, systir hans, gekk 
til máls við hann ok 
mælti svá: "Þat er mér 
sagt, frændi, at þú sér 
heldr hljóðr vetrlangt; 
tala menn þat, at þér 
muni vera eptirsjá at um 
Guðrúnu; fœra menn þat 
til þess, at engi blíða 
verðr á með ykkr Bolla 
frændum, svá mikit 
ástríki sem með ykkr 

Dialogue / 
Silence 

Þuriðr to 
Kjartan 

blíða (f.): friendliness / 
ást-ríki (n.): love, care 

Þuriðr, during the games, wants 
Kjartan to stop being so silent and 
do whatever he must do. It seems to 
her that Bolli and Guðrún's marriage 
has affected him more than he is 
saying but she wants him to step up 
and get Hrefna as his wife, since 
they are very good friends, she 
knows how valuable of a woman 
she is. 
There is a lot of information in this 
dialogue. From it, one can learn that 
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hafir verit allar stundir. 
Ger svá vel ok hœfiliga, 
at þú lát þér ekki at þessu 
þykkja, ok unn frænda 
þínum góðs ráðs; þœtti 
þér sé eigi þat með ǫllu 
jafnræði, sem Hrefna er, 
[...] Þat er minn vili, at þú 
takir tal við Hrefnu, ok 
væntir mik, at þér þykki 
þar fara vit eptir 
vænleik." 

indeed Kjartan is hiding these 
emotions concerning Guðrún and 
Bolli, and does not want to let them 
out. His sister notices, and asks him 
to act in favour of himself and his 
family by marrying a woman of 
equal standard, even if she is not the 
woman that he once wanted. 

91 

ch.45:137 Kjartan tók vel undir 
þetta ok kvað hana vel 
mála leita. 

Lexical unit Kjartan and 
Þuríðr 

at taka vel undir nom.: 
lit. 'to undertake 
something well' 

Kjartan accepts his sister's advice 
well. 
Kjartan still holds his family in high 
esteem, and follows his sister's 
advice, because he has nothing to 
lose. 

92 

ch.45:137 Eptir þetta er komit 
saman tali þeira Hrefnu; 
tala þau um daginn. Um 
kveldit spurði Þuríðr 
Kjartan, hversu honum 
hefði virzk orðtak 
Hrefnu. Hann lét vel 
yfir; kvazk kona þykkja 
vera in skǫruligsta at ǫllu 
því, er hann mátti sjá af. 

Lexical unit Kjartan and 
Hrefna 

at láta vel yfir acc./dat. 
(v.): to express 
approval 

Kjartan and Hrefna "engage in 
conversation" and spend the day 
together. He tells his sister that she 
is suitable for him. 
There seems to be a feeling of 
enjoyment, since they spend so 
much time together. Also, he 
accepts his sister's advice. 
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93 

ch.45:137 Um morgininn eptir váru 
menn sendir til Ásgeirs 
ok boðit honum í 
Ásbjarnarnes. Tóksk nú 
umrœða um mál þeira, ok 
biðr Kjartan nú Hrefnu, 
dóttur Ásgeirs. Hann 
tekr því máli líkliga, því 
at hann var vitr maðr ok 
kunni at sjá, hversu 
sœmiliga þeim er boðit. 
Kálfr er þessa máls mjǫk 
flýtandi; – "vil ek ekki 
láta til spara." 

Lexical unit Ásgeirr and 
Kálfr 

at taka dat. líkliga: to 
five a favourable 
answer.  

Kjartan asks Hrefna's family for her 
in marriage, and both father and 
brother take the proposal very well. 

94 

ch.45:137 Hrefna veitti ok eigi 
afsvǫr fyrir sína hǫnd, ok 
bað hon fǫður sinn ráða. 

Dialogue / 
Action 

Hrefna at veita eigi afsvǫr 
fyrir sína hǫnd: lit. 'to 
give no denial from 
one's hand' 

Hrefna does not deny the proposal, 
and asks her father to do as he 
pleases. 
She seems to enjoy Kjartan in their 
conversation, and later, they love 
each other very much. The negative 
in the sentence can be taken as an 
emphasis to her desire to, indeed, 
marry him. 

95 

ch.45:138 Kjartan sér annat líka en 
brullaup sé í Hjarðarholti. 
Þeir Ásgeirr ok Kálfr 
mæla ekki þessu í mót. 

Dialogue Kjartan  Kjartan wishes for the wedding to 
take place in Hjarðarholt. 
He is ever-reticent to express his 
opinions but he nevertheless pleases 
his audience. 
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96 

ch.45:138 Óláfr lét vel yfir þessum 
tíðendum, því at Kjartan 
var miklu kátari en áðr 
hann fór heiman. 

Lexical unit Óláfr and 
Kjartan 

kátr (adj.): joyful Kjartan comes back home to his 
father and tells him about the 
wedding, which makes him happy. 

97 

ch.45:139 Tókusk góðar ástir með 
þeim Kjartani ok Hrefnu 

Lexical unit Kjartan and 
Hrefna 

ástir takask góðar með 
þeim: to profess great 
love for each other 

Kjartan and Hrefna get married and, 
unlike any other marriages that have 
been important to the plot so far, 
this one seems to be a happy one. 
Instance of the substantive ást. This 
enhances the importance of their 
relationship and the dramatism of 
both of their deaths. 

Chapter 46 

98 

ch.46:139 Þeir Óláfr ok Ósvífr 
heldu sinni vináttu, þótt 
nǫkkut væri þústr á með 
inum yngrum mǫnnum. 

Lexical unit Óláfr and 
Ósvífr / 
Guðrún, Bolli, 
Kjartan 

vinátta (f.): friendship 
/ þústr (m.): enmity > 
at vera nǫkkut þústr á 
með dat.: lit. 'to be 
some enmity 
with/among someone' 

After Bolli and Kjartan part 'with 
little love', their parents keep their 
friendship. Óláfr invites Guðrún's 
family in summer, half a month 
before winter. Their friendship 
reinforces the enmity amongst the 
children. The issue, it seems, is not 
that 'social' but rather personal, 
among the younger generation. 

99 

ch.46:139 Þá mælti Kjartan til konu 
þeirar, er um kvenna 
skipunina hafði rœtt, – 
því at engi var annarr 
skjótari til at svara –: 
"Hrefna skal sitja í 
ǫndvegi ok vera mest 

Dialogue Kjartan  When everyone is in Hjarðarholt, 
the women discuss who should 
occupy the high seat at the feasting 
table. Kjartan, since there is no one 
else to answer so quickly, proposes 
that Hrefna, his wife, shall occupy 
the high seat. 
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metin at gǫrvǫllu, á 
meðan ek em á lífi." 

This could mean two things: Kjartan 
loves Hrefna very much and wishes 
for her to be seen as the highest of 
women; or else, he can also be 
doing it out of spite for Guðrún, 
since he knows that she has always 
occupied the high seat (and he sees 
her passing by while he is getting 
dressed). It could also be a 
combination of both. 

100 

ch.46:139 En Guðrún hafði þó áðr 
ávallt skipat ǫndvegi í 
Hjarðarholti ok annars 
staðar. Guðrún heyrði 
þetta ok leit til Kjartans 
ok brá lit, en svarar 
engu. 

Somatic 
marker / 
Silence 

Guðrún brá lit: lit. 'to change 
colour' (presumably: 
'to blush') 

Guðrún hears what Kjartan has to 
say about the discussion, and reacts 
to it in her 'signature' way: she 
changes colour, and she does not 
reply. The sequence of colour 
changing and silence is once again 
present in her character.  

101 

ch.46:139 Annan dag eptir mælti 
Guðrún við Hrefnu, at 
hon skyldi falda sér með 
motrinum ok sýna 
mǫnnum svá inn bezta 
gipt, er komit hafði til 
Íslands. 

Dialogue Guðrún  The day after, Guðrún asks Hrefna 
to wear the headdress. 
Envy reinforced by stealing of the 
headdress. She seems to know–
although we do not really know 
how–that this headdress belongs (or 
at least, should belong) to her. 

102 

ch.46:139–
140 

"Ekki skal hon falda sér 
með motri at þessu boði, 
því at meira þykki mér 
skipta, at Hrefna eigi ina 
mestu gersemi, heldr en 

Dialogue Kjartan  Kjartan is quick to answer, again, 
and tells the women that the 
headdress shall not be worn in this 
party, because it seems unnecessary. 
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boðsmenn hafi nú 
augnagaman af at sinni." 

This is ambiguous. He is either 
protecting Hrefna, or protecting 
himself from public shame. 

103 

ch.46:140 Annan dag eptir rœddi 
Guðrún í hljóði til 
Hrefnu, at hon skyldi 
sýna henni motrinn; hon 
kvað svá vera skyldu. [...] 
Hon rakði motrinn ok leit 
á um hríð ok rœddi 
hvárki um lǫst né lof; 
síðan hirði Hrefna 
motrinn, ok gengu þær til 
sætis síns. 

Action / 
Silence  

Guðrún lǫstr (m.): fault, 
misbehaviour / lof (n.): 
praise 

Guðrún, in secret, asks to see the 
headdress. Hrefna agrees, and in 
seeing it, Guðrún seems to not have 
a reaction. 

104 

ch.46:142 Var nú látit kyrrt yfir 
þessu, en umgørðin 
fannsk aldregi síðan. 
Kjartan hafði jafnan 
minni mætur á sverðinu 
síðan en áðr. Þetta lét 
Kjartan á sik bíta ok 
vildi eigi hafa svá búit. 

Lexical unit Kjartan at hafa mætur á dat.: 
lit. 'to have a fancy for 
something' / at bíta 
(v.): to bite, to smite 
(fig. 'to hurt, to sting'  

The feast takes place and everyone 
seems happy. Later, when 
departing, Kjartan finds out that his 
sword has disappeared, and his 
father Óláfr wants him to be 
cautious about it. Nothing is said 
after that incident but since the 
sheath of the sword is lost, Kjartan 
does not appreciate it as much as 
before, and his anger grows after the 
incident. 

105 

ch.46:142 Eptir þetta bjósk Óláfr at 
sœkja heimboð til Lauga 
at vetrnóttum ok rœddi 
um við Kjarta, at hann 
skyldi fara. Kjartan var 

Lexical unit Kjartan trauðr (adj.): unwilling Óláfr gets ready to go to Laugar, 
and ask his son to come with. 
Kjartan seems reticent at first but as 
always, he follows his father's 
advice. 
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trauðr til ok hét þó 
ferðinni at bœn fǫður 
síns. 

The fact that he remains unwilling 
(but goes nevertheless) reinforces 
the reaction to the incident 
afterwards. 

106 

ch.46:142 Þorgerðr húsfreyja 
spurði: "Hvé nær skaltu 
upp taka slíkan 
ágætisgrip, ef hann skal í 
kistum liggja, þá er þú 
ferr til boða?" Hrefna 
svarar: "Margir menn 
mæla þat, at eigi sé 
ørvæna, at ek koma þat, 
at ek eiga færi 
ǫfundarmenn en at 
Laugum." 

Lexical unit Hrefna about 
the 'men in 
Laugar' 

ǫfundarmaðr (m.): 
envious person 

Hrefna is once again told to wear 
the headdress, this time by Þorgerðr. 
Hrefna thinks that the people in 
Laugar are ill-wishers, and Þorgerðr 
does not want her to bring 'such 
words' about them. Although 
reticent, Hrefna brings the 
headdress to Laugar. 
Apart from the fact that she is 
remarking the envy in Laugar, it is 
to note that Hrefna is kind of afraid 
to have the headdress is stolen. 

107 

ch.46:143 Guðrún kvað þat líkast, 
at heima myndi eptir hafa 
orðit motrinn, eða hon 
myndi hafa búit um 
óvarliga ok fellt niðr. 
Hrefna sagði nú Kjartani, 
at motrinn ver horfinn. 
Hann svarar ok kvað eigi 
hœgt hlut í at eiga at gæta 
til með þeim ok bað hana 
nú láta vera kyrrt, segir 
síðan fǫður sínum, um 
hvat at leika var. 

Dialogue Guðrún, 
Hrefna, and 
Kjartan 

 The headdress is missing, and 
Guðrún shows her dislike for 
Hrefna by telling her that she did 
not take care of it properly. Hrefna 
is concerned and tells Kjartan about 
the problem. He, in his turn, ask her 
to be quite and goes to his father to 
tell him what happened. 
 
The three of them are showing 
different emotions. 
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108 

ch.46:143 Óláfr svarar: "Enn vilda 
ek sem fyrr, at þú létir 
vera ok hjá þér líða þetta 
vandræði; mun ek leita 
eptir þessu í hljóði; því at 
þat til vilda ek allt vinna, 
at ykkr Bolla skilði eigi 
á; er um heilt bezt at 
binda, frændi," segir 
hann.  

Dialogue Óláfr  Óláfr wants to handle the situation 
on his own, since he wants to avoid 
any trouble. 

109 

ch.46:143 Kjartan svarar: "Auðvitat 
er þat, faðir, at þú myndir 
unna ǫllum hér af góðs 
hlutar; en þó veit ek eigi, 
hvárt ek nenni at aka svá 
hǫllu fyrir 
Laugamǫnnum." 

Lexical unit Kjartan halla – in compound 
nouns as a pejorative 
particle ('bad, ill') in 
this context, 
humiliation' 

Kjartan warns his father that even if 
he remained silent the last time, he 
does not wish to suffer such 
humiliation again. 

110 

ch.46:143 Þann dag, er menn 
skyldu á brott ríða frá 
boðinu, tekr Kjartan til 
máls ok segir svá: "Þik 
kveð ek at þessu, Bolli 
frændi; þú munt vilja 
gera til vár drengiligar 
heðan í frá en hingat til; 
mun ek þetta ekki í 
hljóðmæli fœra, því at 
þat er nú at margra 
manna viti um hvǫrf þau, 
er hér hafa orðit, er vér 

Dialogue Kjartan and 
Bolli 

 After this conversation with his 
father, Kjartan does what he pleases 
and accuses Bolli (and his men) of 
stealing two valuable objects. 
He is visibly upset, although in a 
passive-aggressive way. 
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hyggjum, at í yðrvarn 
garð hafi runnit. Á hausti, 
er vér veittum veizlu í 
Hjarðarholti, var tekit 
sverð mitt; nú kom þat 
aptr, en eigi umgørðin; 
nú hefir hér enn horfit sá 
gripr, er fémætr mun 
þykkja; þó vil ek nú hafa 
hvárnttveggja." Þá svarar 
Bolli: "Eigi eru vér þessa 
valdir, Kjartan, er þú berr 
á oss; myndi oss alls 
annars af þér vara en þat, 
at þú myndir oss stulð 
kenna." 

111 

ch.46:143–
144 

Kjartan segir: "[...] hǫfu 
vér lengi undan eirt 
fjándskap yðrum." 

Lexical unit Kjartan and 
Bolli 

fjánd-skapr (m.): 
hostility, enmity, 
hatred 

Kjartan does not believe Bolli's 
words and remarks that, for long, 
they have been feeling the enmity 
from the men al Laugar. 

112 

ch.46:144 Þá svarar Guðrún máli 
hans ok mælti: "Þann 
seyði raufar þú þar, 
Kjartan, at betr væri, at 
eigi ryki. Nú þó at svá sé, 
sem þú segir, at þeir 
menn sé hér nǫkkurir, er 
ráð hafi til þess sett, at 
motrinn skyldi hverfa, þá 
virði ek svá, at þeir hafi 

Dialogue Guðrún  Guðrún interjects in the 
conversation and warns Kjartan 
about bringing such words to the 
house. She is also pleased that 
Hrefna has lost the headdress. 
 
Guðrún is: 1) showing that she is 
the one that has stolen the 
headdress; 2) happy about Hrefna 
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at sínu gengit; hafi þér nú 
þat fyrir satt þar um, sem 
yðr líkar, hvat af 
motrinum er orðit; en eigi 
þykki mér illa, þó at svá 
sé fyrir honum hagat, at 
Hrefna hafi litla 
búningsbót af motrinum 
heðan í frá." 

being miserable; 3) showing her 
dislike for Kjartan's marriage. 

113 
ch.46:144 Eptir þetta skilja þau 

heldr þungliga 
Lexical unit Guðrún, Bolli, 

and Kjartan 
þungliga (adv.): 
heavily 

After the conversation, they part 
with no love for each other, very 
harshly. 

114 

ch.46:144 Ekki spurðisk síðan til 
motrsins. Þat hǫfðu 
margir menn fyrir satt, at 
Þórólfr hefði brenndan 
motrinn í eldi at ráði 
Guðrúnar, systur sinna. 

Action / 
Silence 

Guðrún  It is said (although not totally 
confirmed) that Guðrún instigates 
her brother to burn the headdress. 
She is obviously doing this out of 
spite and envy for Hrefna. If the 
headdress were to be found, she 
would wear it again. 

Chapter 47 

115 

ch.47:145 Þá mælti Hrefna: "Áttir 
þú, Kjartan, við nǫkkura 
menn tal at Laugum?" 
Hann svarar: "Lítit var 
bragð at því;" segir hann, 
at þeir Bolli skiptusk við 
nǫkkurum orðum. 

Dialogue Kjartan and 
Hrefna 

 Hrefna is curious to know whether 
Kjartan has engaged in conversation 
with someone at Laugar (possibly 
Guðrún). 
 
Her interest is moved by envy, as 
seen next. 

116 
ch.47:145 Þá mælti Hrefna ok brosti 

við: "Þat er mér sannliga 
sagt, at þit Guðrún munið 

Facial 
expression / 
Dialogue 

Hrefna at brosa (v.): to smile 
> at brosa við: to smile 

Hrefna smiles (see remarks) and 
tells Kjartan about the rumours 
regarding him and Guðrún. She is 
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hafa við talazk, ok svá 
hefi ek spurt, hversu hon 
var búin, at hon hefði nú 
faldit sik við motrinum, 
ok semði einkar vel." 

with (his response; in 
this context) 

clearly jealous of their situation, and 
probably thinks that Kjartan has not 
done enough to show enmity 
towards them. She suspects that 
Guðrún still has the headdress 
(although it has been said that it was 
burned by Þórólf), as well as she 
suspects that Kjartan still loves 
Guðrún. 

117 

ch.47:145 Kjartan svarar ok 
roðnaði mjǫk við, – var 
mǫnum auðfynt, at hann 
reiddisk við, er hon 
hafði þetta í fleymingi –
: "Ekki bar mér þat fyrir 
augu, er þú segir frá, 
Hrefna," segir Kjartan; 
"myndi Guðrún ekki 
þurfa at falda sér motri til 
þess at sama betr en allar 
konur aðrar." 

Somatic 
marker / 
Lexical unit 
/ Dialogue 

Kjartan at roðna (v.): to 
redden, to become red 
(to blush, to flush) / 
reiðask (v.): to get 
angry / at hafa þetta í 
felymingi: to make 
sport of this (to make 
fun of) 

Kjartan becomes angry at his wife's 
derision. He turns red, and, visibly 
upsets, he responds. 
 
The somatic marker indicates anger. 

118 ch.47:145 Þá hætti Hrefna þessu 
tali. 

Silence Hrefna  Hrefna ends the conversation there. 
There is no visible reaction. 

119 

ch.47:145 Þeim Laugamǫnnum 
líkar illa ok þótti þetta 
miklu meiri svívirðing 
ok verri en þótt Kjartan 
hefði drepit mann eða tvá 
fyrir þeim. Váru þeir 
synir Ósvífrs óðastir á 

Lexical unit 
/ Silence 

The men in 
Laugar and 
Bolli 

at líka (v.): to please > 
at líka illa: to dislike / 
svívirðing (f.): shame / 
óðr (adj.) furious (here 
in superl.) 

The men in Laugar find what 
Kjartan has done very offensive; 
Bolli tries to calm them down. 
 
Bolli clearly still cares about his 
foster brother. 
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þetta mál, en Bolli svafði 
heldr. 

120 

ch.47:145–
146 

Guðrún talaði hér fæst 
um, en þó fundu menn 
þat á orðum hennar, at 
eigi væri víst, hvárt 
ǫðrum lægi í meira rúmi 
en henni. 

Silence / 
Lexical unit 

Guðrún at lægja (v.): to let 
down, to sadden 

Guðrún seems to be affected by 
what has happened; the others see 
that she is the most affected of them 
all. Silence is combined with the 
reaction of others. 

121 

ch.47:146 Gerisk nú fullkominn 
fjándskapr milli 
Laugamanna ok 
Hjarðarhyltinga. 

Lexical unit The men in 
Laugar and 
Hjarðarholt 

fjánd-skapr (m.): 
hostility, enmity, 
hatred 

After the incident, the enmity 
reaches its final stage = peak 
 

122 

ch.47:147 Þá mælti Guðrún: "Svá 
virðisk mér, Bolli, sem 
Kjartan hafi þér gǫrt tvá 
kosti, nǫkkuru harðari en 
hann gerði Þórarni, at þú 
munt láta verða herað 
þetta með litlum sóma 
eða sýna þik á 
einhverjum fundi ykkrum 
nǫkkuru ós læra en þú 
hefir fyrr verit." 

Dialogue Guðrún  The news of the sale (to Kjartan) 
expand throughout the region and 
the Laugarmen find out. Guðrún 
tries to instigate Bolli with her harsh 
words. Bolli has no visible reaction. 

123 

ch.47:147 Bolli svarar engu ok gekk 
þegar af þessu tali. Ok 
var nú kyrrt þat er eptir 
var langafǫstu. 

Silence Bolli  

124 
ch.47:148 "Auðfynt þótti mér þat á, 

at Kjartani var ekki annat 
jafnlétt hjalat sem um 

Dialogue Guðrún  A woman named Þórhalla the 
Talkative, from Laugar, meets 
Kjartan during the day and they 
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landkaup þeira Þórarins." 
Guðrún mælti: "Vel má 
Kjartan því allt gera 
djarfliga, þat er honum 
líkar, því at þat er reynt, 
at hann tekr enga þá 
ósœmð til, at neinn þori 
at skjóta skapti at móti 
honum." 

have a conversation. When she 
comes home to Laugar, the men ask 
her what she has done during the 
day and what men she has met. 
Þórhalla informs them that it is very 
apparent that Kjartan was happy 
about the sale; and Guðrún 
responds. 

125 

ch.47:148 Bæði var hjá tali þeira 
Guðrunar Bolli ok synir 
Ósvífrs. Þeir Óspakr 
svara fá ok heldr til 
áleitni við Kjartan, sem 
jafnan var vant.  

Lexical unit Laugarmen áleitni (f.): 
aggressiveness 

Many people in the conversation 
said a few words about this.  

126 

ch.47:148 Bolli lét sem hann heyrði 
eigi, sem jafnan, er 
Kjartani var hallmælt, 
því at hann var vanr at 
þegja eða mæla í móti. 

Silence / 
Lexical unit 

Bolli hallmæltr (adj.): badly 
spoken of 

Bolli, like every other time when 
Kjartan was referenced in 
conversation, remained silent. He 
remains silent and reticent until the 
end of Kjartan's life.  

Chapter 48 

127 

ch.48:150 Guðrún mælti: "Gott 
skaplyndi hefði þér 
fengit, ef þér værið dœtr 
einshvers bónda ok láta 
hvárki at yðr verða gagn 
né mein; en slíka 
svívirðing ok skǫmm, 
sem Kjartan hefir yðr 
gǫrt, þá sofi þér eigi at 

Dialogue / 
Lexical 
unit(s) 

Guðrún sví-virðing (f.) 
disgrace / skǫmm (f., 
gen. skammar, pl. 
skammir) shame 

Back in Laugar, Guðrún wakes up 
with the sun and asks her brothers 
about their plans for the day. Óspákr 
replies that he wants to remain calm 
at home, since there is not much to 
do. (Probably) Still upset about the 
previous conflicts, Guðrún insults 
their manliness and incites them to 
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minna, at hann ríði hér 
hjá garði við annan 
mann, ok hafa slíkir 
menn mikit svínsminni; 
þykki mér ok rekin ván, 
at þér þorið Kjartan heim 
at sœkja, ef þér þorið eigi 
at finna hann nú, er hann 
fer við annan mann eða 
þriðja, en þér sitið heima 
ok látið vænliga ok eruð 
æ hølzti margir." 

do something about Kjartan's 
misdeeds. 
Although two lexical units are 
present: she is not only insulting her 
brothers' lack of action but 
determining how enraged she is by 
the situation. 

128 

ch.48:150 Óspákr kvað hana mikit 
af taka, en vera illt til 
mótmæla, ok spratt hann 
upp þegar ok klæddisk, 
ok hverr þeira brœðra at 
ǫðrum. 

Lexical unit Óspákr mikit af taka: to make 
much of / at vera illt til 
mótmæla: lit. 'be bad 
to contradict' 

Even if his sister's words are harsh, 
Óspákr reacts to them in a positive 
way, since it would be a bad idea to 
contradict her. He gets dressed to 
avenge the situation, as well as his 
brothers. 

129 

ch.48:150 Þá bað Guðrún Bolla til 
ferðar með þeim. Bolli 
kvað sér eigi sama fyrir 
frændsemis sakar við 
Kjartan ok tjáði, hversu 
ástsamliga Óláfr hafði 
hann upp fœddan. 

Lexical unit Bolli and Óláfr 
(also Kjartan) 

ástsamliga (adv.): 
affectionately 

Guðrún also asks for her husband to 
take part but Bolli refuses, stating 
that both his kinship with Kjartan, 
and the love that Óláfr has for him 
interject in his wife's desires. 

130 

ch.48:150 Guðrún svarar: "Satt 
segir þú þat, en eigi 
muntu bera giptu til at 
gera svá, at ǫllum þykki 
vel, ok mun lokit okkrum 

Dialogue Guðrún  In seeing her husband's reaction, 
Guðrún threatens him with divorce. 
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samfǫrum, ef þú skersk 
undan fǫrinni." 

131 

ch.48:150 Ok við fortǫlur Guðrúnar 
miklaði Bolli fyrir sér 
fjándskap allan á hendr 
Kjartani ok sakar ok 
vápnaðisk síðan skjótt. 

Lexical unit 
/ Action 

Bolli fjándskapr (m.): 
hostility, enmity, 
hatred > “miklaði Bolli 
fyrir sér fjándskap 
allan á hendr 
Kjartani”: lit. ‘Bolli 
grew enmity for 
oneself on hands of 
Kjartan’ (to despise 
someone even more 
than before) 

In hearing his wife's words, Bolli 
reacts and gets ready for battle. 
 
Combined with action: her words - 
his enmity is awakened - he gets 
ready for battle 

132 

ch.48:151 Bolli var hljóðr um 
daginn ok lá uppi hjá 
gilsþreminum. 

Silence Bolli  They travel to Svínadalr and 
Hafragil, and Bolli remains silent 
during the day. His silence might 
mean that he is repenting the 
decision, and wants to be there for 
the sake of his marriage but does 
not really want to kill his foster 
brother. 

Chapter 49 

133 

ch.49:153 Þá mælti Kjartan: "Bolli 
frændi, hví fórtu heiman, 
ef þú vildir kyrr standa 
hjá? Ok er þér nú þat 
vænst, at veita 
ǫðrumhvárum ok reyna 
nú, hversu Fótbítr dugi." 

Dialogue Kjartan  In battle, Kjartan encourages Bolli 
to act. 
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134 ch.49:153 Bolli lét, sem hann 
heyrði eigi. 

Action / 
Silence  

Bolli  Bolli does not react, he is still 
reticent 

135 

ch.49:153 Ok er Óspákr sá, at þeir 
myndi eigi bera af 
Kjartani, þá eggjar hann 
Bolla á alla vega, kvað 
hann eigi mundi vilja vita 
þá skǫmm eptir sér, at 
hafa heitit þeim 
vígsgengi ok veita nú 
ekki, – "ok var Kjartan 
oss þá þungr í skiptum, 
er vér hǫfðum eigi 
jafnstórt til gǫrt; ok ef 
Kjartan skal nú undan 
rekask, þá mun þér, 
Bolli, svá sem oss, 
skammt til afarkosta." 

Lexical unit Óspákr skǫmm (f.): shame / 
þungr (adj.): heavy / 
afarkostr (m.): hard 
terms 

Óspákr begs for Bolli's help. If he 
does not act, shame is upon them. 
Bolli reacts and attacks Kjartan. 

136 

ch.49:154 Þá mælti Kjartan til 
Bolla: "Víst ætlar þú nú, 
frændi, níðingsverk at 
gera, en miklu þykki mér 
betra at þiggja banaorð af 
þér, frændi, en veita þér 
þat." Síðan kastaði 
Kjartan vápnum ok vildi 
þá eigi verja sik, en þó 
var hann lítt sárr, en 
ákafliga vígmóðr. 

Dialogue Kjartan to 
Bolli 

 Kjartan, in seeing Bolli in battle, 
tells him that he would rather have 
himself be the victim than killing 
him. There is a tragedy undertone to 
this sentence. Kjartan must now 
accept his death in the hands of the 
man whom he most loved in his life. 
He puts Bolli's life before his. This 
last speech builds up the tragedy of 
his death (which takes the tone of a 
sacrifice) What he does next 
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(throwing his weapons), also builds 
up the tension of the scene. 

137 

ch.49:154 Engi veitti Bolli svǫr 
máli Kjartans, en þó 
veitti hann honum 
banasár. 

Silence Bolli  Bolli does not respond to his foster 
brother's speech but instead gives 
him his killing wound. The silence 
is, as always, accompanied by a 
fatal or dramatic action. In this case, 
the action puts an end to Kjartan's 
life. The dramatism follows next. 

138 

ch.49:154 Bolli settisk þegar undir 
herðar honum, ok 
andaðsik Kjartan i knjám 
Bolla: iðraðisk Bolli 
þegar verksins ok lýsti 
vígi á hendr sér. 

Action / 
Lexical unit 

Bolli at iðrask gen. (v.): to 
repent of 

Bolli repents his action and 
immediately throws himself on the 
floor to take his foster brother in his 
lap. Bolli feels guilt (individual 
feeling) for an action that he has 
done out of fear of shame (public 
feeling) 

139 

ch.49:154 Ok er þeir Ósvífrssynir 
kómu til Lauga, þá sǫgðu 
þeir tíðendin. Guðrún lét 
vel yfir. 

Lexical unit Guðrún at láta vel yfir acc./dat. 
(v.): to express 
approval 

The sons of Ósvífr return to Laugar, 
and tell the news. Guðrún is quite 
satisfied with the outcome. 

140 

ch.49:154 Síðan reið Bolli heim til 
Lauga. Guðrún gekk í 
móti honum ok spurði, 
hversu framorðit væri; 
Bolli kvað þá vera nær 
nóni dags þess. 

Dialogue Bolli and 
Guðrún 

 Bolli returns, and Guðrún starts her 
mocking by asking what time of the 
day it is. 

141 
ch.49:154 Þá mælti Guðrún: 

"Misjǫfn verða 
morginverkin; ek hefi 

Dialogue Guðrún  Guðrún keeps on mocking his 
deeds. (See Louis-Jensen) 
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spunnit tólf álna garn, en 
þú hefir vegit Kjartan." 

142 

ch.49:154 Bolli svarar: "Þó mætti 
mér þat óhapp seint ór 
huf ganga, þóttú minntir 
mik ekki á þat." 

Lexical unit Bolli óhapp (n.): bad luck, 
misfortune 

Bolli repents his actions once again, 
by stating that such a misfortune 
will be hard to forget. 
ó-gæfa as an emotion? (See 
Kanerva) 

143 

ch.49:154–
155 

Guðrún mælti: "Ekki tel 
ek slíkt með óhǫppum; 
þótti mér, sem þú hefðir 
meiri metorð þann vetr, 
er Kjartan var í Nóregi, 
en nú, er hann trað yðr 
undir fótum, þegar hann 
kom til Íslands; en ek tel 
þat þó síðast, er mér 
þykkir mest vert, at 
Hrefna mun eigi ganga 
hlæjandi at sænginni í 
kveld." 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Guðrún óhapp (n.): bad luck, 
misfortune / at hlæja 
(v.): to laugh / at tróða 
undir fótum (fig.): lit. 
'to trample under one's 
feet' / 

Guðrún is still mocking his sadness 
by stating that she is not counting 
these incident as a tragedy. She 
points out the faults in their 
relationship since Kjartan went to 
Norway, and values the fact that 
Hrefna will not be going to bed 
laughing that night. There is a lot of 
information in just one piece of 
dialogue: Guðrún is insulting her 
husband, making him feel that he 
was right in following her advice, 
and being mean to Hrefna. 

144 

ch.49:155 Þá segir Bolli ok var 
mjǫk reiðr: "Ósýnt þykki 
mér, at hon fǫlni meir við 
þessi tíðendi en þú, ok 
þat grunar mik, at þú 
brygðir þér minnr við, þó 
at vér lægim eptir á 
vígvellinum, en Kjartan 
segði frá tíðendum." 

Dialogue / 
Somatic 
marker / 
Lexical unit 

Bolli reiðr (adj.): angry / at 
fǫlna (v.): to pale, to 
become pale 

Bolli is visibly (and literally) upset 
at her words, and points out how 
affected Guðrún will be about 
Kjartan's death. Bolli is angry at: 
Kjartan's death; him being the killer, 
Guðrún mocking him; Guðrún 
loving Kjartan more than him; 
Guðrún making him kill Kjartan. 
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145 

ch.49:155 Guðrún fann þá, at Bolli 
reiddisk, ok mælti: "Haf 
ekki slíkt við, því at ek 
kann þér mikla þǫkk fyrir 
verkit; þykki mér nú þat 
vitat, at þú vill ekki gera í 
móti skapi mínu." 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Guðrún at reiðisk (v.): to 
become angry  

Guðrún tries to ease the situation 
and tame her husband. She thanks 
him for his deed, since she sees that 
he is a reliable man and will do 
what he is told. 

146 

ch.49:155 En er Óláfr Hǫskuldsson 
spurði þessi tíðendi, þá 
þótti honum mikit at um 
víg Kjartans, en þó bar 
hann drengiliga. 

Lexical unit 
/ Action 

Óláfr at bera drengiliga: to 
bear something/oneself 
bravely 

Back to Óláfr, he learns the news of 
his son dying, and is very affected 
but remains calm. 

147 
ch.49:155 Þeir synir hans vildu 

þegar fara at Bolla ok 
drepa hann. 

Action Kjartan's 
family 

 Kjartan's brothers notwithstanding 
want to kill Bolli to avenge their 
brother. 

148 

ch.49:155–
156 

Óláfr segir: "Þat skal 
fjarri fara; er mér ekki 
sonr minn at bœttri, þó at 
Bolli sé drepinn, ok unna 
ek Kjartani um alla menn 
fram, en eigi mátta ek 
vita mein Bolla. En sé ek 
yðr makligri sýslu; fari 
þér til móts við 
Þórhǫllusonu, er þeir eru 
sendir til Helgafells at 
stefna liði at oss; vel líkar 
mér, þótt þér skapið þeim 
slíkt víti, sem yðr líkar." 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Óláfr at unna (v.) to love Óláfr, as always, remains calm, and 
asks his sons not to kill Bolli, since 
his death will not repay him for 
Kjartan's. He rather wants them to 
go to Helgafell and kill the sons of 
Þórhalla. 
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149 

ch.49:156 Þeir Óláfssynir snúa aptr, 
ok þótti þeir ferð 
allskǫrulig vera. 

Action Kjartan's 
family 

at þykkja acc. 
allskǫrulig vera: to 
consider something an 
all-bold/great deed 

The sons of Ósvífr return from their 
trip to Helgafell satisfied with their 
deeds. 

Chapter 53 

150 

ch.53:161–
162 

[…] Þá segir Þorgerðr ok 
blés við: "Veit ek at 
vísu," segir hon, "at hér 
býr Bolli, bróðurbani 
yðvarr, ok furðu ólíkr 
urðu þér yðrum frændum 
gǫfgum, er þér vilið eigi 
hefna þvílíks bróður, sem 
Kjartan var, ok eigi 
myndi svá gera Egill, 
móðurfaðir yðvarr, ok er 
illt at eiga dáðlausa sonu; 
ok víst ætla ek yðr til 
þess betr fellda, at þér 
værið dœtr fǫður yðvars 
ok værið giptar. Kemr 
hér at því, Halldórr, sem 
mælt er, at einn er 
auðkvisi ættar hverrar, ok 
sú er mér auðsæst ógipta 
Óláfs, at honum glapðisk 
svá mjǫk sonaeignin; 
kveð ek þik af því at 
þessu, Halldórr," segir 
hon, "at þú þykkisk mest 

Dialogue Þorgerðr ógipt (f.): bad luck A year after Óláfr's death, Þorgerðr 
Egilsdóttir calls upon her sons 
Steinþórr and Halldórr to go on a 
trip to meet her friend Auðr. On the 
way there, the mother stops her 
horse to look at and ask about the 
farm.  
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fyrir yðr brœðrum. Nú 
munu vér aptr snúa, ok 
var þetta ørendit mest, at 
minna yðr á þetta, ef þér 
mynðið eigi áðr." 

151 

ch.53:162 Þá svarar Halldórr: "Ekki 
munu vér þér þat kenna, 
móðir, þótt oss líði ór 
hug þetta." Halldórr 
svarar hér fá um, ok þó 
þrútnaði honum mjǫk 
móðr til Bolla. 

Lexical unit 
/ Silence 

Halldórr móðr (m.): wrath Þorgerðr's speech seems to work on 
Halldórr, who shortly replies to his 
mother and becomes angry(ier) at 
Bolli. This, in combination with 
silence. Here, the móðr is however 
mentioned in a literal manner. 

152 

ch.53:162–
163 

Barði Guðmundarson var 
þá átján vetra gamall; 
hann var mikill maðr ok 
sterkr. Óláfssynir bjóða 
Barða, frænda sínum, 
heim með sér ok leggja 
til þess mǫrg orð. [...] 
Barði tók þessu vel, því 
at ástúðigt var með þeim 
frændum. 

Lexical unit Barði 
Guðmundarson 

ástúðigr (adj.): 
beloved, dear. > as 
adv.: ásúðigt er með 
þeim, they are on 
friendly terms. 

Halldórr and Steinþórr (and the 
other brothers) go to the Þing. 
There, they meet their nephew, 
Barði, son of their sister Þuríðr and 
Guðmundr. They ask him to come 
with them west to Hjarðarholt, and 
he takes the invitation well, since 
there is much affection amongst 
them. 

Chapter 54 

153 

ch.54:163 Nú segir Halldórr Barða í 
hljóði, at þeir brœðr ætla 
at fara at Bolla, ok 
sǫgðusk eigi lengr þola 
frýju móður sinnar; – "er 
ekki því at leyna, Barði 
frændi, at mjǫk var undir 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Halldórr at þola (v.): to endure, 
to bear / frýja (f.): 
taunt, reproach 

He has been quiet for a long time 
now but he wishes to take his 
revenge on Bolli, and asks for him 
to help in the quest. During the 
conversation, Barði points out how 
hard of a target Bolli is, especially 
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heimboði við þik, at vér 
vildim hér til hafa þit 
liðsinni ok brautargengi." 
[...] "hefi ek ok þetta eigi 
fyrri upp kveðit en þat 
mun framgengt verða, at 
vér munum til leita 
hefndanna við Bolla; 
[...]" Barði sagði, at þeir 
myndi verða ráðum at 
fara. 

since he has de brightest counsel 
from Guðrún and her father. 

154 

ch.54:164 Þorgerðr húsfreyja var ok 
mikill hvatamaðr, at þessi 
ferð skyldi takask; kvazk 
aldri hefnt þykkja 
Kjartans, nema Bolli 
kœmi fyrir. 

Dialogue Þorgerðr hvatamaðr (m.): 
prompter 

Þorgerðr receives the news well and 
emphasizes that Bolli must be killed 
for Kjartan to be properly avenged. 
Both satisfaction and hate for Bolli. 
She also seems relieved that her 
sons are finally acting and by 
emphasizing and praising their trip, 
she is still in the act of whetting. 
This is proved in the next instance. 

155 

ch.54:164 Þorgerðr rézk ok til 
ferðar með þeim; heldr 
lǫttu þeir þess ok kváðu 
slíkt ekki kvennaferðir; 
hon kvazk at vísu fara 
skyldu, – "því at ek veit 
gørst um yðr sonu mína, 
at þurfi þér brýningina." 

Action Þorgerðr brýning (f.): whetting The men (Halldórr, Steinþórr, 
Helgi, Hǫskuldr, Barði, Guðmundr, 
Lambi, Þorsteinn, Helgi, and Án) 
are getting ready to depart, and 
Þorgerðr wants to join them. They 
tell her this is "no women's travel" 
but she replies in her witty way: she 
knows her sons need someone who 
pushes them forward. 

Chapter 55 
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156 

ch.55:166 Bolli kenndi mál 
Halldórs ok fleiri þeira 
fǫrunauta. Bolli mælti 
við Guðrúnu ok bað hana 
ganga ór selinu í brott ok 
segir, at sá einn myndi 
fundr þeira verða, er 
henni myndi ekki gaman 
at verða. 

Action / 
Dialogue 

Bolli to 
Guðrún 

 The men and Þorgerðr travel to 
Sælingsdalr to kill Bolli in his 
summer cabin (?). Bolli is there 
alone with Guðrún and asks her to 
go away when he recognizes the 
men's speech, assuring she will not 
like what is about to happen. 

157 

ch.55:166 Guðrún kvazk hyggja, at 
þau ein tíðendi myndi þar 
verða, at hon myndi sjá 
mega, ok kvað Bolla ekki 
mundu mein at sér, þótt 
hon væri nær honum 
stǫdd. 

Dialogue Guðrún to 
Bolli 

 Guðrún replies; she tells her 
husband that it would benefit him to 
have her by his side. This reply is 
ambiguous: will the events turn out 
to be in her favour (or rather, of her 
liking) because Bolli will get killed 
easily, or because he will take care 
of the men easily? 

158 

ch.55:166–
167 

Þá mælti Án hrísmagi: 
"Eru þeir menn hér í ferð, 
er Kjartani eru skyldri at 
frændsemi en ek; en engi 
mun sá, at minnisamara 
muni vera um þann 
atburð, er Kjartan lézk, 
en mér. Var mér þat þá í 
hug, at ek var heim fœrðr 
í Tungu ódauðr at einu, 
en Kjartan var veginn, at 
ek mynda feginn vinna 
Bolla mein, ef ek 

Dialogue / 
Action 

Án hrísmagi  The men keep discussing how Bolli 
should die. Án hrísmagi is getting 
tired of the discussion and replies in 
an angry way; he feels hurt by how 
Kjartan died, and wishes to be the 
one to avenge his death. 
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kœmumk í fœri. Mun ek 
fyrstr inn ganga í selit." 

159 

ch.55:167–
168 

Þorgerðr gekk ok inn í 
selit. Þorgerðr svarar 
máli hans [Bolla] ok 
sagði eigi spara þurfa at 
vinna ógrunsamliga at 
við Bolla; bað þá ganga 
milli bols ok hǫfuðs. [...] 
Þorgerðr bað hann 
[Steinþór] heilan nóta 
handa, kvað nú Guðrúnu 
mundu eiga at búa um 
rauða skǫr Bolla um hríð.  

Action / 
Dialogue 

Þorgerðr  Þorgerðr enters the cabin. As said 
before, she incites her sons to finish 
their actions and cut off Bolli's 
head. She also points out how hard 
of a time Guðrún is going to have 
now. Þorgerðr probably knows that 
it was Guðrún who sent Bolli to kill 
Kjartan. In pointing out her misery, 
she takes this revenge to another 
level: she does not only want to 
avenge her son's death but to repay 
Guðrún for her actions by killing 
Bolli. 

160 

ch.55:168 Helgi Harðbeinsson gekk 
at Guðrúnu ok tók 
blæjuendann ok þerrði 
blóð af sprjótinu því inu 
sama, er hann lagði Bolla 
í gegnum með. Guðrún 
lét til hans ok brosti við. 

Action / 
Facial 
expression 

Guðrún at brosa (v.): to smile 
> at brosa við: to smile 
with (his response; in 
this context) 

Helgi approaches Guðrún and 
cleans the blood on his spear on 
Guðrún's clothes. She looks at him 
and she smiles. This smile is 
controversial, as will be seen in the 
next chapter with the men's 
conversation. 

161 

ch.55:168 Þá mælti Halldórr: "Þetta 
er illmannaliga gǫrt ok 
grimmliga." Helgi bað 
hann eigi þat harma, – 
"því at ek hygg þat," 
segir hann, "at undir 
þessu blæjuhorni búi 
minn hǫfuðsbani." 

Dialogue Halldórr and 
Helgi 

 Halldórr is angry at how Helgi has 
acted. Helgi tells him not to suffer, 
since the person who is going to kill 
him lies under those clothes. He is 
obviously referring to the unborn 
Bolli Bollason. Guðrún later rides 
with them. 
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Chapter 56 

162 

ch.56:169 Þat rœddu þeir fǫrunautar 
Halldórs, at Guðrúnu 
þótti lítit dráp Bolla, er 
hon slósk á leiðiorð við 
þá ok átti allt tal við þá, 
svá sem þeir hefði ekki at 
gǫrt, þat er henni væri í 
móti skapi. 

Action / 
Dialogue 

Halldórr's men 
about Guðrún 

 While riding back home, Halldórr's 
men comment that, in seeing 
Guðrún riding and talking to them, 
it does not seem like she suffered 
Bolli's loss. 

163 

ch.56:169 Þá svarar Halldórr: "Ekki 
er þat mín ætlan, at 
Guðrúnu þykki lítit lát 
Bolla; hygg ek, at heni 
gengi þat meir til 
leiðiorðs við oss, at hon 
vildi vita sem gørst, 
hverir menn hefði verit í 
þessi ferð; er þat ok ekki 
ofmæli, at Guðrún er 
mjǫk fyrir ǫðrum konum 
um allan skǫrungsskap. 
Þat er ok eptir vánum, at 
Guðrúnu þykki mikit lát 
Bolla, því at þat er satt at 
segja, at eptir slíka menn 
er mestr skaði, sem Bolli 
var, þó at vér frændr 
bærim eigi giptu til 
samþykkis." 

Action / 
Dialogue / 
Lexical 
unit(s) 

Halldórr about 
Guðrún 

at þykkja lítit lát gen. 
vera: to consider 
someone's death of 
little importance / at 
þykkja mikit lát gen.: 
to consider someone's 
death of great 
importance. 

Halldórr replies to his company: he 
knows, and emphasizes, that 
Guðrún is a clever woman, and in 
fact is suffering from Bolli's death 
but at the same time, she needs to 
make sure to know who was there 
when her husband got killed, and 
therefore she decided to smile at 
them and give them conversation. 
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164 

ch.56:169 Guðrún sendi þegar 
menn á fund Snorra 
goða, því at þar þóttusk 
þau Ósvífr eiga allt 
traust, er Snorri var. 
Snorri brá við skjótt 
orðsending Guðrúnar ok 
kom í Tungu við sex tigu 
manna. Guðrún varð 
fegin kvámu hans. Hann 
bauzk at leita um sættir, 
en Guðrúnu var lítit um 
þat, at játa því fyrir hǫnd 
Þorleiks, at taka fé fyrir 
víg Bolla; – "þykki mér 
þú, Snorri, þat liðsinni 
mér mest veita," segir 
Guðrún, "at þú skiptir 
bústǫðum við mik, svá at 
ek sitja eigi samtýnis við 
þá Hjarðarhyltinga." 

Action / 
Dialogue 

Guðrún  Guðrún sends a message to Snorri 
goði, for him to come visit her. He 
answers and comes to visit, and 
suggests for them to ask for a 
compensation for Bolli's killing. She 
would rather have them exchange 
their homes, since her house is 
closer to Hjarðarholt, and she does 
not want to stay near it. This is the 
first action that unambiguously 
shows the harm and grief from her 
part, although it could also imply a 
plan for later revenge. 

165 

ch.56:169 Snorri kvazk þetta 
mundu gera fyrir 
vinfengis sakar við 
Guðrúnu. 

Lexical unit 
/ Dialogue 

Snorri góði to 
Guðrún 

vinfengi (n.): 
friendship 

Snorri accepts the exchange for the 
sake of their friendship. During this 
season, however, Guðrún must 
remain in Tunga. 
There is a discrepancy in dates 
amongst Njála, Eyrb, and Laxd. 

166 
ch.56:170 Inn næsta vetr eptir víg 

Bolla fœddi Guðrún 
barn; þat var sveinn; sá 

Lexical unit Guðrún to 
Bolli Bollason 

at unna (v.): to love / 
mikit unna: to love 
greatly 

The next winter, Guðrún gives birth 
to Bolli, a strong and beautiful boy. 
She loves him greatly. 
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var Bolli nefndr. Hann 
var snimma mikill ok 
vænn; Guðrún unni 
honum mikit. 

Chapter 58 

167 

ch.58:174 Þorkell kvað þat satt 
vera, at ráðahagrinn var 
virðuligr, – "en mikit 
þykki mér á liggja, 
ofstæki hennar," segir 
hann, "ok stórræði; hon 
mun vilja hefna láta 
Bolla, bónda síns. Þar 
þykkisk í ráðum vera 
með henn Þorgils 
Hǫlluson, ok má vera, at 
honum sé eigi allr 
getnaðr at þessu; en vel 
er mér Guðrún at skapi." 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Þorkell 
Eyjólfsson 

ofstæka (n.): 
vehemence / stórræði 
(n.): ambition 

Snorri goði proposes his Þorkell 
Eyjólfsson that he should marry 
Guðrún. He is reticent to do so 
because of her vehement character 
and her ambition. She will clearly 
want to avenge her husband's death. 
 
He is: stating his wish, since this is 
a good marriage; describing 
Guðrún; making clear that she 
might with to avenge her dead 
husband. 

Chapter 59 

168 

ch.59:176–
177 

þá frétti Snorri at 
ørendum, hvat þá hefði 
nýliga við borit, er hon 
sendi svá skyndiliga orð. 
Guðrún mælti: "Þat er 
satt, at mér er þessi 
atburðr spánnýr, er ek 
mun nú upp bera, en þó 
varð hann fyrir tólf 
vetrum, því at um 

Lexical unit 
/ Dialogue 

Guðrún skap (n.): condition of 
mind, mood, temper 

Twelve years after Bolli's killing, 
Guðrún calls upon her friend Snorri. 
He asks what made her call him so 
quickly. To her, the events had 
happened very recently, although 
twelve years have passed, and wants 
to talk about them with her friend. 
 
She is, contrary to popular belief, 
still affected by his death. 
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hefndina Bolla mun ek 
nǫkkut rœða; má þér þat 
ok ekki at óvǫrum koma, 
því at ek hefi þik á minnt 
stundum. Mun ek þat ok 
fram bera, at þú hefir þar 
til heitit mér nǫkkurum 
styrk, ef ek biða með 
þolinmœði; en nú þykki 
mér rekin ván, at þú 
munir gaum at gefa váru 
máli. Nú hefi ek beðit þa 
stund, er ek fæ mér skap 
til; en þó vilda ek hafa 
heil ráð af yðr, hvar 
hefnd þessi skal niðr 
koma." 

169 
ch.59:177 "Þat er minn vili, at þeir 

haldi eigi allir heilu 
Óláfssynir." 

Dialogue Guðrún  Her most fervent desire, which she 
admits to Snorri, is that she wants to 
see Kjartan's brothers dead. 

170 

ch.59:177 Snorri kvazk þat banna 
mundu, at fara á hendr 
þeim mǫnnum, er mes 
váru virðir í heraði, – "en 
náfrændr þeira, er nær 
munu ganga hefndunum, 
ok er allt mál, at ættvíg 
þessi takisk af." 

Dialogue Snorri góði to 
Guðrún 

 Snorri answers that he will not 
allow the attack towards the greatest 
men of the region; he emphasizes 
that this situation must end. 

171 ch.59:177 Guðrun mælti: "Þá skal 
fara at Lamba ok drepa 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Guðrún engi hefir sér verra 
hlut af deilt þessum 

Upon Snorri's denial, Guðrún 
proposes that they should kill 
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hann; er þá af einn sá, er 
illdúsastr er." [...] "Vera 
kann, at vér fáim ekki 
jafnmæli af þeim 
Laxdœlum, en gjalda skal 
nú einnhverr afráð, í 
hverjum dal sem hann 
býr; skal ok nú þar at 
snúa, er Þorsteinn svarti 
er; því at engi hefir sér 
verra hlut af deilt þessum 
málum en hann." 

málum en hann: no 
one has behaved in this 
situation worse than 
him 

Lambi; Snorri interjects again. 
However, she still wants to avenge 
her husband's death, and someone 
must pay for it, no matter who was 
involved. 
 
Her wish is directed towards all of 
them equally, and does not care who 
to kill first, as long as someone dies. 

172 

ch.59:177–
178 

Guðrún mælti: "Satt er 
þat, en eigi má ek vita, at 
þessir menn siti um kyrrt 
allir, er ek hefi áðr þenna 
fjándskap miklat á 
hendr." 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Guðrún fjándskapr (m.): 
hostility, enmity, 
hatred 

Snorri assumes that Þorsteinn svarti 
is also involved in Bolli's killing. 
But he, as many others, did not hurt 
Bolli with their weapons during 
their 'quest'. He suggests that Helgi 
Harðbeinson should be one of the 
targets. Guðrún accepts but is 
dubious as to whether these men, 
towards whom she feels a lot of 
hate, are going to make the next 
move. 
The urgency to act against them 
might be brought upon by the fact 
that her sons are now of age, and 
these men might act, on other 
grounds, to kill them, before they 
(or rather, her) make their move. 
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173 

ch.59:178 Þá brosti Snorri ok mælti: 
"Hér hefir þú kørit mann 
til." Guðrún mælti: "Þetta 
muntu tala til Þorgils." 

Facial 
expression / 
Dialogue 

Snorri góði to 
Guðrún 

at brosa (v.): to smile  The two continue the conversation 
by discussing who should lead the 
quest. Snorri is convinced that 
Guðrún has already decided on who 
should do it. She asks Snorri to talk 
to him. 

174 

ch.59:178 Guðrún mælti: "Rœtt hefi 
ek þetta áðr við Þorgils, 
ok er, sem því sé lokit, 
því at hann gerði þann 
einn kost á, er ek vilda 
ekki á líta; en ekki fór 
Þorgils undan at hefna 
Bolla, ef hann næði 
ráðahag við mik; en þess 
er borin ván, ok mun ek 
því ekki biðja hann til 
þessarrar ferðar." 

Dialogue Guðrún  Guðrún has already talked to Þorgils 
about this. He said he would accept 
on one condition: Guðrún must 
marry him. She does not want to 
take a husband, and thus, he has 
denied his participation. 
 
From this, it seems that she had 
already made plans to go ahead and 
avenge Bolli's death. Snorri is not 
her last resort but has always been a 
good friend and a good counsellor. 

175 

ch.59:178 Snorri mælti: "Hér mun 
ek gefa ráð til, fyrir því at 
ek fyrirman Þorgísli ekki 
þessar ferðar. Honum 
skal at vísu heita ráðahag 
ok gera þat þó með 
undirmálum þeim, at þú 
sér engum manni 
samlendum gipt ǫðrum 
en Þorgísli, ok þat skal 
enda, því at Þorkell 
Eyjólfsson er nú eigi hér 

Dialogue Guðrún and 
Snorri 

 Snorri and Guðrún plan to work 
around Þorgils proposal in a 
manipulative way. They are both 
obviously great, clever characters, 
and therefore they remain friends. 
Their intentions are to act in their 
benefit. 
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á landi, en ek hefi honum 
ætlat þenna ráðahag." 
Guðrún mælti: "Sjá mun 
hann víst eigi, því at 
Þorgils er meir reyndr at 
ákafa en vitsmunum. Ger 
þenna máldaga við fára 
manna vitni; lát hjá vera 
Halldórr, fóstbróður 
hans, en eigi Ǫrnólf, því 
at hann er vitrari, ok kenn 
mér, ef eigi dugir." 

Chapter 60 

176 

ch.60:179 Fám nórrum síðar en 
Guðrún hafði heim 
komit, heimti hún sonu 
sína til máls við sik í 
laukagarð sinn; en er þeir 
koma þar, sjá þeir, at þar 
váru breidd niðr línklæði, 
skyrta ok línbrœkr; þau 
váru blóðug mjǫk.  

Action Guðrún  Guðrún's plan begins: she calls upon 
her sons to gather in the courtyard, 
and displays her bloody clothes 
from when their father was killed. 

177 

ch.60:179 Þá mælti Guðrún: "Þessi 
sǫmu klæði, er þít sjáið 
hér, frýja ykkr 
fǫðurhefnda; nú mun ek 
ekki hafa hér um mǫrg 
orð, því at ekki er ván, at 
þit skipizk af framhvǫt 
orða, ef þit íhugið ekki 

Dialogue Guðrún  With these clothes, she explains, she 
is egging her sons to avenge Bolli's 
death. She will not, however, make 
a long speech, because the blood in 
her clothes should speak for itself. 
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við slíkar bendingar ok 
áminningar." 

178 

ch.60:179 Þeim brœðrum brá mjǫk 
við Þetta, er Guðrún 
mælti, en svǫruðu þó á þá 
leið, at þeir hafa verit 
ungir til hefnda at leita 
ok forystulausir; kváðusk 
hvárki kunna ráð gera 
fyrir sér né ǫðrum, – "ok 
muna mættim vit, hvat 
vit hǫfum látit." 

Lexical unit 
/ Dialogue 

Þorleikr and 
Bolli 

at bregða (v.): to move 
(fig. 'with feeling') /  

The brothers are very affected by 
their mother's words and make up 
excuses. They want to seek counsel 
and help to avenge Bolli now. 

179 

ch.60:179–
180 

Guðrún kvazk ætla, at 
þeir mundu meir hugsa 
um hestavíg eða leika. 

Dialogue Guðrún  Guðrún responds to their excuses by 
telling them that until that point, it 
seemed that they were occupied 
with horse races and games. 
Another insult belittling what makes 
them men but this time, instead of 
calling them women, she calls them 
little boys. 

180 

ch.60:180 Um nóttina eptir máttu 
þeir brœðr eigi sofa. 
Þorgils varð þess varr ok 
spurði, hvat þeim væri. 
Þeir segja honum allt tal 
þeira mœðgina ok þat 
með, at þeir mega eigi 
bera lengr harm sinn ok 
frýju móður sinnar, – 
"vilju vér til hefnda 

Action / 
Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Þorleikr and 
Bolli 

at bera (v.): to bear, 
endure / frýja (f.): 
taunt, reproach / harmr 
(m.): sorrow, grief 

That same night, the brothers cannot 
sleep. Þorgils happens to be around 
and asks them what was wrong. 
They cannot stand their mother's 
egging and sadness anymore, and 
want to act. 
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leita," sagði Bolli, "ok 
hǫfu vit brœðr nú þann 
þroska, at menn munu 
mjǫk á leita við okkr, ef 
vit hefjum eigi handa." 

Chapter 65 

181 

ch.65:194 Þorgils Hǫlluson ríðr út 
til Helgafells, ok með 
honum synir Guðrúnar 
ok fóstbrœðr hans, 
Halldórr ok Ǫrnólfr [...] 
Guðrún settisk niðr í 
bekkinn hjá honum. 

Action Guðrún  Þorgils and his men ride to 
Helgafell. 
 
She seems interested (?) / She is 
faking her interest to give him the 
'bad' news. 

182 

ch.65:195 Þá mælti Þorgils ok 
roðnaði mjǫk: "Gǫrla skil 
ek, hvaðan alda sjá rennr 
undir; hafa mér þaðan 
jafnan kǫld ráð komit; 
veit ek, at þetta eru ráð 
Snorra goða." Sprettr 
Þorgils upp þegar af 
þessu tali ok var in 
reiðasti, gengr til 
fǫrunauta sinna ok sagði, 
at hann vill í brott ríða. 

Somatic 
marker / 
Dialogue / 
Action 

Þorgils at roðna (v.): to 
redden, to become red 
(to blush, to flush) 

Guðrún and Þorgils have a 
conversation about the 'promise' of 
marriage that Guðrún made to him. 
She discovers the betrayal and 
becomes angry at her and Snorri. 

183 

ch.65:195 Þorleiki líkar illa, er svá 
var hagat, at Þorgísli var 
eigi geð á, en Bolli 
samþykkisk hér um vilja 
móður sinnar. 

Lexical unit  Þorleikr and 
Bolli 

at líka (v.): to please > 
at líka illa: to dislike 

When the brothers find out, Þorleikr 
is angry but Bolli accepts his 
mother's decision. 
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184 

ch.65:195 Guðrún kvazk gefa 
skyldu Þorgísli góðar 
gjafar ok blíðka hann 
svá. Þorleikr kvað þat 
ekki tjá mundu, – "því at 
Þorgils er miklu 
skapstœrri maðr en hann 
muni hér at smáhlutum 
lúta vilja." 

Action / 
Lexical 
unit(s) / 
Dialogue 

Þorleikr (and 
Guðrún) about 
Þorgils 

at blíðka (v.): to 
soften, mitigate / 
skapstórr (adj.): 
proud-minded 

Guðrún tries to ease the situation by 
telling her son that she will give 
gifts to Þorgils; but he seems to be a 
proud man. 

185 

ch.65:195–
196 

Guðrún kvað hann þá ok 
heima huggask skyldu. 
Þorgils ríðr við þetta frá 
Helgafelli ok með honum 
fóstbrœðr hans; kemr 
hann heim í Tungu til bús 
síns ok unir stórilla 
sínum hlut. 

Action / 
Lexical 
unit(s) 

Þorgils at huggask (v.): to be 
comforted / at una 
stórilla dat.: to be 
(very) discontent 
(about something) 

Þorgils leaves and has a bad time 
that season. (Winter) 

Chapter 68 

186 

ch.68:200 þeir fóru til Helgafells. 
Guðrún tók við Snorra 
ágæta vel 

Lexical unit 
/ Gesture 

Guðrún and 
Snorri 

ágætr (adj.): excellent 
> at taka við acc. 
ágæta vel: lit. 'to take 
someone with oneself 
excellently well' 

The men ride to Helgafell to meet 
Guðrún. She receives Snorri 
extremely well. 

Chapter 69 

187 

ch.69:203 Ástir takask miklar með 
þeim Þorkatli ok 
Guðrúnu. 

Lexical unit Guðrún and 
Þorkell 

ást (f.): love > at 
takask ástir (miklar) 
með þeim: to come to 
love one another (very 
much) 

During the first year of their 
marriage, Þorkell and Guðrún start 
loving each other very much. 
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During that time, Gunnarr 
Þiðrandabani takes lodging in 
Helgafell. 

188 

ch.69:203 Um várit eptir spyrr 
Guðrún, hvat hann vili 
sjá fyrir Gunnari 
Þiðrandabana. Þorkell 
kvað hana mundu fyrir 
því ráða, – "hefir þú tekit 
þat svá fast, at þér mun 
ekki at getask, nema 
hann sé sœmiliga af 
hǫndum leystr." Guðrún 
kvað hann rétt geta, – 
"vil ek," segir hon, "at þú 
gefir honum skipit ok þar 
með þá hluti, sem hann 
má eigi missa at hafa." 

Dialogue Guðrún  It seems like Guðrún has taken 
Gunnarr's case personally. 

189 

ch.69:203–
204 

Þorkell svarar ok brosti 
við: "Eigi er þér lítit í 
hug um mart, Guðrún," 
segir hann, "ok er þér 
eigi hent at eiga 
vesalmenni; er þat ok 
ekki við þítt œði; skal 
þetta gera eptir þínum 
vilja." 

Facial 
expression / 
Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Guðrún and 
Þorkell 

at brosa (v.): to smile / 
œði (f.): rage, fury 

Þorkell smiles at his wife's answer, 
and he agrees that she shall have 
whatever she desires. 
Gestr fated that this man was going 
to 1) become a great chief (which he 
does on the next chapter) and 2) 
control Guðrún. For number 2), this 
passage shows us otherwise. / 
Þorkell knows how 'fierce' his wife 
can be. 

Chapter 70 
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190 

ch.70:204 Guðrún unni Bolla mest 
allra barna sinna. 

Lexical unit Guðrún and 
Bolli Bollason 

at unna (v.): to love Þorkell Eyjólfsson is presented as a 
great, rich man. He has a son with 
Guðrún named Gellir. Bolli and 
Þorleikr are all grown up, and 
Guðrún still favourites Bolli over 
any other of her children. 

191 

ch.70:205–
206 

"Kona heitir Þórdís, hon 
er dóttir Snorra goða; hon 
er svá kvenna, at mér er 
mest um at eiga, ok ekki 
mun ek kvángask í bráð, 
ef ek nái eigi þessu ráði; 
þykki mér ok mikit undir, 
at þetta gangi fram." 

Dialogue Bolli Bollason  Bolli Bollason wants to marry 
Þórdís, the daughter of Snorri. He 
asks his stepfather to go ask for her 
hand in his name. 
 
Both sons seem to have great 
respect for their stepfather. 

192 

ch.70:206 Guðrún mælti: "Þat er 
skjótt at segja, Þorkell, at 
ek vil til þessa láta engan 
hlut spara, at Bolli fái 
þann ráðakost, sem 
honum líkar; er þat bæði, 
at ek ann honum mest, 
enda hefir hann øruggastr 
verit í því minna barna, at 
gera at mínum vilja." 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Guðrún at unna (v.): to love Guðrún wants, over everything else, 
to have Bolli fulfil his desire of 
marrying Þórdís; because he is the 
son that she loves the most. 

193 

ch.70:206 Þorkell lézk þat ætla fyrir 
sér, at leysa Bolla vel af 
hendi, – "er þat fyrir 
margs sakar makligt, því 
at ek vænti þess, at gott 
verði mannkaup í Bolla." 

Dialogue / 
Lexical unit 

Þorkell 
Eyjólfsson 

at leysa af hendi: to 
perform > at leysa dat. 
vel af hendi: lit. 'to 
perform in favour of 
someone' 

Þorkell will act according Guðrún's 
desires, to give Bolli what he 
deserves. 
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194 

ch.70:207 Þorkell tekr við þeim 
með allri blíðu, ok þau 
Guðrún bæði, ok buðu 
Þorleiki þar at vera um 
vetrinn, ok þat þiggr 
hann. 

Lexical unit 
/ Gesture 

Þorkell and 
Guðrún 

blíða (f.): friendliness  Þorleikr is well received at home by 
his stepfather and mother, and they 
ask for him to stay over the winter 
with them. 

Chapter 72 

195 

ch.72:212 Þau Bolli ok Þórdís áttu 
eina dóttur, sú hét 
Herdís; þeiri mey bauð 
Guðrún til fóstrs. Hon 
var þá vetrgǫmul, er hon 
fór til Helgafells. Þórdís 
var ok lǫngum þar; var 
Guðrún ok allvel til 
hennar. 

Action / 
Lexical unit 

Guðrún all-vel (adj.): lit. 'all-
well' (very well); in 
this context: 'very well 
received', 'very loved'. 

Bolli and Þórdís have a daughter 
named Herdís. Guðrún asks to foster 
her, and Þórdís comes along. 
Guðrún takes them in with great 
love. 
 
In Landn, Bolli and Guðrún are said 
to have a daughter named Herdís, 
not Bolli B and Þórdís. 

Chapter 76 

196 

ch.76:222 Þorkell bað þá heila 
hittask. Gengr Þorsteinn 
nú heim ok er ókátr 
mjǫk. Hann gengr til sofu 
ok biðr leggja undir 
hǫfuð sér, ok svá var 
gǫrt; griðkonan sá, at 
tárin runnu ofan á 
hœgendit ór augum 
honum. 

Silence / 
Action / 
Facial 
expression 

Þorsteinn tár (n.): tear Þorkell and Þorsteinn say goodbye, 
and Þorsteinn returns home and 
remains silent. He asks for a pillow 
and cries. 
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197 

ch.76:222–
223 

Guðrún gekk til kirkju, 
þá er menn váru farnir í 
rekkjur, ok er hon gekk í 
kirjugarðshliðit, þá sá 
hon draug standa fyrir 
sér. [...] Gekk Guðrún til 
kirkju, svá sem hon hafði 
áðr ætlat, ok er hon kom 
til kirkjunnar, þá þóttisk 
hon sjá, at þeir Þorkell 
váru heim komnir ok 
stóðu úti fyrir kirkju. [...] 
Þá brá Guðrúnu mjǫk í 
brún um atburð þenna 
allan jafnsaman. 

Action / 
Dialogue 

Guðrún  Þorkell dies; Guðrún goes to church 
and sees a ghost. She is surprised by 
the events. 

198 
ch.76:223 Guðrúnu þótti mikit 

fráfall Þorkels, en bar þó 
skǫruliga af sér. 

Lexical unit Guðrún at þykkja mikit (v.): to 
suffer, to feel strongly 

Guðrún suffers Þorkell's death a lot 
but behaves calmly. 

199 
ch.76:223 Guðrún gerðisk trúkona 

mikil. Hon nam fyrst 
kvenna saltara á Íslandi. 

Action Guðrún  She becomes a religious woman. 

200 ch.76:223 Hon var lǫngum um nætr 
at kirkju á bœnum sínum. 

Action Guðrún  She seems to have found a place of 
peace. 

201 

ch.76:223 Herdís Bolladóttir fór 
jafnan með henni um 
nætrnar. Guðrún unni 
mikit Herdísi. 

Action / 
Lexical unit 

Guðrún and 
Herdís 

at unna (v.) to love Herdís Bolladóttir goes to visit her 
quite often. Guðrún seems to love 
her a lot. 
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202 

ch.76:224 "Seg þú þat ǫmmu þinni, 
at mér hugnar illa við 
hana, því at hon brǫltir 
allar nætr á mér ok fellir 
á mik dropa svá heita, at 
ek brenn af ǫll." 

Lexical unit 
/ Facial 
Expression-
Action 

The dead vala 
about Guðrún 

mér hugnar illa: 'I am 
displeased' 

Herdís has a dream in which an ugly 
woman appears to her and tells her 
to ask her grandmother to stop 
crying over her at night. 
Her tears are warm and big, and not 
referred to as tár.  

Chapter 77 

203 ch.77:225 varð Guðrún allfegin 
Bolla, syni sínum. 

Lexical unit Guðrún at verða allfeginn (v.): 
to rejoice a lot 

Bolli returns from his trip, and his 
mother is happy to see him again. 

204 

ch.77:225 Snorri lagði eigi minni 
stund nú á at veita Bolla 
með allri blíðu en fyrr, er 
hann var með honum. 

Lexical unit 
/ Gesture 

Snorri goði blíða (f.): friendliness  Snorri receives him home and treats 
him the same as before. 

Chapter 78 

205 

ch.78:228 Nú tekr Guðrún mjǫk at 
eldask ok lifði við slíka 
harma, sem nú var frá 
sagt um hríð. Hon var 
fyrst nunna á Íslandi ok 
einsetukona 

Lexical unit 
/ Action 

Guðrún harmr (m.): sorrow, 
grief 

Guðrún turns old, a nun, and an 
abbess. She lives in grief for the rest 
of her life. 

206 

ch.78:228 Frá því er sagt eitthvert 
sinn, at Bolli kom til 
Helgafells, því at 
Guðrúnu þótti ávallt 
gott, er hann kom at 
finna hana. 

Lexical unit Guðrún and 
Bolli Bollason 

at þykkja ávallt gott: to 
always appreciate 

Bolli visit his mother; she is happy. 

207 

ch.78:228 "Muntu segja mér þat, 
móðir, at mér er forvitni 
á at vita? Hverjum hefir 
þú manni mest unnt?" 

Lexical unit 
/ Dialogue 

Bolli Bollason at unna (v.) to love Bolli asks, which man has his 
mother loved the most. 
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208 

ch.78:228 "Þorkell var maðr ríkastr 
ok hǫfðingi mestr, en 
engi var maðr gørviligri 
en Bolli ok albetr at sér. 
Þórðr Ingunnarson var 
maðr þeira vitrastr ok 
lagamaðr mestr. Þorvalds 
get ek at engu." Þá segir 
Bolli: "Skil ek þetta 
gǫrla, hvat þú segir mér 
frá því, hversu hverjum 
var farit bœnda þinna, en 
hitt verðr enn ekki sagt, 
hverjum þú unnir mest; 
þarftu nú ekki at leyna 
því lengr." 

Dialogue / 
Silence 

Guðrún and 
Bolli Bollason 

 She gives him a list of her husbands 
and their prowess. He is not 
satisfied with the answer and insists. 

209 
ch.78:228 "Þeim var ek verst, sem 

ek unna mest." 
Dialogue / 
Silence / 
Lexical units 

Guðrún at unna (v.): to love Guðrún answers in a cryptic way: 
she behaved the worst with him 
whom she loved the most.  
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